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   ﻣﺴﺘﺨﻠﺺ
  
ﺧﻮارزﻣﻴﺎت ﺟﺪﻳﺪة ﺗﻌﻤﻞ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﺤﻮﻳﻞ  هﺬا اﻟﺒﺤﺚ هﻮ ﺗﺼﻤﻴﻢ، ﺗﻨﻔﻴﺬ، وﺗﺠﺮﻳﺐ ﻦﺳﺎﺳﻲ ﻣاﻟﻬﺪف اﻷ
ﺛﻢ ﺗﻘﻴﻴﻢ إﺳﻬﺎﻣﺎﺗﻬﺎ ﻓﻲ ﺗﺤﺴﻴﻦ أداء وﺳﺎﺋﻞ ﺿﻐﻂ اﻟﺒﻴﺎﻧﺎت ﻋﺎﻣﺔ اﻟﻐﺮض ﻓﻲ , اﻟﺒﻴﺎﻧﺎت اﻟﻨﺼﻴﺔ ﺑﻨﺎءَا ﻋﻠﻰ رؤًى
  .ﻣﺠﺎل ﺿﻐﻂ اﻟﺒﻴﺎﻧﺎت اﻟﻨﺼﻴﺔ
وذﻟﻚ ﺑﺎﻋﺘﺒﺎر أن   ﻮارزﻣﻴﺔ ﺟﺪﻳﺪة ﻗﺎﻋﺪﻳﺔ اﻷﺳﺎس ﻟﺘﻌﻤﻞ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﺤﻮﻳﻞ  اﻟﻨﺼﻮصﺗﻢ ﺗﺼﻤﻴﻢ وﺗﻨﻔﻴﺬ ﺧ
. ﻣﻮﺿﻊ اﻟﺤﺮف، اﺳﻢ اﻟﺤﺮف، وﺣﺎﻟﺔ اﻟﺤﺮف ،اﻟﺤﺮف  آﺎﺋﻦ ﻳﻤﻜﻦ وﺻﻔﻪ ﺑﻌﺪد ﻣﻦ اﻟﺨﺼﺎﺋﺺ ﻣﺜﻞ ﻃﻮل اﻟﻜﻠﻤﺔ
ﻤﻞ ﺑﻨﺎءًا ﻋﻠﻰ  ﻧﺘﺎﺋﺞ اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴﺔ ﻗﺎﻋﺪﻳﺔ اﻷﺳﺎس ﺗﻢ ﺗﺼﻤﻴﻢ وﺗﻨﻔﻴﺬ ﺛﻼﺛﺔ ﺧﻮارزﻣﻴﺔ ﺟﺪﻳﺪة ﻗﺎﻣﻮﺳﻴﺔ اﻷﺳﺎس ﺗﻌ
  .Cﺗﻢ ﺗﻨﻔﻴﺬ اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴﺔ ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﻟﻐﺔ اﻟﺒﺮﻣﺠﺔ . ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﺤﻮﻳﻞ  اﻟﻨﺼﻮص
ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﻣﻠﻔﺎت ﻧﺼﻴﺔ ﻗﻴﺎﺳﻴﺔ، ﺗﻢ اﺧﺘﺒﺎر آﻞ اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴﺎت اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺠﺔ ﻣﻊ ﺿﻐﻂ اﻟﻨﺎﺗﺞ ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﺒﺮاﻣﺞ 
ﺗﻤﺖ ﻣﻘﺎرﻧﺔ ﻧﺴﺐ . pizG، وDMPP، 2pizB، citemhtirA,  namffuHاﻟﻘﻴﺎﺳﻴﺔ ﻟﻀﻐﻂ اﻟﺒﻴﺎﻧﺎت ﻣﺜﻞ 
ﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻢ اﻟﺤﺼﻮل ﻋﻠﻴﻬﺎ ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﻮﺳﺎﺋﻞ اﻟﻌﺎﻣﺔ ﺑﻌﺪ ﺗﻄﺒﻴﻖ اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴﺎت اﻟﺠﺪﻳﺪة ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻤﻠﻔﺎت ﺿﻐﻂ اﻟﺒﻴﺎﻧﺎت ا
  . اﻟﻨﺼﻴﺔ ﻣﻊ ﺗﻠﻚ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻢ اﻟﺤﺼﻮل ﻋﻠﻴﻬﺎ ﻗﺒﻞ ﺗﻄﺒﻴﻖ اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴﺎت اﻟﺠﺪﻳﺪة
أدت ، آﻤﺎ  %37.5ﺑﻨﺴﺒﺔ ﺑﻠﻐﺖ  namffuHأداء ﻃﺮﻳﻘﺔ إﻟﻰ ﺗﺤﺴﻴﻦ  اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴﺔ ﻗﺎﻋﺪﻳﺔ اﻷﺳﺎسأدت 
اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴﺎت ﻗﺎﻣﻮﺳﻴﺔ أدت ﺑﺎﻟﻤﺘﻮﺳﻂ، ﺑﻴﻨﻤﺎ   %20.6ﺑﻨﺴﺒﺔ ﺑﻠﻐﺖ  citemhtirAﻘﺔأداء ﻃﺮﻳإﻟﻰ ﺗﺤﺴﻴﻦ 
أدت إﻟﻰ ﺗﺤﺴﻴﻦ ، آﻤﺎ %85.63إﻟﻰ  %18.31ﺑﻨﺴﺐ اﻣﺘﺪت ﻣﻦ  namffuHأداء ﻃﺮﻳﻘﺔ إﻟﻰ ﺗﺤﺴﻴﻦ  اﻷﺳﺎس
أدت  وﻓﻲ اﻟﺠﺎﻧﺐ اﻵﺧﺮ،   .ﺑﺎﻟﻤﺘﻮﺳﻂ .%68.63إﻟﻰ  %21.41ﺑﻨﺴﺐ اﻣﺘﺪت ﻣﻦ   citemhtirAأداء ﻃﺮﻳﻘﺔ 
ﺑﻨﺴﺐ  ﻟﺘﺤﻮﻳﻞ اﻟﻨﺼﻮص إﻟﻰ ﺗﺤﺴﻴﻦ أداء وﺳﺎﺋﻞ ﺿﻐﻂ اﻟﺒﻴﺎﻧﺎت ﻣﺘﻌﺪدة اﻟﻄﺒﻘﺎت اﻷﺳﺎس ﻗﺎﻣﻮﺳﻴﺔﻴﺎت اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣ
ﻟﺘﺤﻮﻳﻞ اﻟﻨﺼﻮص إﻟﻰ  ﻗﺎﻋﺪﻳﺔ اﻷﺳﺎس، ﺑﻴﻨﻤﺎ أدت اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴﺎت ﺑﺎﻟﻤﺘﻮﺳﻂ  %61.02إﻟﻰ   %21.7اﻣﺘﺪت ﻣﻦ 
 .ﺗﺪهﻮر أداء ﻧﻔﺲ اﻟﻮﺳﺎﺋﻞ
ﺤﺴﻴﻦ ﻧﺴﺒﺔ ﺿﻐﻂ اﻟﺒﻴﺎﻧﺎت ﻓﺤﺴﺐ ﺑﻞ ﺗﻄﺒﻴﻖ اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴﺎت اﻟﺠﺪﻳﺪة ﻟﺘﺤﻮﻳﻞ اﻟﻨﺼﻮص ﻟﻢ ﻳﻌﻤﻞ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗ
ﻋﻤﻞ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺧﻔﺾ ﺣﺠﻢ اﻟﻘﺎﻣﻮس اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪم ﻓﻲ ﺗﺤﻮﻳﻞ اﻟﻨﺼﻮص ﻣﻘﺎرﻧًﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻮﺳﺎﺋﻞ اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻘﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ اﺳﺘﺨﺪﻣﺖ ﻟﻨﻔﺲ 
هﺬﻩ اﻟﻨﺘﺎﺋﺞ رﺑﻤﺎ ﺗﺠﻌﻞ ﺑﻌﺾ هﺬﻩ اﻟﺨﻮارزﻣﻴﺎت ﺻﺎﻟﺤًﺔ ﻟﻠﺘﻄﺒﻴﻖ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺠﺎل ﺿﻐﻂ اﻟﺒﻴﺎﻧﺎت ﻋﻠﻰ . اﻟﻐﺮض
  .  ﺎﺳﻴﺔ واﻟﺬاآﺮة اﻟﻤﺴﺎﻋﺪة ﺣﺘﻰ اﻵناﻷﺟﻬﺰة اﻟﻤﺤﻤﻮﻟﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺘﺴﻢ ﺑﺼﻐﺮ اﻟﺬاآﺮة اﻷﺳ
 Abstract 
 
The main goal of this research is to design, implement and experiment new 
algorithms for transforming text sources based on some new visions and evaluate 
their contribution in enhancing the performance of the general-purpose data 
compression tools in the filed of text compression. 
   
A new rule-based algorithm for text transformation has been designed and 
implemented by considering any letter as an object that can be described by a set of 
properties, such as word length, letter position, letter name, and letter status. Based 
on some results of the rule-based transformation method, other three dictionary-
based transformation algorithms have been designed and their codes have been 
developed using C programming language.  
 
Using some standard text files, the developed algorithms have been tested. 
Their output has been evaluated using some commonly used data compression 
standard tools such as Huffman, Arithmetic, PPMD, Bzip2, Gzip. The produced 
compression ratios are compared with the output of these tools using the same files 
before applying these algorithms. The rule-based transformation method has 
enhanced the Huffman method on average with 5.73% and they have enhanced the 
Arithmetic method on average with 6.02%, while the dictionary-based 
transformation methods have enhanced the Huffman method with improvement 
ratios which are ranged from 13.81% to 36.58% and they have enhanced the 
Arithmetic method with improvement ratios which are ranged from 14.12% to 
36.86%. On the other hand, the dictionary-based transformation methods have 
 enhanced the multi-layers tools with improvements ratios which are ranged from 
7.12% to 20.16%, but they have been deteriorated by the rule-based transformation 
algorithm.  
   
Applying text transformation algorithms, not only increases the compression 
ratio in many instances but it also reduces sizes of the dictionaries used compared to 
some previous transformation techniques. These results may make it suitable to be 
applied very soon on most of the hand-held devices that suffer from lack and 
shortage of both main and secondary storages. 
 
 




Since the beginning of the telegraph in the nineteenth century, it has been a 
goal to communicate with much information as possible over a given period with 
minimum cost. If the signaling rate reaches the fastest possible speed over the 
communication channels, further improvement can be achieved by carefully 
designing coding methods to encode the information communicated. One of the 
earliest examples of a code designed is the Morse Coding System, in which shorter 
codes correspond to letters that are more frequent used [Sal2007].  
 
In the modern digital age, a sequence of characters can be stored in a file on a 
storage unit or transmitted over a computer network, internet, or mobile phones. The 
sizes of modern database files, application files, or multimedia files become 
extremely large. In this way, the spread of computing has led to increase in the 
volumes of data files to be stored on hard disks or to be sent over the different types 
of networks. Compression refers to reducing the quantity of data used to represent a 
file text, image, sound, or video content without excessively reducing the quality of 
the original data [Sha2010]. The reduction of the size of any sequence can save 
computing resources, such as main memory, storing or retrieving time, and any 
storage area. Sometimes lack of memory to store only one byte in a sequence may 
cause a problem while the same sequence might be stored with compression. In 
addition, size reduction can decrease the transmission time over any type of 
networks.  
 
 Recently, there have seen an extraordinary growth of textual information 
passing through the Internet, digital libraries, uncountable WebPages, and archival 
text data in many applications. The estimation of the growth rate is reflected by the 
Parkinson's Law on data that "data expands to fill the space available for storage". It 
is expected that the storage or the memory usage of the computer systems tend to 
double roughly once every 18 months [Par]. Unfortunately, the laws of physics 
guarantee that the latter cannot continue indefinitely. 
 
Generally, real-world data files are quite redundant; and data compression 
can reduce file sizes significantly. Therefore, the investigation of data compression 
algorithms to compress the sequences with high compression ratio is very important. 
The effort does not stop in the current age and will continue in the near future. 
 
1.2 Importance of data compression 
Data compression methods are motivated mainly by the need of data 
processing departments to improve the efficiency of information processing. This 
includes improving the following main elements in the digital processing systems: 
• Storage efficiency 
• Efficient usage of transmission bandwidth 
• Reduction of transmission time 
• Better utilization of the internal resources of computers  
 
Although the cost of storage media and transmission bandwidth for digital 
data have been dropped significantly, the need for increasing their capacity in many 
application areas has been growing rapidly and will continue. There are some cases 
in which large storage or large bandwidth may be difficult to have or possible to be 
 expensive, such as in small hand-held devices and mobile phones. Hand-held devices 
do exist everywhere and in the very near future every person can have one. The 
communication cost of transmitting data over hand-held devices is still expensive. 
Moreover, the processing power and the main memory of small hand-held devices 
are relatively small. The need of compression utilities in the digital community will 
continue, especially that are dedicated to small hand-held communication devices. 
The dedicated compression utilities must have small number of layers to work on 
relatively small memory, with reasonable speed. One of the far objectives of our 
research is to develop some algorithms to work alone or in combination with other 
compression tool or compression algorithm that may be suitable for small devices. In 
the end, data compression may provide efficient usage of existing resources with less 
cost. Ongoing research of data-compression can help in developing new products to 
provide better services. 
 
1.3 Problem Statement 
Text is a fundamental element used to convey information in all fields of 
knowledge such as communications, books, journals of daily articles, reports, emails, 
news papers, WebPages, etc.... Although there are many compression tools that can 
reduce the size of text documents, none of them is dedicated to text compression or 
can make full utilization of the natural redundancies of text files to obtain the best 
compression results. With increasing level of text, that are transmitted by various 
means over different types of networks with different levels of bandwidth, the 
lossless text compression field has become and will continue to be as an important 
research area for optimization of different types of resources in computers and hand-
held devices. Under some circumstances where bandwidth is limited or data-traffic is 
 very heavy, the transmission of text documents may become a bottleneck or very 
expensive in some application areas such as mobile phones environments.  
 
For increasing the level of exploiting the natural redundancy of text sources, a 
recent trend called text transformation has been initiated to transform text files into 
intermediate more compressible forms [MA2002]. Although there are many 
publications in this area, in this thesis we will provide some ways that could be used 
to transform text files into intermediate form, with and without pre-compression, to 
produce better compression ratios when compressing text files with general-purpose 
compression tools. The transformation can be done by developing and using word-
level processing methods or character-level processing methods. 
  
1.4 Research Objectives  
The main goal of this thesis is to design and experiment some new algorithms 
for transforming text sources and evaluate their contribution in enhancing the 
performance of the general-purpose data compression tools in the filed of text 
compression.  
 
1.5 Research Scope 
The scope of this research lies within the boundaries of the area of text 
transformation for lossless text compression. We expect that our research will 
influence the future status of information technology by developing some systems for 
data delivery where communication bandwidth is limited. 
 
 The investigations, design, and development will deal with the following 
aspects: 
 • Investigate and develop a rule-based algorithm for text transformation 
and evaluate its effect on both single-layer and multi-layers general-
purpose compression tools.  
• Develop static-dictionary-based text transformation algorithms to 
produce transformed files with and without pre-compression level to 
overcome some deficiencies of the current available text 
transformation methods. 
• Develop a semi-dynamic-dictionary-based transformation algorithm 
to produce a transformed file with and without pre-compression level 
and assess its performance on current available compression tools. 
• Develop a word mapping transformation technique using semi-
dynamic sub-dictionaries building based on initials and lengths of 
words. 
 
1.5 Thesis Organization 
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Background material on 
compression techniques and some related work on text compression are introduced in 
chapter 2. In chapter 3, which is our contribution, the architecture and the 
implementation details of four different algorithms for text transformation are 
presented. The experimental results of the different algorithms are discussed in 
chapter 4. Finally, in chapter 5, the conclusions together with outlines for the future 
work are offered. As indication of the importance of this research, it has to be 
mentioned that already one paper has been published [BAB2011and other one has 
been accepted to be published in an international conference. 
 CHAPTER 2 
 
BASICS AND RVIEW OF RELATED WORK 
 
2.1 Overview 
Data compression is utilized for increasing capacity of storage media, 
increasing the capacity of the communication channels to achieve faster access to 
data. Many compression methods have been implemented to help in enhancing data 
processing efficiency. Data compression algorithms are classified into lossy and 
lossless [Pu2004]. Lossy methods suit audios, videos, and sound sources. Lossless 
methods suit text sources and medical pictures. The lossless compression algorithms 
themselves can be categorized into three broad classes: statistical or entropy 
methods, dictionary-based methods, and text transformations methods. In this 
chapter, some details of the basic text compression techniques, such as Run-Length 
Encoding (RLE), Huffman, and the Arithmetic compression methods will be 
provided. In addition, some information about the basic transformation methods 
Move-To-Front (MTF) and Burrows-Wheeler Transformation (BWT) will be 
provided. Also in this chapter, we will give some information about the current text 
transformation methods and their limitations. 
 
2.2 Basics 
2.2.1 Basic Data Compression Terminologies 
2.2.1.1 Basic Definitions 
The following terms will be used regularly in this research; they mean the 
given definitions.   
Alphabet: An alphabet is a finite set containing at least one element. For example 
the alphabet set A = {a, b, c, d, e}. 
Symbol: A symbol is any element in the alphabet. For example, Ab∈ . 
 Source Message: A source message is a sequence of symbols, each of which is an 
element of that alphabet. For example ccdabdcaad  is a message over the alphabet set 
A. 
Codeword:  A codeword is a sequence of bits representing a coded symbol or coded 
string, e.g 110101001101010100… is codeword. 
Context: The term 'context', in the data compression field, means a symbol or a 
group of symbols, which comes after or before a symbol or a group of symbols. i.e.: 
"jklm". In this case, 'j' is the context of ‘klm’ and ‘jk’ is the context of 'lm'.  
Prefix codes: Prefix code means no codeword is a prefix of any other codeword. For 
example A = 0; B = 10; C = 110; D = 111. It is uniquely decodable code, i.e. it has 
only one possible source string producing it. 
 
2.2.1.2 Entropy 
Generally, the entropy measures how much information will be received on 
getting a new message. In the information theory, the entropy is “the smallest 
number of bits required to represent a symbol” [Sal2008]. According to Shannon’s 
definition, the Entropy E  is the information content of a message [HD2003]. 
Combining the two definitions, the entropy of a message is its average information 
contents measured in binary digits (bits). Usually uncommon messages or events 
have larger information contents than common ones. Therefore, the entropy of a 
source is inversely proportional to its relative frequency or probability. It reflects the 
uncertainty of an event or it means the surprise when some one see specific symbol; 
also, the entropy is considered as average surprise. 
 
 According to [Sha1948, TDC] Shannon has developed five mathematical 
models to measure the information contents of any source. According to these 
models, given a set of symbols X= { ix : ix  is a printable symbol}, where each symbol 
occurs in a source file with probability ip ; the information contents of a symbol ix  
depends on the model used to measure the information contents. The developed 
models are: 
I. Zero-Order Model: In this model the used characters are statistically 
independent of each other and the symbol or the letter of the alphabets are 
equally likely to occur in the source. If n is the size of an alphabet, the 
entropy rate can be directly calculated by 
nE 2log=   bits / character.     (2.1) 
In this case, the entropy of the English language 75.427log2 ==E bits/characters. 
II. First-Order Model: The characters in a source are statistically independent 
but they are not equally likely to occur. If n is the size of the alphabet and  ip  








2log*  bits / character.    (2.2) 
Using the first-order distribution of the English letters, the entropy is found  to be 
4.07 bits / character. This value may be different from one source to other.  
III. Second-Order Model: In this model, any letter in a given source depends on 
the previous one. If ijP |  is the conditional probability of the j-th letter in the 
alphabet given the pervious character as i-th letter in the alphabet, the entropy 













log*  bits / character.     (2.3) 
 According to this model, the entropy value of the English text is found as 3.36 bits / 
character.  
IV. Third-Order Model:  In this model, any letter is considered related to the 
previous two letters in the source. If ijkP ,|  is the probability of the k-th letter 
in the alphabet given the previous character as j-th letter in the alphabet and 


















log*   bits / character.   (2.4) 
Applying this formula on the third-order distribution, the entropy value of the 
English text is found as 2.77 bits / character.  
V. General-Order Model: In this model, the source taken as blocks of n 
characters each time. If nB  represents a block of n characters, the entropy rate 













1lim   bits / character. (2.5) 
According to this equation, it is impossible to calculate the entropy rate. Based on 
prediction, Shannon has estimated the entropy using this model as 2.3 bits/characters 
[Sha1951]. Finally, Shannon has stated “the entropy of any text depends on the 
statistical nature”. Generally, the entropy of any source taken one symbol at a time 
will be larger than the entropy of a source taken n symbols at a time. Therefore, the 
entropy of any source depends on how the data can be viewed.  
 
2.2.1.3 Lossless and lossy data compression 
Data compression is just an efficient digital representation of a source of a 
data such as text, image, video, audio and the sound. The objective of data 
compression is to represent a source of data in a reversible digital form with least 
 amount of bits that it is possible. This aim can be attained by removing all or some of 
the redundancies that exist in a given source by applying suitable compression 
technique(s). In terms of the possibility of getting back the original source, there are 
two main types of the compression techniques that are lossy and Lossless 
compression techniques [Pu2004]. 
 
A compression method is lossless only if it is possible to reconstruct exactly 
the original source from the compressed version. Lossless compression techniques 
are used when the original data of a source is extremely important so that we cannot 
accept to lose any level of its details. They are generally applied to symbolic data 
such as character text, numeric data, computer software, medical images, etc. On 
other hand, a compression technique is lossy if it is not possible to reform the 
original source from the compressed version. This means there are some unimportant 
details may get lost during the compression stage. It is applied to data such as video 
and audio, real colors. 
 
2.2.1.4 Classification of Codes Types  
According to the nature of the sizes of the blocks of the data to be encoded and 
the sizes of the blocks to be produced as codes, the coding types can be classified 
into four groups [GH1991]:  
1. Block-to-block  
2. Block-to-variable  
3. Variable-to-block  
4. Variable-to-variable  
The Block-to-Block type of coding takes a specific number of bits at a time 
from the input source and produces a specific number of bits as a result. In case of 
 ASCII, if all of the symbols in the input alphabet are used, the output alphabet must 
be in same size as the input alphabet. This kind of coding does not give any 
compression, but it allows a kind of transformation to be performed on the data, 
which may makes the data more compressible, i.e. the size of the output file will be 
same as the size of the input file. 
 
Block-to-variable coding technique uses a variable number of output bits for 
each input symbol. All single-layer statistical data compression systems, such as 
Huffman, and Arithmetic coding belong to this group. The main idea is assigning 
shorter codes for symbols that occur more frequently and longer codes for symbols 
that occur less frequently. At the end, the size of the output file will be less than the 
size of the input file and that is the compression.  
 
Variable-to-block coding methods act just the opposite to the two previous 
methods. It uses a fixed-length output code to represent a variable-length part of the 
input. Variable-to-block codes are also called free-parse methods. The size of the 
block depends on the parsing conditions. It is used to replace all source sub-strings 
by shorter codes. All substitution compressors belong to this group.  
 
Variable-to-variable coding methods produce a variable-length output code to 
represent a variable-length part of the input. Usually, the compression algorithms that 
use this category are mostly hybrids of the compressors that use the previously 
described coding types. For example a variable-to-block coding scheme such as 
LZ77 [ZL1977] followed by any statistical compressor, like Huffman, encoding falls 
into this group and it is used in Gzip and other compression tools. They use static and 
 adaptive statistical compression. The compression level depends on the program that 
has been selected. 
 
2.2.1.5 Metrics of the Compression Performance 
The performance of any compression method can be measured by variety of 
criterion such as compression ratio, compression time, and decompression time. 
Evaluating specific criteria depends on what is the main concern. Generally, the most 
important factor in compression performance is the difference between the size of the 
source file before the compression and the size of the output after the compression. 
The simplest way to evaluate the effect of any compression algorithm is to calculate 
its compression ratio, which is the ratio of the size of the compressed file to the size 
of the source file. The compression ratio can be calculated by equation number 2.6. 
nCompressioSizeBefore
ompressionSizeAfterCrationCompressio =              (2.6) 
 
Other way of measuring the performance of a compression method is to 
calculate the achieved compression or the saving percentage, which shows the 
reduction as a percentage. It can be calculated by the following formula. 
%
nCompressioSizeBefore
ompressionSizeAfterCnCompressioSizeBeforepercentageSaving −=     (2.7) 
 
2.2.2 The Basic Compression Techniques 
2.2.2.1 Run-Length Encoding (RLE) 
Perhaps the simplest coding method that takes advantage of local correlation 
of frequencies to reduce the sizes of the text files is run-length encoding (RLE) 
[Gol1966]. This encoding technique supposes existence of repetition of characters 
among text files. The repetition redundancy provides a possibility for compressing 
data file to smaller size using RLE method. The main idea is to identify a string that 
 have adjacent similar values and replace it with the occurred symbol followed by the 
number of similar symbols. So, the symbols runs may replaced by a tupple <R, L, S> 
for <run-flag, run-length, run-symbol> respectively, where S is a member of the 
alphabet of the symbols and R, L are not. For example, the message sequence 
aaaacccbbbaaab could be replaced with (r,a,4), (r,3,c), (r,3,b), (r,3,a), (r,1,b) , 
where r represents the flag of repetition, the number means the times of occurrences  
and the symbol indicates  the repeated symbol. Once the transformation is finished, 
an entropy coder (e.g., Huffman or arithmetic) can be used to code both the message 
values and their counts. 
 
Actually the Run Length Encoding (RLE) is not very useful for compressing 
text files of natural language since they do not have long repetitive character strings 
to be encoded unless other transformation is performed on a given text file. It is 
usually used as a preprocessor for other compression schemes. 
 
2.2.2.2 Move-To-Front (MTF)   
A Move-To-Front (MTF) [Mc1965, Cam1999] encoder is a quite trivial 
technique that encodes the symbols adaptively. The main aim of the Move-To-Front 
transformation method is to increase source redundancy by maintaining the alphabet 
set A of symbols as a list and each symbol will be encoded as the number of symbols 
that precede it in that list.  
 
Given the set of alphabet {'e','f','g','h','t'} in a lexicographical order to encode 
the message "fghhhtttteee", encoding process using MTF transformation method can 
be shown by the contents of table 2.1 below. 
 
 Table 2.1: Example of Encoding Process Using MTF Transformation Method 
A Symbol to Encode Renaming Symbols  Symbols List Encoded Symbols 
f ghhhhtttteee 'e','f','g','h','t' 1 
g hhhhtttteee 'f','e','g','h','t' 1,2 
h hhhtttteee 'g','f','e','h','t' 1,2,3 
h hhtttteee 'h','g','f','e','t' 1,2,3,0 
h htttteee 'h','g','f','e','t' 1,2,3,0,0 
h ttteee 'h','g','f','e','t' 1,2,3,0,0,0 
t ttteee 't','h','g','f','e' 1,2,3,0,0,0,4 
t tteee 't','h','g','f','e' 1,2,3,0,0,0,4,0 
t teee 't','h','g','f','e' 1,2,3,0,0,0,4,0,0 
t eee 't','h','g','f','e' 1,2,3,0,0,0,4,0,0,0 
e ee 'e','t','h','g','f' 1,2,3,0,0,0,4,0,0,0,4 
e e 'e','t','h','g','f' 1,2,3,0,0,0,4,0,0,0,4,0 
e  'e','t','h','g','f' 1,2,3,0,0,0,4,0,0,0,4,0,0 
 
The frequency distribution of the symbols that are used in the input is: f is 1, g is 1, h 
is 3, t is 4  and e is 3; where as in the output the frequencies are: 0 is 8, 1 is 1, 2 is 1, 
3 is 1 and  4 is 2. Therefore, the output is more redundant and consequently results in 
better compression ratio.    
 
The Decoding process using Move-to-Front is very simple; it is very much 
similar to the encoding process. In the encoding step, the position of a symbol in the 
alphabet list will be used to decode a symbol. The process of the decoding step 
usually starts with a list in a lexicographical or with any predetermined order but the 
order must be the same as that was used in the encoding step. The encoded list 
contains the position of the encoded alphabets, after decoding a symbol, move it to 
the front of the used list of symbols. For example, given the set of alphabet 
{'e','f','g','h','t'} in a lexicographical order to decode the message 
"1,2,3,0,0,0,4,0,0,0,4,0,0", The decoding process using MTF transformation method 
can by shown by the contents of table 2.2 below. 
 
 Table 2.2: Example of Decoding Process Using MTF Transformation Method 
A Position to Decode Encoded Positions  Symbol List Decoded Symbols 
1 1,2,3,0,0,0,4,0,0,0,4,0,0 'e','f','g','h','t' f 
2 2,3,0,0,0,4,0,0,0,4,0,0 f','e','g','h','t' fg 
3 3,0,0,0,4,0,0,0,4,0,0 h','g','f','e','t' fgh 
0 0,0,0,4,0,0,0,4,0,0 h','g','f','e','t' fghh 
0 0,0,4,0,0,0,4,0,0 h','g','f','e','t' fghhh 
0 0,4,0,0,0,4,0,0 h','g','f','e','t' fghhhh 
4 4,0,0,0,4,0,0 t','h','g','f','e' fghhhht 
0 0,0,0,4,0,0 t','h','g','f','e' fghhhhtt 
0 0,0,4,0,0 t','h','g','f','e' fghhhhttt 
0 0,4,0,0 t','h','g','f','e' fghhhhtttt 
4 4,0,0 e','t','h','g','f' fghhhhtttte 
0 0,0 e','t','h','g','f' fghhhhttttee 
0 0 e','t','h','g','f' fghhhhtttteee 
 
The output is the decoded string "fghhhhtttteee" which is exactly the same as the 
encoded one. 
 
2.2.2.3 Burrows-Wheeler Transformation Algorithm Overview: 
The Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) [BW1994, Dipp, Wikia]  is a block-
to-block encoding algorithm;  it  takes  a block  of  data  and  rearranges  it  using  a 
sorting algorithm. It is not really a compression method but it is a tool used to 
enhance the compression ratio. It is a completely reversible transformation method. 
If the transformation can be expressed as: yxf =)(   then the reversing function or 
the retransformation function can be expressed as xyf =− )(1 ; where f is the coding 
program, 1−f   is the decoding program, x  is the original text, and y  is the 
transformed data file. For a transformation to be reversible, the BWT requires a small 
amount of additional information to be stored with the transformed output.   
 
BWT is very useful because it converts the data into an intermediate format 
that generally gives better compression ratio when RLE encoders and statistical 
 encoders with order model that is greater than 0. By additionally applying MTF 
coding, the transformed data will be in a format that is generally more compressible 
even by the zero-order model statistical encoders such as traditional implementations 
of Huffman coding or Arithmetic coding. 
 
2.2.2.3.1 BWT Text Transform Process: 
The Burrows-Wheeler Transformation is usually applied on blocks of input 
data (symbols). Regularly larger blocks result in better compression ratio of the 
transformed data with more cost of time and system resources. One of the very 
important effects of BWT is to produce blocks of transformed data with more and 
longer runs than those found in the original data. The increasing the number of 
identical symbols and their lengths is likely to improve the compressibility of a data. 
The text transformation will be in a sequence of ordered steps. The first step of BWT 
is to read in a string of N  symbols 110 ... −nXXX . If the block of data is thought as N  
rotations of the original string then 110 ... −nSSS may be constructed such that: 
1100 ... −= nXXXS   
21011 ... −−= nn XXXXS  
30122 ... −−−= nnn XXXXS  
... 
03211 ...XXXXSn =−  
 
For example, assume that the data block is the string "the father gathers 
them.". In this sting there is no sequence of similar symbols, so there will be no effect 
of applying RLE on the given string or block with the current status. At any time, if 
we want to apply the RLE method on a source then it must be preceded with 
 applying the BWT on that source. For transforming the given message "the father 
gathers them.", then first step of the BWT process can be shown by the flowing set 
of rotations: 
 
s0 = the father gathers them. 
s1 = .the father gathers them 
s2 = m.the father gathers the 
s3 = em.the father gathers th 
s4 = hem.the father gathers t 
s5 = them.the father gathers  
s6 =  them.the father gathers 
s7 = s them.the father gather 
s8 = rs them.the father gathe 
s9 = ers them.the father gath 
s10 = hers them.the father gat 
s11 = thers them.the father ga 
s12 = athers them.the father g 
s13 = gathers them.the father  
s14 =  gathers them.the father 
s15 = r gathers them.the fathe 
s16 = er gathers them.the fath 
s17 = her gathers them.the fat 
s18 = ther gathers them.the fa 
s19 = ather gathers them.the f 
s20 = father gathers them.the  
s21 =  father gathers them.the 
s22 = e father gathers them.th 
s23 = he father gathers them.t 
 
 
The second step, of BWT is lexicographical sorting of 110 ... −nSSS , is shown in table 
2.3.  
 
Table 2.3: A Sorted Set of the Rotated Strings Using BWT 
  Sorted Rotated Strings First Letters (F) Last Letters (L) 
s21 =  father gathers them.the   e 
s14 =  gathers them.the father   r 
s6 =  them.the father gathers   s 
s1 = .the father gathers them . m 
s19 = ather gathers them.the f a f 
s12 = athers them.the father g a g 
s22 = e father gathers them.th a h 
s3 = em.the father gathers th e h 
s16 = er gathers them.the fath e h 
s9 = ers them.the father gath e h 
s20 = father gathers them.the  f   
s13 = gathers them.the father  g   
 s23 = he father gathers them.t h t 
s4 = hem.the father gathers t h t 
s17 = her gathers them.the fat h t 
s10 = hers them.the father gat h t 
s2 = m.the father gathers the m e 
s15 = r gathers them.the fathe r e 
s8 = rs them.the father gathe r e 
s7 = s them.the father gather s r 
s0 = the father gathers them. t  . 
s5 = them.the father gathers  t    
s18 = ther gathers them.the fa t a 
s11 = thers them.the father ga t a 
 
Once the rotations have been sorted in ascending order, the transform 
algorithm should output a string, L , having the last character in each of the rotations 
in their sorted order beside I , index value, the position of the original string in the 
sorted strings 0S . In the above table the index value is 20. So, the output of the above 
transformation process is: 
 
L = "ersmfghhhh  tttteeer. aa", I = 20 
As summery, the transformation can be shown by the following diagram: 





L = "ersmfghhhh  tttteeer. aa", I = 20 
 
 
         
The input data changed from a block of 0 runs to a block of 2 runs of length 
4, 1 run of length 3 and 1 run of length 2. The BWT transformation works better on 
data blocks where there are symbols that are frequently preceded by the same 
symbol. For example, in the original string "the father gathers them.", the symbol 'h' 
is four times preceded by the letter’t’.  
 
 The output of each transformation consists of two things: a copy of the last 
column L , and the primary index I , an integer indicating which row contains the 
original first string S0. These two items of information are quite enough to 
reconstruct the original block 0S . 
 
After sorting the rotated set of strings, as in table 2.3 above, there are two 
important points to note. First, string 0S , in the original unsorted strings, has now 
moved down to row number 20 in the sorted array. Second, the characters in column 
L  have an interesting property; which is that each of the characters in column L  is 
the prefix character to the string that starts in the same row in column F . Those two 
points will help much  in building the reconstruction algorithm. 
 
2.2.2.3.2 BWT Reverse Transformation Process: 
Getting back the original data in a lossless manner is very important for the 
data to be useful. Two methods of reversing transformation will be explained. 
According to [Wikia],   the first method can operate by keeping adding the last 
column ( L ) to the beginning of the retransformation block and sort the block 
contents. Using the column L and the index I , the algorithm can be described as 
follows: 
 
• Have an empty block NxNB . 
• IIndex =  
• SizeBlockTheN __←  
• Do 
o Add L  to NB  
o Sort B on NB  
o  1−← NN  
• While 0>N   
• Output IB  
 
  
As shown in the above transformation step that: S0="the father gathers them.", the 
last column L = "ersmfghhhh  tttteeer. aa", and the index I = 20; According to this 
information and the above algorithm, the retransformation output can be shown in 
table 2.4. 
 














e   e   f e f  fa  e father gathers them.th  father gathers them.the 
r   r   g r g  ga  r gathers them.the fathe  gathers them.the father 
s   s   t s t  th  s them.the father gather  them.the father gathers 
m . m. .t m.t .th  m.the father gathers the .the father gathers them 
f a fa at fat ath  father gathers them.the  ather gathers them.the f 
g a ga at gat ath  gathers them.the father  athers them.the father g 
h e he e  he  e f  he father gathers them.t e father gathers them.th 
h e he em hem em.  hem.the father gathers t em.the father gathers th 
h e he er her er   her gathers them.the fat er gathers them.the fath 
h e he er her ers  hers them.the father gat ers them.the father gath 
  f  f fa  fa fat   father gathers them.the father gathers them.the  
  g  g ga  ga gat   gathers them.the father gathers them.the father  
t h th he the he   the father gathers them. he father gathers them.t 
t h th he the hem  them.the father gathers  hem.the father gathers t 
t h th he the her  ther gathers them.the fa her gathers them.the fat 
t h th he the her  thers them.the father ga hers them.the father gat 
e m em m. em. m.t  em.the father gathers th m.the father gathers the 
e r er r  er  r g  er gathers them.the fath r gathers them.the fathe 
e r er Rs ers rs   ers them.the father gath rs them.the father gathe 
r s rs s  rs  s t  rs them.the father gathe s them.the father gather 
. t .t Th .th the  .them.the father gathers the father gathers them. 
  t  t Th  th the   the father gathers them them.the father gathers  
a t at Th ath the  ather gathers them.the f ther gathers them.the fa 
a t at Th ath the  athers them.the father g thers them.the father ga 
 
After 24 operations of addition and sorting, the retransformed output will be taken 
from the row number indicated by the value of the index, which is 20. Accordingly, 
the original text is "the father gathers them." . The advantage of this method is that, it 
is very simple and easy to understand and implement but it may costs too much 
memory and also it is time consuming. 
  
According to [BW1994], the algorithm of the second method of the 
retransformation will go as follows. Firstly, a mapping vector  V  needs to be 
constructed according to the contents of the first column F  and the last column L  
using the mapping formula ]][[][ iVFiL = . Secondly, the symbols can be inserted in 
an empty string in a reverse order from the last to the first. Usually, the first element 
to be inserted is ][indexL . 
The algorithm can be described as: 
1. Given only L  containing the transformed message and Index. 
2. Sort L to produce F, where F is the array of the first characters. 
3. Find the mapping vectorV  between F and L, so that L[I]=F[V[I]]. 
4. Generate the original sting S0, L[I] cyclically precedes F[I] in S0.  
o IndexI ←  
o N=size(L) 
o For J=0 to N-1 do 
? S[N-1-J]=L[I] 
? I=V[I] 
o Output S 
 
Using the mapping rule L[I]=F[V[I]]. on table 2.3 above, transformation vector of 
the transformed message can be computed as shown in table 2.5.  
 
Table 2.5: A Transformation Vector of a Transformed Message Using BWT 
J F  V  L 
0    6  e 
1    17  r 
2    19  s 
3 .  16  m 
4 a  10  f 
5 a  11  g 
6 e  12  h 
7 e  13  h 
8 e  14  h 
9 e  15  h 
10 f  0    
11 g  1    
12 h  20  t 
13 h  21  t 
14 h  22  t 
 15 h  23  t 
16 m  7  e 
17 r  8  e 
18 r  9  e 
19 s  18  r 
20 t  3  . 
21 t  2    
22 t  4  a 
23 t  5  a 
 
 
According to table 2.5, the transformation vector V= {6, 17, 19, 16, 10, 11, 12, 13, 
14, 15, 0,1, 20,21, 22, 23, 7, 8, 9, 18, 3, 2, 4, 5}.  Using the above computed 
transformation vector V, L = "ersmfghhhh  tttteeer. aa", and the index I = 20, the 
original text can be generated by the above algorithm as shown in 2.6. Finally, the 
original message S0 will be read in reverse order. In this case S0="the father gathers 
them." 
Table 2.6: Tracing the BWT Algorithm for Generating the Original Message 
J N-1-J Index I L[Index] V Next Index=V[index] 
0 23 20 . 6 3 
1 22 3 m 17 16 
2 21 16 e 19 7 
3 20 7 h 16 13 
4 19 13 t 10 21 
5 18 21   11 2 
6 17 2 s 12 19 
7 16 19 r 13 18 
8 15 18 e 14 9 
9 14 9 h 15 15 
10 13 15 t 0 23 
11 12 23 a 1 5 
12 11 5 g 20 11 
13 10 11   21 1 
14 9 1 r 22 17 
15 8 17 e 23 8 
16 7 8 h 7 14 
17 6 14 t 8 22 
18 5 22 a 9 4 
19 4 4 f 18 10 
20 3 10   3 0 
21 2 0 e 2 6 
22 1 6 h 4 12 
23 0 12 t 5 20 
 The second method is faster than the first above method in the reverse 
transformation and it needs less memory for the implementation. Most of the 
compression tools used the second method. 
Apply a conventional compressor using the output of the BWT directly 
without any other transformation may cause the compression to be worse than 
without BWT. The BWT is nothing more than rotations of a string and saving the 
output with extra information to help in restoring the original text. That extra 
information causes the compression to be worse than the compressing a file without 
BWT unless other transformation carried out.  Burrows and Wheeler suggest other 
approach to be used to improve the compression ration they recommend using a 
Move to Front method, followed by an entropy encoder.  If the output result of the 
BWT operation has a high amount of repeated symbols, then we can expect that 
applying the MTF algorithm to produce a file filled with lots of zeros. Finally, the 
output file can be compressed by using an entropy encoder, normally a Huffman or 
arithmetic encoder. 
 
2.2.2.4 Compression Tools Using BWT: 
The implementations of the compression algorithms using the Burrows-
Wheeler Transform consist of three stages, which can be described as below, also see 
figure 2.1:  
1. The Block sorting algorithm, which reorders the data making it more 
compressible, with clusters of similar symbols and many symbol runs; 
2. The permuted symbols are recoded by a Move-To-Front (MTF) re-coder; 
3. Compression using a statistical compressor such as Huffman or arithmetic, 
usually preceded by run-length encoding (RLE). 
 
  
Figure 2.1: The Block Diagram of the Compression Tools Using BWT 
 
According the above diagram, usually, the output of the BWT transform will be 
passed through a move-to-front stage, then a run-length encoder stage, and finally an 
entropy encoder, which is normally arithmetic or Huffman coding. The actual 
command line to perform this sequence may look like 
BWT < input-file | MTF | RLE | ARI > output-file 
The decompression is just the reverse process. The command line may look like  
UNARI input-file | UNRLE | UNMTF | UNBWT > output-file 
 
2.2.3 The Statistical Methods 
A regular statistical method consists of two stages, which are modeling stage 
followed by a coding stage. The model stage assigns probabilities to the input 
symbols, and the coding stage actually codes the input symbols based on their 
probabilities. The two commonly used models are frequency-model and context-
model.  
 
The frequency-model utilizes the frequencies of different symbols within a 
source in compressing that source. According to the way of coding a message using 
the frequency-model, there are two basic approaches. The first approach compresses 
a message by assigning prefix-codes to the individual symbols in the message, such 
as Huffman coding method. Each prefix-code will have a length that is inversely 
proportional to the ratio of the coded symbol. The second method is the coding of the 
whole message(s) as one unit, such as Arithmetic coding technique.  
  
Context-models consider the context of a symbol when assigning it a 
probability. Since the decoder does not have access to future text, both encoder and 
decoder limit the context to past already seen text and processed. In practice, the 
context of a symbol is the N symbols that preceding it. The context-based 
compression methods use the context of a symbol to predict it. The Prediction by 
Partial Matching (PPM) method is an example of the context-based model, which 
predicts the next symbol depending on N previous ones. Technically such a method 
is called order-n Markov model [CH1987].  
 
2.2.3.1 Huffman Coding Method 
The first well-known method for compressing digital signals in data 
communication is now known as Shannon-Fano coding [Sal2008, Sha1948, 
Fan1944]. Shannon and Fano developed this algorithm at the same time, which 
assigns binary codewords to unique symbols that appear within a given data file. 
Shannon-Fano coding was a great jump forward but quickly replaced by an even 
more efficient coding system called Huffman method. 
 
Huffman coding [Huf52] is an efficient statistical lossless data compression 
technique. It shares most characteristics of Shannon-Fano coding. It could perform 
effective data compression by reducing the amount of redundancy in the coding of 
symbols. In Huffman coding, the alphabet symbols in any data file will be assigned a 
variable-length codes based on their frequency. The most common symbol in the file 
will be assigned the shortest codeword, while the least common one will be assigned 
the longest. So, the probability distribution of alphabet symbols must be a known 
prior to the encoding step, in case of assigning static codes. 
   
The Huffman coding process starts from the probabilities distribution of the 
symbols, combines the two symbols that have the least two probabilities and assigns 
a 0 and 1 to the last bits of their code words. The two combined symbols will be 
removed and replaced by a super symbol having a probability equals to the sum of 
the probability of the removed symbols. The construction will continue till a single 
symbol with probability 1 remains. 
  
Using the described method, a bottom-up binary tree, in which each branch 
corresponds to a bit, can be built. The alphabet symbols will be represented by the 
leaves of the tree. The codeword of each symbol can be obtained by the sequence of 
bits starting from the root to the symbol.   
 
For example, assume we have a text file that uses only six characters (A, B, 
C, D, E, F). Before we can assign a binary code word to each character, we have to 
find the frequency of each character in the text file. In this clarification example, 
suppose that the frequency of the used characters as is shown in table 2.7. 
 
 
Table 2.7: Frequency of Characters 
Symbol A B C D E F 
Frequency 20 16 17 13 20 14 
Probability 0.2 0.16 0.17 0.13 0.2 0.14 
 
 
Using the probability distribution in table 2.7, the leaves nodes can be constructed 
and associated with their probabilities and then repeatedly applying the mechanism 
 of sorting the nodes and combining of the least two probabilities. Figure 2.2 shows a 
way of systematic construction of a Huffman code. The sequences of the steps are 
named a, b, c, d, e, and f.  
 
Figure 2.2: The Steps of Construction a Huffman Tree 
 
 









 According to the above statistic Huffman codes that shown in figure 2.3, the message   




A: 00 F: 101
E: 01 B: 110




Figure 2.4: Huffman Encoding Diagram 
 
Decoding is very important step for getting the source data back. It can be 
performed by traversing the coding tree from the root until a specific leaf is reached. 
The decoding program will be needed by the receiver to decode the encoded data. 
Figure 2.5 shows how the decoding process takes place.  
 
 
Figure 2.5:   Huffman Decoding Diagram 
 
 
 The two main disadvantages of Huffman’s algorithm are its two-pass nature 
and the operating cost required to transmit the shape of the tree. Other one-pass on-
fly Huffman's coding technique was introduced and investigated in [Vit1987]. That 
method was designed mainly to avoid the coding delay and transmission overhead 
created by the two passes in the Huffman coding techniques. Many variations of 
Huffman's algorithms are designed and investigated; some of them use dictionary 
mechanism [JPJ1998, EI2001]. 
 
2.2.3.2 Arithmetic Coding Method: 
The Arithmetic Coding (AC) method [WNC1987], is one of the commonly 
used entropy coders which provide code words with an ideal length. It requires 
knowing the probability for the individual symbols that appeared. The main idea of 
the arithmetic coding technique is to have a probability line, 0-1. The AC assigns a 
range to each symbol, whose size reflects the probability of the appearance of that 
symbol. Once the ranges are defined the encoding of the symbols can start. The 
interval defines where the symbol lies. The interval can be defined as [LowRange, 
HighRange).  
 
Let's assume we have the following frequency distribution:  
   
Symbol  Frequency Probability Cumulative Probability Range  
a 2 0.4 0.4 [0.0 , 0.4) 
b 2 0.4 0.8 [0.4 , 0.8) 
c 1 0.2 1 [0.8 , 1.0)  
 
According to this given frequency table, now we can begin to compute the 
corresponding output number to code the symbols. The algorithm that can be used to 
compute the corresponding number is:  
Low = 0 
 High = 1 
Loop.    //For each symbols in the source. 
Range = high - low 
Low = low + range * Low  
High = low + range *  High  
Where: Range specifies where the next range should be. High and Low, specify the 
corresponding output number. 
  
Now let us see how to code the message caba as an example: 
  
Symbol Range Low value High value 
 Nothing   0 1 
c 1 0.8 1 
a 0.2 0.8 0.88 
b 0.08 0.832 0.864 
a 0.032 0.832 0.8128 
 
The corresponding output number will be 0.832. The approach of decoding is 
first to find the range where the number falls, output the corresponding symbol, and 
then extract the range of that symbol from the floating-point number. The algorithm 
for extracting the ranges can be described as:  
 
Loop. While the number is not equal to zero. 
Range = High of the symbol - Low of the symbol 
Number = (number - Low of the symbol)/range 
 
This is how the decoding could be performed:  
 
Symbol Range Number 
c 0.2 0.832 
a 0.4 0.16 
b 0.4 0.4 
a 0.0 0 
  
Now the decoded message of the given number 0.832 is caba.  
The Arithmetic coding produces compression ratio better than the Huffman 
can achieve. The only problem with the arithmetic coding is computation time of the 
encoding and decoding processes [SSG2008]. 
 
2.2.3.3 Prediction by Partial Matching (PPM) 
Prediction with Partial Matching (PPM) [CW1984] is a very sophisticated 
context-based statistical model that used to predict the probability of next symbol 
from preceding symbols. The idea is to assign a probability to a symbol depending 
on its frequency of occurrence and its context. The preceding symbols make up the 
context. The length of this context is called the order of PPM. PPM attempts to 
match the highest order context to the current symbol, If a match is not found, then 
algorithm searches for a lower order context. In case of text in natural language like 
English, the probability of every next symbol is highly dependent on previous 
symbols. The output of PPM will be passed to one of known entropy coders, 
adaptive or static variant of Huffman and Arithmetic coding methods.  
 
 
2.2.3.4 The Dictionary-Based Methods 
Dictionary-based techniques are members of the most popular forms of 
lossless data compression algorithms. Given an input sequence of characters from an 
alphabet set A (e.g., ASCII), a dictionary-based compression algorithm partitions the 
input sequence S into subsequences and replaces them with corresponding 
codewords; the dictionary function maps subsequences to codewords. The 
Dictionary-based methods or the textual substitution methods can be classified into 
four categories according to whether they are fixed or variable-length subsequences 
and fixed- and variable-length codewords. Dictionary building methods are usually 
 classified into three basic families: static, semi-dynamic, and dynamic or adaptive. 
The main goal of the dictionary compression algorithms is to maximize the 
compression ratio. One of the most powerful dictionary-based methods was 
developed by Ziv and Lempel (LZ) in 1977 [ZL1977]; it will be described in detail in 
coming section. 
 
2.2.3.4.1 Lempel-Ziv Method 
Although Huffman and Arithmetic methods are good in compression ratios 
but they are not perfect for encoding text because they do not capture higher order 
relationship between words and phrases. LZ method was developed to utilize the 
redundant nature of text to provide better compression.  
 
Lempel-Ziv (LZ) encoding [ZL1977] is an example of a class of algorithms 
called dictionary-based encoding methods, which exploits the fact that words and 
phrases are likely to be repeated within a text stream. Using pointer to an earlier 
occurrence of strings can reduce text size. The main idea is to build a dictionary of 
strings used during the compression stage. When the next sequence of characters to 
be compressed is identical to one that can be found within the sliding window, the 
sequence of characters will be replaced by two numbers: a distance, representing 
how far back into the window the sequence starts, and a length, representing the 
number of characters for which the sequence is identical. If both the encoder and the 
decoder have a copy of the dictionary, then the encoder can replace the strings that 
have been previously encountered by their index in the dictionary to decrease the 
amount of information stored or transmitted. 
 
 
 2.2.3.4.1.1 The Compression Process using LZ method 
In this stage, there are two simultaneous actions: the first one is creating an 
indexed dictionary and the second is compressing a string of symbols. The algorithm 
of building the coding/decoding dictionary extracts the smallest substring that does 
not exist in the dictionary. After that, it stores a copy of that substring in the 
dictionary as a new element and assigns it an index value. The size reduction occurs 
when a substring is replaced with its index that found in the dictionary. The index 
and the last character of the substring will be inserted in the output file to produce a 
compressed copy. The dictionary building mechanism description can be 
summarized in the following algorithm: 
 
1. Initialize the dictionary to contain an empty string ( {}=D ) 
2. W← longest block in input string which appears in D  
3. B← first symbol in input after W 
4. Encode W by its index in the dictionary, followed by B 
5. Add W+B to the dictionary. 
6. Write the index + B as an output to the compressed file. 
7. Go to step 2.  
As an illustration example, let us assume “ABABABABBABBBBABABAB" is a source 
to be encoded by LZ method. Figure 2.6 shows the tracing steps of the above 




















































































































Figure 2.6: An Example of Lempel Ziv Compression 
 
 
2.2.3.4.1.2 The Decompression Process Using LZ method 
Decompression is a process to get the original of the compressed one back. It 
extracts the all substrings from the compressed file and attempt to replace each index 
with the corresponding substring in the dictionary. Initially the dictionary is empty 
and then built up systematically. The idea is that whenever an index is received, there 
will be a substring in the dictionary corresponding to that index. Given 
“AA1B3A2B3B5A2A8B” as a compressed message, the tracing of the decompression 
process is shown in figure 2.7 below. 
 Figure 2.7:   An example of Lempel Ziv Decompression 
 
  
2.2.3.4.2 LZ variants  
 Two versions of Lempel Ziv methods have been developed which are LZ77 
[ZL1977] and LZ78 [ZL1978 ]. LZ77 is a "sliding window" technique in which the 
dictionary consists of a set of fixed-length phrases found in a "window" into the 
previously seen text. LZ78 takes a completely different approach for building  the 
coding dictionaries. Instead of using fixed-length phrases from a window into the 
text, LZ78 builds phrases up one symbol at a time, adding a new symbol to an 
existing phrase when a match occurs. 
 
 2.3 Review of Related Work 
The preprocessing of textual data for enhancing the performance of data 
compression is a topic of many publications. The preprocessing algorithms have 
been designed to make it easier for the compression algorithms to compress the text 
files with better performance. Some preprocessing methods are embedded within the 
compression system, such as BWT and MTF are embedded in Bzip2, but they can be 
easily separated into two independent parts, a preprocessing algorithm and a standard 
compression algorithm that can be processed sequentially one after the other 
[Răd2009]. Some of the preprocessing algorithms, such as MTF and BWT, are used 
so regularly as parts of the compression systems, so they have been considered as 
basic compression techniques. MTF and BWT can be classified as non-dictionary-
based transformation methods. Other type of transformation is dictionary-based 
method, where the dictionary may be static or dynamic. The dictionary-based method 
applies the concept of replacing words with shorter codewords from a given static 
dictionary. The static dictionary has many limitations. First, the dictionary must be 
large enough, at least tens of thousands of words. Second, New technical words need 
to be added from time to time. Third, Words that do not exist in the used dictionary 
will be stored as they are in the compressed file. Fourth, No rules related to grammar 
or letters correlations taken into account. Despite of those drawbacks, the static 
dictionary-based text transformation turns out to be an attractive method but it has 
not been given as much attention as it ought to.  
 
In the transformation stage, the original text is passed to the transformation as 
input and the transformed text is further applied to an existing compression algorithm 
such as bzip2 or Gzip. Decompression uses the same methods in the reverse order by 
 performing the decompression of the transformed text first and then the inverse 
transform operation after that.  
 
2.3.1 Star (*) Transform 
In BWT transform method, the resulting output block of text contains the 
same symbols as the source, but in a different order with some extra values important 
for reverse operation. The main goal of using BWT is to put any given source of text 
in a format that could suit the MTF algorithm.  
 
Other transform method that was implemented and used to increase source 
redundancy in text files is called Star (*) Transform [MA2002]. Star transformation 
technique works by creating a large dictionary of most commonly used words in 
natural language. The dictionary should be prepared before the transformation 
process stage, and it has to be same for both the compressor and de-compressor. 
Each word in the dictionary has a pattern or star-encoding equivalent, in which as 
many letters are possible to replaced by the '*' character. For example, the most 
commonly use used word such “the” might be replaced by the string ***. The star-
encoding transform simply changes every occurrence of the word “the” in the input 
file with ***. In this transform method, the most common words in natural language 
are expected to have the highest percentage of '*' characters in their patterns. If the 
designed properly, the transformed file will have a huge number of '*' characters. 
This transform method is highly expected to produce more compressible output file 
than the original plain text. The existing star encoding mechanism does not provide 
any pre-compression by itself but put the input text a better compressible format for a 
later stage compressor. The general model of a text compression method with a 
reversible transformation is shown in figure 2.8. 
  
 
Figure 2.8: The Text Compression Model with Reversible Transformation 
 
As described in [MA2002, Răd2009], the used dictionary will be divided into 
n sub-dictionaries containing words with length 1 < n < 22, i.e. a sub-dictionary for 
each length. The Star-transform assumes the maximum word length is 21 and it 
ignores the words of length 1 such as ("a" and "I"). 
 
The following 6-step coding method is used for the set of words in a sub-
dictionary iD ,: 
Step 1: The most frequently used word, that is the first one, will be represent 
by a sequence of n characters of *, where n is the length of the word. 
Step 2: The next 52 (= 2x26) words are represented by a pattern of (n-1) 
characters * followed by a single alphabet letter (a, b,. . . z, A, B, ..., 
Z). 
Step 3: The next 52 words have similar codes except that the letter is placed 
at the second position from the right. 
 Step 4: The procedure continues until every letter is placed at the first 
position from the left of the sequence. 
Step 5: The next group of words has (s-2) stars (*) and the 2 remaining 
positions are occupied by unique pairs of alphabet letters. 
Step 6: The procedure continues in order to obtain a total of 152S +  unique 
codes for each category of words of length s. 
 
2.3.2 The LIPT Transform 
In the Star encoding, the search of a certain word in the coding phase and 
repeating it in the decoding phase takes time, this causing the increase of the 
execution time. This situation can be improved with an initial sort out in a 
lexicographic order of the words from the dictionary, then a binary search in the 
sorted dictionary in the encoding and decoding phase. 
 
According to [AM2001], to create the LIPT dictionary, the English dictionary 
needs to be sorted depending on the length of the word, and every block of a specific 
length to be sorted in descending order based on the frequency of the words. The 
encoding and decoding processes can be put together within one system so that both 
the compressor and the de-compressor access the same dictionary. The encoding 
steps can be summarized as  
1. The words from the input source are searched in the D dictionary, according 
to their lengths 
2. If the input word is found in the D dictionary, then the position of the word 
and its length are marked down and then transformed. If it is not found in the 
D dictionary then it will be transferred as unchanged word. 
 3. Once the input text is transformed according to step 1 and 2, the result will be 
passed to any well known compression tool. 
 
The decoding steps can be described as 
1. The compressed received text is first decompressed using the de-compressor 
of the same compressor that used in the coding phase. This step produces the 
original LIPT transformed text.  
2. On the transformed text, an inverse re-transformation will be applied. The 
words preceded by the "*" character are the transformed ones, others are not. 
Any transformed word is then interpreted as: the length character indicates 
the length block or the sub-dictionary where the decoded word is found, and 
the next three symbols indicate the offset where the word is positioned in that 
sub-dictionary. The retransformed code-words are then replaced with the 
corresponding ones from the D dictionary.  
3.  Special extra-processing will be needed in case of a capitalization mask was 
applied. 
  
2.3.3 Two-Level Dictionary-Based Text Compression Scheme 
A Two-Level Dictionary-Based Text Compression Scheme has been 
implemented and tested [ZRR2008].  In that paper a dictionary and memory-based 
text compression method was presented. It was called a Two-Level Dictionary Based 
Text Compression Scheme. Most of the source words in the text files are possible to 
be transformed into codewords having length 2 or 3. The coding system was using a 
dictionary included 73680 words in English language. For achieving better 
compression, the most frequently used words were coded with codewords having 
length 2 and the rest coded with codewords of length 3. The codewords were chosen 
 in a way so that the spaces between words in the original text file can be removed 
from within coded words. Another feature in that compression system was that the 
unused bit of ASCII character representation within each character to save one bit 
per characters. Finally, the existing compression tools were used to compress the 
transformed file. Using gzip and bzip2, about 75% reduction in text size was 
achieved using this new compression strategy.  
 
2.4 Discussion  
In this chapter, a set of conventional compression algorithm were 
overviewed. The overviewed compression methods are classified into two types, 
which are statistical and dictionary-based methods. According to a set of conducted 
experiments, none of them can achieve maximum compression ratio on text sources 
when used as sand-alone method. Recently, other branch of text compression has 
been invented to increase the compression ratio when used along with conventional 
compression algorithms, which is called text transformation. Some transformation 
methods are considered as basic transformation method such as BWT and MTF. 
Other supported transformation methods called Star-transformation and LIPT 
methods were overviewed. The two last transformation methods are considered as 
reference point for this research. They have some design weaknesses points, which 
will be discussed in the coming two paragraphs. 
 
Firstly, the star-transformation method was weak to some extend for some 
reasons. Firstly, the symbol star (*) is commonly used in text file for other purposes 
and using it for transformation purpose may makes a confusion in the transformation 
processing. Other point, which could be considered as a weakness point is that the 
star (*) symbol is one of the least common symbol in any text file; it might be better 
 if the most common alphabet letter was used in the transformation process, as will be 
shown in chapters 3 and 4. . Usually, the most frequently used in natural language is 
the English letter e. Accordingly, the letter ‘e’ is the most redundant one, so using the 
letter ‘e’ instead of the symbol ‘*’ may gives better compression performance. Other 
weakness point, the coding mechanism, as mentioned in steps 2 and 3 in the coding 
steps above, the first top 52 words of length n will be by a pattern of (n-1) characters 
* followed by a single alphabet letter (a, b,. . . z, A, B, ..., Z).  For example, for 
words of length 4, the pattern of the first word will be “****”, the pattern of the 
second word will be “***a”, the pattern of the third word will be “***b”, the pattern 
of the fourth word is “***c”. In this way of coding the four words have been 
represented sequences of 4 different letters. It is possible to be represented by 
different sequences of only two. If this is happened the transformation may produce 
be more redundant output. The same above words which of length 4 can be 
represented as follows, the pattern of the first word is “****”, the pattern of the 
second word is “**a*”, the pattern of the third word is “*a**”, the pattern of the 
third word is “a***”. In this case, the transformed data will be more redundant than 
the output of first coding system, and hence the performance could be better of they 
had used this way of coding mechanism.  
 
Secondly, In the implementation of LIPT, a dictionary of the English language 
was used, which composed by 59,951 words with a size of approximately 0.5 MB. 
The LIPT utilized the word length criteria only for clustering the English words to 
accelerate the processing speed.  Other criterion that was not utilized is the initials of 
English words. It may be possible to use the initials as classification key value to 
 improve both the speed of processing and the compression ratio. Other points that 
can be considered as weakness of LIPT are  
- The scheme requires that the dictionary should be transmitted first in order to 
setup the knowledge base. This may not be suitable to be used on small 
memory devices. 
- The dictionary size is not small which may be difficult to be loaded in the 
memory of the small devices.  
- The used dictionary is static which may not suits all fields of knowledge, i.e 
no one dictionary can fit for all.  
- The words that are not found in the dictionary are left unchanged in the coded 
text. 
 
Thirdly, the drawbacks of the Two-Level Dictionary-Based Text 
Compression Scheme is that, firstly, the dictionary size is large, static, and the 
compression ratio depends on the effectiveness of the dictionary contents, which may 
suits the text file under compression or not. The second weakness is that words that 
do not exist in the used dictionary will be kept as they are in compressed file. This 
disadvantage is similar to that one in the previous systems.  
 
 CHAPTER 3 
THE NEW DEVELOPED ALGORITHMS FOR TEXT TRANSFORMATION 
 
3.1 Overview 
As stated at the beginning of this article, the main aim of this research is to 
develop some algorithms to transform any text to more compressible intermediate 
form. The essential idea is to develop some algorithms that could explore some of the 
natural redundancies and find a way to increase them to get better compression ratio. 
In this research, four algorithms will be investigated, developed, tested and the effect 
of each will be shown. Some of them transform the data without performing any pre-
compression while other can do. The developed method named as follows:- 
1. Symbols Mapping Transformation for Text Compression 
2. Static Dictionary-Based E-transformation Transformation Method 
3. Dynamic Dictionary-Based E-transformation Transformation Method 
4. Word-Mapping Transformation Technique for Text Compression 
 
Each algorithm has two versions, which are slightly different in the logic but 
mostly different in their results. The theoretical concepts of each method will be 
described; some models and their transformation/retransformation algorithms and 
flowcharts will be developed. The two versions of the Symbol Mapping 
Transformation methods that have been developed will be referred to as ETAO1 and 
ETAO2 respectively. In addition, two versions of Static Dictionary E-transformation 
Method have been implemented and tested. The first version does not apply RLE 
while the second one does so, and both will be referred to as SE and SERLE 
respectively. Furthermore, the Dynamic Dictionary E-transformation Transformation 
Method has two versions. The first version does not apply RLE whereas the second 
 one does so; they will be referred to as DE and DERLE respectively. The last 
method, Word Initial and Length Transformation Method, as well it has two 
versions. The first version implements a kind of two-level compression technique 
while the other does a kind of three-level one. They will be referred to as WILT2 and 
WILT3. The previously mentioned abbreviated names will be used in the final tables 
and the final graphs combining all derived results together. The found results of each 
method will be tabulated and discussed in the next chapter. 
 
3.2-Symbols Mapping Transformation for Text Compression (ETAO)  
The data compression has been considered one of the most important arts that 
enabled the revolution of digital multimedia for years. The two most popular types of 
data compression algorithms available are statistical and dictionary based schemes. 
Statistical data compression algorithms reduce a file by finding the frequencies of 
individual symbols and assigning codes with sizes that are inversely proportional to 
the frequency of each symbol. Whereas, the dictionary based techniques use 
dictionary that may contain most used English words and scan any text to be 
compressed and replace any word already exist in the used dictionary by its pointer. 
Because of the replacement process, a file with less size will be obtained.  
 
The recent trend in the data compression is called text transformation, such as 
star-transformation, which changes most of a text into stars. The main aim for using 
star-transformation was to increase the compression ratio. It was a dictionary-based 
text transformation method [MA2002]. According to the star-transformation method, 
words are replaced with sequence of * symbol. The dictionary is arranged according 
to the length of words and it should be known to both sender and receiver. 
Appropriate sub-dictionary will be selected by the length of the sequence of * 
 symbols. Length Index Preserving Transformation (LIPT) is a variation of the star 
encoding, which was published by the same authors [AM2001].  
 
Generally, the performance of pure dictionary-based text transformation 
algorithms are restricted by the set of words that are used, the size of the dictionary 
and the number of sub-dictionaries used in the transformation process. The 
dictionary-based transformation techniques, such as the star-transformation and 
LIPT, suffer from three things. Theses three things are the speed of the 
transformation is very slow, any word that does not exist in the dictionary will be 
kept without any transformation and the dictionary should be should be known to 
both the sender and the receiver. Accessing data in memory can be more than 
200,000 times faster than accessing data on a hard disk [Ver2009]. Therefore, 
developing a rule-based or a memory-based transformation might help in getting 
better compression performance. 
 
The main aim of this algorithm is to develop a rule-based algorithm in order 
to increase the natural redundancy of any text to help in getting better compression 
ratio. The rule-based transformation method will be considered as a complementary 
work to the existing dictionary-based text transformation and the statistical 
compression methods.  
 
In the coming subsections, a memory-based transformation method for text 
compression will be developed for mapping single letters, based on their positions 
within words of different lengths to other sequence. Hence, the developed method 
 will be considered as a complementary work to the existing statistical compression 
methods.  
 
3.2.1 Clustering of English Letters 
Clustering or grouping of things that have common properties is a natural 
phenomenon. For example, in studying classes, students are usually clustered 
according to their age, gender, or studying level. In any country, people are clustered 
into small manageable societies and each society has some properties that may be 
different from others. Figure 3.1 clarifies the concept of clustering in general. 
 
Figure 3.1: The Conceptual Meaning of the Clustering Mechanism 
 
In text files, English letters are possible to be clustered according to the length of 
words wherein they exist, their positions within the words, or by using any other 
criterion. In this study, the clustering concept will be used as a base for the memory-
based transformation algorithm to transform text files into intermediate form, which 
may result in acceptable level of compression ratio with better performance. Two 
psychologist, Redily and Lively [RL2003, RL2004] had used the relative positions 
and words length as properties to classify the English letters to enhance the reading 
practice. The same method of clustering English letters will be used in this research 
for developing memory-based algorithms for text transformation to enhance the 










3.2.2 ETAO order of English letters 
Small English Letters, from "a" to "z”, are represented by an ordered range of 
ASCII values that are used in the digital data processing. The English letters exist in 
sequential order, in ascending or descending manner, according to their corresponding 
numerical values. Usually, there is no relation between the alphabetical sequence and 
that one based on the natural frequency. For example, the letter "t" is the letter number 
20 in the alphabetical order, while it is the letter number 2 in the order that is based on 
letters frequencies, see table 3.1. A simple analysis on any plain text with reasonable 
volume can show that the English letters appear in different ratios or frequencies that 
are not so different from one sample to another. Figure 3.2 below shows graphical 
representation of the standard relative frequency of the English letters in large 
volumes of text, as in [Sta2005], whereas figure 3.3 is the representation of the 
relative frequencies of the English letters ordered by their relative frequencies.   
   
Sorting or reordering symbols, in ascending or descending order, is very useful 
in text compression. Reordering the English letters based on their ratios, in large 
volume of text most probably gives the sequence “etaoinshrdlcumwfgypbvkjxqz”, as 
shown in table 3.1 and figure 3.3 below. Henceforth the order of English letters based 
on their relative frequencies will refer to as “ETAO order” (the first four letters in the 
descending order of English letter using frequencies ratios in English natural 
language). Some times the symbol mapping transformation method will be referred to 






 Table 3.1: Relative Frequencies of English Letters 
Ranks English Letters in 















1 A 8.167 E 12.702 171.6486 
2 B 1.492 T 9.056 122.3784 
3 C 2.782 A 8.167 110.3649 
4 D 4.253 O 7.507 101.4459 
5 E 12.702 I 6.996 94.54054 
6 F 2.228 N 6.749 91.2027 
7 G 2.015 S 6.327 85.5 
8 H 6.094 H 6.094 82.35135 
9 I 6.996 R 5.987 80.90541 
10 J 0.153 D 4.253 57.47297 
11 K 0.772 L 4.025 54.39189 
12 L 4.025 C 2.782 37.59459 
13 M 2.406 U 2.758 37.27027 
14 N 6.749 M 2.406 32.51351 
15 O 7.507 W 2.36 31.89189 
16 P 1.929 F 2.228 30.10811 
17 Q 0.095 G 2.015 27.22973 
18 R 5.987 Y 1.974 26.67568 
19 S 6.327 P 1.929 26.06757 
20 T 9.056 B 1.492 20.16216 
21 U 2.758 V 0.978 13.21622 
22 V 0.978 K 0.772 10.43243 
23 W 2.36 J 0.153 2.067568 
24 X 0.15 X 0.15 2.027027 
25 Y 1.974 Q 0.095 1.283784 
26 Z 0.074 Z 0.074 1 
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Figure 3.3: Representation of the Relative Frequencies of the English Letters 
Ordered By Their Relative Frequencies   
 
 
3.2.3 Position and Word-length Based Relative Frequencies of English Letters 
Statistical data compression algorithms, such as Huffman, process a source 
file as one unit; count the frequencies of all symbols within that source file and then 
assign a suitable code that is inversely proportional to its relative frequency. However, 
any text file will be composed of letters that have different frequencies at different 
locations within words of different lengths. Assigning codes to English letters based 
on their relative frequencies, that are based on letter’s position and word-length, may 
result in producing better compression ratio of a source. Classifying the English letter 
based on the word size and the letter position within the words is expected to enhance 
the compression ratio of text files. 
   
In a psychology department, Redly and Lively [RL2003, RL2004] have 
tabulated a relative frequencies of English letters, as singles and digraphs, and they 
 stated in their summary “these data provide a resource for various application, 
including reading research and practice”. In this research, the data of Redily and 
Lively will be considered as a base for designing some algorithms to enhance text 
compression ratio. Redly and Lively showed that the relative frequencies of English 
letters depend too much on lengths of words and letter positions. Table 3.2 below 
shows the ratios of alphabets over words of different lengths in the sample of Redly 
and Lively. For example, the English letter A represents about 53.75% of the English 
letters at the first position within the words of length one; while it represents about 
8.36% of the letters at the first position within the words of length two. Therefore, the 
alphabet letter A is the most frequent letter at the first position within the words of 
length one, while it is not the most frequent letter at the first position within the words 
of length two.  
 
In table 3.2 below, the shaded cells show the most frequent letter at different 
positions within words of different lengths. Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 below show 
graphical representations of the data in table 3.2. On comparing the two graphs, many 
differences in the ratios of the symbols at different locations within words of different 
lengths could be reported. This means that different locations will have different 
relative ordered sequences. Considering these differences, in case of text data 






 Table 3.2: Relative Frequencies Percentages of English Letters within Words of 
Length 1, 2 and 3 
Letter 
Word 
Length 1 Word Length 2 Word Length 3 
 Position Position Position 
 1 1 2 1 2 3 
A 53.75 8.36 0.22 17.65 13.56 0.13 
B 0.45 5.37 0.09 3.49 0.04 0.27 
C 0.31 0.05 0.01 1.47 0.11 0.12 
D 0.28 2.01 0.27 1.62 0.05 17.07 
E 0.18 0.13 13.88 0.46 7.16 30.73 
F 0.31 0 14.86 4.73 0.53 0.5 
G 0.09 0.95 0.08 2.11 0.24 0.39 
H 0.07 5.45 1.15 10.72 26.89 0.08 
I 39.94 25.4 0.08 1.98 6.53 0.02 
J 0.12 0.04 0.02 0.46 0 0 
K 0.07 0 0.24 0.16 0.04 0.16 
L 0.17 0.03 0.04 1.07 2.46 2.13 
M 0.18 6.01 1.71 1.64 0.03 1.84 
N 0.11 1.78 15.24 4.32 14.87 3.1 
O 0.19 20.4 22.87 5.03 15.77 2.63 
P 0.48 0.1 1.68 0.71 0.03 0.27 
Q 0.07 0 0 0 0 0 
R 0.38 0.06 2.91 0.43 2.81 7.65 
S 1.36 2.19 10.08 4.61 0.4 10.65 
T 0.29 16.21 9.41 25.18 1.4 10.4 
U 0.63 2.7 0 0.26 5.72 4.31 
V 0.29 0 0.08 0.08 0.27 0.01 
W 0.12 2.57 0 7.03 1 2.73 
X 0.11 0 0.04 0 0.02 0.45 
Y 0.03 0.2 5.04 4.78 0.07 4.31 
Z 0 0 0 0 0 0.03 
 
 
 Relative Frequencies of English Letters at Different 
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Figure 3.4: Representation of Relative Frequencies of English Letters at Different 
Positions within Words of Length 3 
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Figure 3.5: Representation of Relative Frequencies of English Letters at Different 




3.2.4 The Conceptual Model of the Proposed ETAO transformation method 
In this study, the ETAO is proposed to be a rule-based text transformation 
method. A function from set A to set B is a rule that assigns to each element of the set 
A exactly one element of the set B. This rule written as BAf →: ; A is the domain 
and B is the co-domain. A function f is said to be invertible of it is one-one and onto 
[Gro2002]. A mapping process is an input/output function that takes any value from 
domain A and produces an element in co-domain B. Therefore, an invertible mapping 
function is needed to map all English letters in alphabetical order into the English 
letters in ETAO order. Based on Redily and Lively data, the standard ordered 
frequencies of all positions will be stored in a table and will be used as rules for the 
transformation. Each column in the table will represent a specific position within 
words of specific length. The contents of each column will be the 26 small English 
letters ordered on their relative frequencies in each position. The letter name and 
position, the word-length and the letter rank will be used as parameters for the 
 mapping function that transforms each symbol to other one. The function prototype 
can be considered as:           Char f(char letter, int position, int wordLength, int rank); 
The Compression and decompression mechanism are assumed to work as follows: 
• The original file will be passed into the transformation module. 
• The transformed file will be compressed using Huffman or Arithmetic 
method. 
• The compressed file can be decompressed back when required. 
• The decompressed file will be retransformed back to its original. 
Figure 3.6 below shows how the ETAO transformation system can be linked 
to other compression/decompression methods. 
 
Figure 3.6: ETAO Text Transform Paradigm. 
 
For example, if the following sentence has been submitted to the ETAO 
transformation system, then the output result will be more redundant, as shown the 
figure 3.7 below.  
 
  
Figure 3.7: example of ETAO input and output 
 
The algorithms of the transformation and retransformation processes will be explained 
later in this article. 
 
3.2.5 Design and Implementation of ETAO Transformation System 
In any system, the main memory is a vital resource that system designers should 
take care of or the system performance might be degraded. Designing a suitable data 
structure might help in getting a system with better performance. Arrays data structure 
provides fast direct access for any stored data item. It may be the most suitable data 
structure for this system, if the rules table has a reasonable size to fit in the main 
memory.  
 
In order to increase the level of the text redundancy, the ETAO transformation 
mechanism is assumed to replace every alphabetic letter in the source text file with 
other one. The mapping list (domain) of each position (column) will be represented 
separately to enable one-to-one mapping of English letters. The total number of 
positions (columns in the table) in whole words of different lengths can be calculated 








          (3.7) 
Where n is the total number of columns in the table. The total number of cells in 








*26          (3.8) 
Where MLW is the maximum length of a word in the English natural language. 
 
According to Redily and Lively data [RL2003], it can be deduced that the most 
common length of English words ranges from 1 to 12 characters per word; and it is 
very rare to find words of length more than 12. Therefore, in this study, the maximum 
word-length that will be considered is 12. For the words that are having length more 
than 12, the transformation will be performed up to position 12 only and the 
characters in the remaining part will be kept as they are. Consequently, when 
substituting in equation 3.7, the total number of positions (columns) in the table of 
mapping data is found as 66 columns. According to the formula number 3.8, the total 
number of cells in the table is 1716 cells (bytes), which indicate that using arrays is 
possible.   
 
Other important factor used in this study is that the reference value in sorted 
letter called rank that will be used as a key value for the mapping function, which 
maps any symbol from a set of symbol into other one at the same rank in other set. 
The rank of any letter at a specific position, within a word of specific length, can be 
found in two steps. The fist step is finding the domain (column) list and the second 
step is finding the rank value. Formula 3.9 can be used to find the columnCn that 
contains the domain list.   
1
2
*)1( −+−= pllCn      (3.9) 
Where l is the length of the current word and p is the position of the current 
letter within that used word. 
  
The rank value will be returned from the search function that is defined with the 
function prototype that is given bellow.  
int search (int Cn, char ch)        (3.10) 
This prototype can be used to return the rank of any character. It can be used as: 
),( chCnsearchRank =           (3.11) 
Where Rank is the rank of the current letter in the mapping list, ch is the letter to 
be mapped, Cn is a column number that is correspond to the position number of the 
letter within the word of a specific length. 
 
3.2.6 Attributes of English Letters 
 Within any text file, the English letters are the basic units of building words or 
files. In this study, each letter l  is viewed as an object that can be described by the 
following set of properties or attributes: 
• A letter has a specific name                     : L.Name.  
• A letter exists within a word of specific length: L.WordLength   
• A letter exists at specific position                     : L.Position.  
• A letter has specific rank within an ordered list: L.rank  
This vision represents the basic philosophy of the mapping mechanism. Therefore, the 
transformation process depends too much on the viewed properties of English letters. 
The mapping function can map any alphabetical symbol in the text file into other one 
that has same rank value in the ETAO sequence. For example, the mapping function 
will map (replace) the most frequent letter, at any position within a word of any 
length, with the letter e, and will replace the second letter in the most frequent ones by 
the letter t and so on. The mapping function will be defined to map or substitute any 
 English character ch, within a word of length wl, at location l and with a rank number 
i into a letter li in ETAO sequence. The mapping function can be defined as next: 
 
 
 li=f(ch, wl, p, i)          (3.12) 
Where li is the letter that has the rank value i in the ETAO sequence. The rank value 
can be calculated by equation 3.11 and the function prototype 3.12 above. 
 
3.2.7  ETAO Transformation and Retransformation Processes: 
Using the transformation data (domain) in tables 3.3 below in addition to the 
transformation formula number 3.12 above, the process of transforming any given 
message can be clarified by the following example. Now, assume that the message to 
be transformed is “the_tea_is_on_the_way_to_you.”, the underscores (‘_’) represents 
spaces. The original message is a combination of 11 different English letters and the 
space as separator; it has a size of 28 symbols. The frequencies and the information 
contents of the symbols in the transformed message are shown in table 3.4. Using the 
data in table 3.3 for the transformation process, the first word is “the”, has length 3; 
the character at the 1st position is ‘t’; it has a rank of 1; and it will be transformed into 
the letter ‘e’. The character at the 2nd position is ‘h’; it has a rank of 1; and it will be 
transformed into ‘e’. The character at the 3rd position is ‘e’; it has a rank of 1; and it 
will be transformed into ‘e’. So, the word “the” will be transformed into “eee”. The 
transformation of the remaining text will proceed in the same manner as  shown in the 
table 3.4 below.  The final output of the transformation will be “eee_ eip_ei_tt_ee_ 
oos_ae_ntn”. This random example of text has 3.27 as an average code length, while 
 the result of the transformation has 2.57 as an average code length with 17.43% 
enhancement in the ACL, as shown in table 3.5. 
 
In the retransformation, the process is the same as the transformation process but 
in reverse order. Having the transformed text “eee_ eip_ei_tt_ee_ oos_ae_ntn” , the 
first token is “eee”; it has length 3, the 1st letter is ‘e’, and its rank  value is 1 so it will 
be retransformed into the letter ‘t’. The 2nd letter will be retransformed into ‘h’ and the 
3rd letter will be retransformed into ‘e’. So, the token “eee” will be retransformed into 
the word “the”. The retransformation will continue in the same manner until the 
encoded message to be completely retransformed back. 
 
 
 Table 3.3: Relative Frequencies and Their Corresponding English Letters within 


































0 a 53.8 i 25.4 o 22.9 t 25.2 h 26.9 e 30.7 e
1 i 39.9 o 20.4 n 15.2 a 17.7 o 15.8 d 17.1 t
2 s 1.36 t 16.2 f 14.9 h 10.7 n 14.9 s 10.7 a
3 u 0.63 a 8.36 e 13.9 w 7.03 a 13.6 t 10.4 o
4 p 0.48 m 6.01 s 10.1 o 5.03 e 7.16 r 7.65 i
5 b 0.45 h 5.45 t 9.41 y 4.78 i 6.53 u 4.31 n
6 r 0.38 b 5.37 y 5.04 f 4.73 u 5.72 y 4.31 s
7 c 0.31 u 2.7 r 2.91 s 4.61 r 2.81 n 3.1 h
8 f 0.31 w 2.57 m 1.71 n 4.32 l 2.46 w 2.73 r
9 t 0.29 s 2.19 p 1.68 b 3.49 t 1.4 o 2.63 d
10 v 0.29 d 2.01 h 1.15 g 2.11 w 1 l 2.13 l
11 d 0.28 n 1.78 d 0.27 i 1.98 f 0.53 m 1.84 c
12 o 0.19 g 0.95 k 0.24 m 1.64 s 0.4 f 0.5 u
13 e 0.18 y 0.2 a 0.22 d 1.62 v 0.27 x 0.45 m
14 m 0.18 e 0.13 b 0.09 c 1.47 g 0.24 g 0.39 w
15 l 0.17 p 0.1 g 0.08 l 1.07 c 0.11 b 0.27 f
16 j 0.12 r 0.06 i 0.08 p 0.71 y 0.07 p 0.27 g
17 w 0.12 c 0.05 v 0.08 e 0.46 d 0.05 k 0.16 y
18 n 0.11 j 0.04 l 0.04 j 0.46 b 0.04 a 0.13 p
19 x 0.11 l 0.03 x 0.04 r 0.43 k 0.04 c 0.12 b
20 g 0.09 f 0 j 0.02 u 0.26 m 0.03 h 0.08 v
21 h 0.07 k 0 c 0.01 k 0.16 p 0.03 z 0.03 k
22 k 0.07 q 0 q 0 v 0.08 x 0.02 i 0.02 j
23 q 0.07 v 0 u 0 q 0 j 0 v 0.01 x
24 y 0.03 x 0 w 0 x 0 q 0 j 0 q














 Table 3.4: Applying the Transformation Process 
Word Length Position p Symbol (ch )at 
position p is  
Rank of  the 
Symbol (ch)
Ch Transformed 
into il  
the 3 1 t 1 e 
  2 h 1 e 
  3 e 1 e 
space     Space 
tea 3 1 t 1 e 
   e 5 i 
   a 9 p 
Space     Space 
is 2 1 i 1 e 
  2 s 5 i 
Space     Space 
on 2 1 o 1 t 
  2 n 2 t 
Space     Space 
the 3 1 t 1 e 
  2 h 1 e 
  3 e 1 e 
space     Space 
way 3 1 w 4 o 
  2 a 4 o 
  3 y 7 s 
Space     Space 
to 2 1 t 3 a 
  2 o 1 e 
Space     Space 
you 3 1 y 7 s 
  2 o 2 t 
  3 u 21 v 
 
 
 Table 3.5:  The frequencies and the information contents of the Original and 
Transformed Text 
  
Original Text ETAO transformed Text 
Symbol Freq Ratio 
 Information 
Contents  Freq Ratio 
Information 
Contents   
Space 7 25.00% 0.50 7 25.00% 0.50
a 2 7.14% 0.27 1 3.57% 0.17
e 3 10.71% 0.35 9 32.14% 0.53
h 2 7.14% 0.27 0 0.00% 0.00
i 1 3.57% 0.17 2 7.14% 0.27
n 1 3.57% 0.17 2 7.14% 0.27
o 3 10.71% 0.35 2 7.14% 0.27
s 1 3.57% 0.17 1 3.57% 0.17
t 4 14.29% 0.40 3 10.71% 0.35
u 1 3.57% 0.17 0 0.00% 0.00
w 1 3.57% 0.17 0 0.00% 0.00
y 2 7.14% 0.27 0 0.00% 0.00
p 0 0.00%  1 3.57% 0.17
 Total 28   3.27 28   2.70
 
 
3.2.8 Algorithm for the ETAO Transformation and Retransformation Processes 
 In any data processing system, algorithms are always considered as 
backbones that help in providing the essential services. Without having well 
designed algorithms, the system could not work perfectly. Based on the nature of the 
tabulated data, arrays have been suggested to be used as a data structure for the 
ETAO transformation system. Using the above-described models, which are the 
formulas labeled by 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11, and using arrays as data structures, the 
transformation/retransformation algorithms could be summarized in two different 
steps with their corresponding flowcharts are shown in figures 3.8 and 3.9 
respectively.   
Fistly, the steps of the algorithm for the transformation process: 
Initialize the data structure. 
While neof(Original Text)  
Get a word W 
 WL=Length (W) 
BaseAddress= WL *( WL -1)/2 
For position=0 to WL-1 do  
     Column=position + BaseAddress 
      For rank=0 to 25 
         If(word[position]==table[rank][column]) 
    word[position]=ETAO[rank];  




Secondly, the steps of the retransformation algorithm could be listed as: 
-Initialize the data structure. 
-While neof(Transformed File)  
Get a word W 
WL=Length (W) 
BaseAddress= WL *( WL -1)/2 
For position=0 to WL-1 do  
    Column=position + BaseAddress 
    For rank=0 to 25 
    If(word[position]=ETAO[rank]) 
word [position]=table[rank][column];  
Write the re-transformed word into the output file 
 Start
Is more data in 
the source file?

























Initialize the Table  
and ETAO Arrays Rules File
 
 
 3.3 E-transformation Method using Static Dictionary 
As investigated in the literature review, there are several trials for building 
efficient text transformation methods [Mc1965, BW1994, MA2002, MA2002, 
AM2001, ZRR2008, Răd2009]. Some of them perform some level of pre-
compression, such as LIPT, while others do not providing any level of pre-
compression such as  MTF, and Star-transformation. Star-transformation is one of 
the famous transformation methods which uses ‘*’ as a basic symbol for building 
patterns for different words with different lengths. One of the most big drawback is 
using the ‘*’ symbol, which is one of the least frequently used symbol in any text 
file, for creating the corresponding patterns. In this case, if the star-transformation 
transforms just small ratio of a text file the compression ratio may degrade. Instead 
of using the least frequent symbol, the most frequent letter, that is e, has been 
suggested to be used as a basic symbol for building coding patterns or codedwords. 
The second drawback is that, the size of the used dictionary was very large, almost 
65000 words, which may not suit small handheld electronic devices or any electronic 
device that has lack of memory or slow in speed of processing. 
 
Generally, more redundancy in any data is a good indication for having high 
compression ratio. An alternative preprocessing algorithm is proposed to increase the 
redundancy of text files, and minimize the needed memory compared to the star-
transformation method. The E-transformation algorithm is suggested to 
• Use a small static dictionary that comprises the first top 2000 words 
of the most frequently used ones. 
• Use the most frequent letter as a alternative symbol for creating words 
patterns. 
 • Apply costless RLE coding on the corresponding patterns of each 
coded word, to achieve a level of compression during the pre-
processing stage. By costless means that there is no input/output time, 
since the pattern has already been in the memory; RLE could be 
performed once a word is transformed. 
 
3.3.1 Preparation of the Coding Dictionary  
The static dictionary that is used in this e-transformation is prepared in 
advance and should be commonly used by both the transform and re-transform 
modules. For designing an efficient dictionary, words in the dictionary D are stored 
using the following rules: 
• 2000 of the most frequently used words are listed at the beginning of the 
dictionary.  
• The words are stored in 13 different sub-dictionaries, a sub-dictionary for 
each length.   
• For achieving better compression performance on a backend statistical data 
compression algorithm, only small letters from a to z sorted in ETAO order can be 
used to represent words patterns [BAB2011]. Using fewer symbols in building 
patterns for a set of words may result in producing a redundancy more than using 
more symbols to build patterns for the same set of words. As shown in table 3.6, the 
most frequently used word in each sub-dictionary will have a pattern composes of the 
letter e only. For example, the word “that” is the most frequent in the list of words of 
length four. It will be assigned the pattern “eeee”, the second word will be assigned 
the pattern “eeet”, the third one will be assigned the pattern “eeea”, and so on. 
Naturally, the letter e is the most frequent letter in any text and hence this way of 
encoding will increase the redundancy of any text. 
  
Table 3.6: Sub-dictionaries and Forms of Words Patterns  
Word of 
Length 1 
Patterns Words of 
Length 2 
Patterns Words of 
Length 3 



























































































































































































































Generally, in the e-transformation coding system, each word in a sub-
dictionary iD  will be assigned a corresponding codeword. The first 26 words in a 
sub-dictionary iD  for words of length i  are assigned “ a...eeee 1-i321 ”, 
“ b...eeee 1-i321 ”, …“ z...eeee 1-i321 ”, in ETAO order, as codewords. Using this coding 
method, the system can have very large number of patterns in which the letter e will 
be the dominant symbol in the produced file. On top of that, the letter e is expected to 
be the most frequent letter in the set of not coded words. This way of coding is 




 3.3.2 The E-transformation Coding Process 
The coding process is very straight forward; and it can be achieved by means 
of replacing any word that already exists in a sub-dictionary with the corresponding 
pattern, otherwise the word will be written in the output file without any change. As 
an example, if the text to be transformed is: 
“Stress patterns show you which parts of a word you should emphasize when you say 
the word. We show stress marks in front of the part of the word that we should 
emphasize.” 
 
When passed to the transformation system, then output result of the transformation 
process is the following text: 
“~stress patterns eeqt eel eeeee eeeks ea e eela eel eeeeet emphasize eeeh eel ese eee 
eela.~en eeqt stress marks eb eeepa ea eee eert ea eee eela eeee en eeeeet 
emphasize.” 
 
The above transformed paragraph is containing six non-coded words with repetition 
of two of them, which are indicated by the underline sign. The non-coded words may 
represent a kind of redundancy that can be used to increase the compression ratios in 
text files.  
 
 The flowchart of this coding process is shown in figure 3.10 below and the 
algorithm can be summarized as: 
Open CF as output file  
Open InFile as input file 
Open MFWL as input file 
While not eof InFile 
  Get the word W. 
 If W ∈  MFWL 
  Get its CW 
    If RLE is applicable  
   Perform RLE of CW 
   Wire the RLECW into CF 
 Else 
  Add W into to iD   





 3.3.2 Decoding Process 
The decoding process to get the original data is also straightforward; it 
replaces any codeword or pattern by the corresponding word after accessing a 
suitable sub-dictionary. Patterns that do not exist in the sub-dictionary mean that they 
were not coded in the coding process so they should be written in the output file as 
they are. The flowchart of this decoding process is shown in figure 3.11 and the 
algorithms can be summarized follows: 
Open DF as output file 
Open CF as input file 
Open MFWL as input file 
While not eof CF 
 Get the word CW  
If CW is a compressed pattern  
    Perform UNRLE of CW 
 If CW ∈  MFWL 
Get its W 
  Wire the W into DF 
 Else 






 3.4 E-transformation Method using Dynamic Dictionary 
Still there are some possibilities to enhance the compression ratio, which is 
one of the most important factors stand behind the theories of the compression coding 
methodologies. The basic building units of words are the alphabetical characters, 
while the basic building units of any sentence or a paragraph are words. Usually the 
possibility of having repeated word in a text file is very high. Lempel-Ziv Method 
[ZL1977, ZL1978], uses a mechanism of dynamic coding by searching for every 
substring S in the last buffer of size N KB; if the current substring S has been seen 
before at any location within searched buffer, it will be replaced by a pointer to that 
location. In reality, humans talk and write in words but not substrings. The same 
mechanism of LZ could be used to build a dynamic dictionary for the E-
transformation method to transform any text file.  
 
3.4.1 Preparation of the Coding Dictionary  
For each sub-dictionary, there are two parts; the first one is static and the 
other will be kept as empty for new words that do not exist in the static part. The 
static part is similar to that one used in SE method. The building process for the 
dynamic part is very simple, if a word does not exist in a sub-dictionary iD , where 
131 ≤≤ i , it will be added as a new word and written as it is in the output file which 
produced by the transformation method. As an example, if the following text is 
passed to SE transformation method: 
“Stress patterns show you which parts of a word you should emphasize when you say 




 Then output result of the transformation process is the following text: 
“~stress patterns eeqt eel eeeee eeeks ea e eela eel eeeeet emphasize eeeh eel ese eee 
eela.~en eeqt stress marks eb eeepa ea eee eert ea eee eela eeee en eeeeet 
emphasize.” 
 
As observation, in the above transformed paragraph, still there are six non-coded 
words with repetition of two; the underline sign indicates the repeated words. In case 
of passing the same input file to the Dynamic E-transformation (DE), the output file 
will be: 
~stress patterns eeqt eel eeeee eeeks ea e eela eel eeeeet emphasize eeeh eel ese eee 
eela.~en eeqt eeeeyu marks eb eeepa ea eee eert ea eee eela eeee en eeeeet 
eeeeeeeoo. 
 
As the result of using the dynamic dictinary, the repetition of the word 
“stress” has been replaced by the code “eeeeyu” and the repetition of the word 
“emphasize” has been replaced by the code “eeeeeeeoo”.  
 
The flowchart of coding process of the E-transformation using the dynamic 
dictionary is shown by figure 3.12 and the algorithm can be summarized as follows: 
Open CF as output file  
Open InFile as input file 
Open MFWL as input file 
While not eof InFile 
 Get the word W. 
 If W ∈  MFWL 
   Get its CW 
  If RLE is applicable  
   Perform RLE of CW 
   Wire the RLECW into CF 
  Else 
   Wire the CW into CF 
 Else 
  Add W into to iD   







 3.4.2 Decoding Process 
The decoding process to get the original data is also straight forward, 
replacing any codeword or pattern by the corresponding word after accessing a 
suitable sub-dictionary. Patterns that do not exist in a sub-dictionary mean they were 
not coded in the coding process; they should be written in the output file as they are. 
The flowchart of this decoding process is shown in figure 3.13 and the algorithms 
can be summarized as follows: 
Open DF  as output file 
Open CF as input file 
Open MFWL as input file 
While not eof CF 
 Get the word CW  
 If CW is a normal word 
  Add CW to Di 
Wire the W into DF 
else 
If CW is compressed pattern  
    Perform UNRLE of CW 
 If CW ∈  MFWL 
Get its W 
  Wire the W into DF 
 Else 
  Wire CW into DF. 
 
 Start
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file
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 3.5 Word Mapping Transformation Technique for Text Transformation 
(WILT) 
The drawback, which is common between the Star-transformation [MA2002], 
SE, SERLE, DE, and DERLE, is that the size of the coding dictionaries is similar to 
the size of the words in the used dictionary, for each word there is a pattern similar to 
it in size and different in the contents. For example, the pattern for the word “that” is 
“eeee” whereas the pattern for the word “the” is “eee”. One of the goals of 
developing this transformation method is to minimize the size of the used coding 
dictionary. This goal can be achieved by having only one mapping co-domain for all 
sets of words of different properties. The coding mechanism that will be used is 
variable-to-variable, which means words of different sizes will be mapped into codes 
of different sizes. Every word in the source file can be combined with the directly 
preceded space to be treated as one unit. One thing, that is needed, is a function to 
compute the pre-value for each code to represents different words of different 
properties. In this part, a new transformation method is proposed called Word Initial 
and Length Transformation (WILT) that could produce intermediate better 
compressible text file by using very small coding dictionary size compared to LIPT, 
SE, SERLE, DE, and DERLE methods. 
 
In WILT, four assumptions are going to be taken into consideration to make 
some enhancements on the above-mentioned methods. 
1. If each sub-dictionary can be divided into more sub-divisions, then we can 
have shorter access time and hence faster transformation process.  
2. Other point in LIPT, two characters, * followed by a letter to indicate the 
word length, were used to represent each sub-dictionary. If each sub-division 
 can be represented by only one symbol, a transformed file with better level of 
pre-compression might be produced. 
3. In LIPT, the most frequent word in each category was used to be represented 
by three characters, which are space, sub-division indicator, and a letter. If 
the most word in each sub-division can be represented by the sub-division 
code followed by a null value, then a transformed file with a better level of 
pre-compression could be guaranteed. 
4. In SE, SERLE, DE, DERLE, and LIPT Words that do not exist in the used 
sub-dictionaries are stored in the output file as they are without any change. 
Applying some rule-based transformation process may result in files with 
smaller sizes compared to that are already produced by these systems. 
 
In the first section, some statistical analysis will be performed on English 
words and discussed and then WILT will be designed accordingly. 
 
3.5.1 Some Statistic on English Words 
Efficient design of any algorithm may rely on some statistical values. 
Therefore, the statistical analysis is the first step in designing an algorithm to 
minimize the memory needed by each sub-dictionary and to provide a reasonable 
coding/decoding speed. In a text file of a natural language, words of different lengths 
appear with different ratios relative to the total number of words in the used source 
file. The data of Redily and Lively [RL2003] has been analyzed based on word-
length and word-initial. As a result, some differences in ratios of words of different 
lengths have been explored. The first investigated value is called the weight of words 
of each length. It has been found that the weight of words of specific length depends 
 on both the length and the frequency of use. The formulas, 3.1 and 3.2, have been 
used for calculating the words weight or words ratio in any category. 
 










=             (3.2) 
 
Where WC means words count, WL means word length in specific category, and 
MWL means maximum world length in the file under investigation. The above 
formulas, 3.1 and 3.2, have been used to investigate the data of Redily and Lively 
[RL2003]. The file size was 1406002 bytes; it consisted of 337221 words of different 
lengths. The result of the investigation is shown in table 3.7. The first column used 
for the length of the word, while the second one used for the frequencies of words of 
different lengths. The third column represents the ratio of the count of the words of 
specific length to the total number of words. The fourth column in the table 
represents the amount in each category. Finally, the last column represents the ratio 
of the amounts of characters in each words of specific length relative to the total 
number of alphabetical characters in the sample. 
  
According to the produced results, the lengths of the most common English 
words range from 1 to 12 letters per word, almost 99.70%. The same idea was used 
by LIPT [AM2001] for designing the sub-dictionaries but based only on the 
frequencies analysis. Other point that has been investigated is the weight of words of 
different lengths. It has been found that the relative frequencies of different lengths 
are different form that of their weights. For example, according to table 3.7, the 
frequency of words of length three represents 22.90% of the sample size, while the 
 weight of the words of the same length is 16.48%, and the frequency of words of 
length 9 represents 2.99% while the weight of the words of the same length is 6.46%. 
Considering these observations might help in designing sub-dictionaries by selecting 
suitable memory size for each cluster of words.  
 
 





Ratio of Words of 
Specific Length 





1 19250 5.71% 19250 1.37% 
2 63738 18.90% 127476 9.07% 
3 77218 22.90% 231654 16.48% 
4 63871 18.94% 255484 18.17% 
5 33087 9.81% 165435 11.77% 
6 26534 7.87% 159204 11.32% 
7 20190 5.99% 141330 10.05% 
8 13089 3.88% 104712 7.45% 
9 10085 2.99% 90765 6.46% 
10 5113 1.52% 51130 3.64% 
11 2482 0.74% 27302 1.94% 
12 1509 0.45% 18108 1.29% 
13 755 0.22% 9815 0.70% 
14 202 0.06% 2828 0.20% 
15 66 0.02% 990 0.07% 
16 26 0.01% 416 0.03% 
17 5 0.00% 85 0.01% 
18 1 0.00% 18 0.00% 
File Size 337221   1406002   
 
 
For easy way for comparison of the ratio of the weight of words of specific 
length to that of the relative frequencies of the same words, the data has been 
represented by figure 3.14 below. 
 















Weight of  Words
 
Figure 3.14: Distribution of Word Lengths and Weight of Words Based on Length 
 
For measuring the effectiveness of each sub-dictionary, some concepts have 
been introduced, which are hits and matching rates. In this research, hits means the 
number of times that specific length of words is found in the used file and matching 
means the number of times those words of specific length are found in a specific sub-
dictionary. Actually, the matching rate measures the efficiency of the used sub-
dictionary. The matching rate can be calculated by the following formula  
%/ HitsMatchingsteMatchingRa =     (3.3) 
When using a dictionary in data compression scheme, the matching rate of shorter 
words is generally larger than that for the longer ones. The reason is that the number 
of shorter words is less than of the longer ones, while they are more common in use. 
To explain this idea of the matching rate, a random sample of 25287 English words 
has been analyzed and the results of different matching rates have been calculated 
using the first 1192 most common English words divided over nine sub-dictionaries 
with different sizes, see table 3.8. For example, the sub-dictionary of the words of 
length 2 has got 26 words, which has the least number of words compared to other 
sub-dictionaries, with matching rate of 88.58%, which the maximum matching rate 
compared to the others.  













2 26 2.18% 4412 17.45% 3908 21.67% 88.58% 
3 75 6.29% 7062 27.93% 5964 33.08% 84.45% 
4 202 16.95% 5782 22.87% 4416 24.49% 76.37% 
5 202 16.95% 3340 13.21% 1783 9.89% 53.38% 
6 202 16.95% 1951 7.72% 951 5.27% 48.74% 
7 202 16.95% 1569 6.20% 642 3.56% 40.92% 
8 181 15.18% 723 2.86% 228 1.26% 31.54% 
9 102 8.56% 448 1.77% 138 0.77% 30.80% 
Total 1192  25287  18030  71.30% 
 
 The matching rate percentage has provided a solid foundation for the Word 
Initial and Length Transformation (WILT). The matching rate percentage will be 
utilized in assigning codewords in the word mapping transformation method. The 
shorter codewords will be assigned to the most frequent words in the sub-dictionary 
that have higher hit rates percentage.  
 
Theoretically, in any language the shorter words are less than the longer ones. 
This can be explained by the following mathematical justifications: 
If   A= {a: a is small alphabet letter}, Then the all possible combinations of strings 
of length n can be defined by the Cartesian product as 
. nAAAAAS =×××= .... ,  where 1≥n      (3.4) 
If n is equal 1 then set S will contain the all possible strings of length one, in this case 
|S|= 26. But if n equals 2 then set S will contain the all possible strings of length two 
and in this case |S|= 26 26×  and so on. Generally, it can be states 
that nAAA << ...21 . This means that the number of all possible combinations of 
length m is less than that of length m+1. In fact, any human language L is subset of 
the set of all possible strings of length that is less than or equal n, where n is the 












<  ,      (3.5) 
 Where ni ≤≤1  and n is the maximum length of a word in the language. 
 
Although the number of shorter words in English language is less than that 
for longer ones, but they are more frequently used. This is mainly for the ease of use, 
remember, and fast communication. As an example, table 3.8 above shows that the 
matching rate percentage of words of length two is much higher that for the words of 
length 9. To have efficient compression system, each set of words that have high rate 
of matching should be given special consideration to be accessible in a very fast way 
and to be assigned shorter codes. 
 
3.5.2 Initial and Length Clustering Method: 
Although the sorted static dictionaries can be searched in binary to get 
individual items in a very fast way, but the do not fit for all. The alternative is the 
dynamic dictionaries that can not be searched in binary or accessed directly unless 
extra-cost is paid such as reserving very large memory to be used as a table or 
resorting whenever a new item is added. To get the benefits of the dynamic 
dictionary with reasonable access time when using linear search method, the data 
items can be clustered in blocks to minimize the search range and hence the search 
time will be short. 
 
Clustering data items and keeping them in lists of small sizes may enhances 
the linear search with reasonable ratio. For example, if some one has a list of 1024 
 items within a list, then the maximum number of comparisons when using binary 
search is 10 while it is 1024 when using the linear search method. Dividing the list 
into two equal sub-lists enhances the linear search with 50%. The content of table 3.9 
clarifies the idea of subdivisions and shows the effect of dividing a dictionary into 
sub-dictionaries.  
 
Table 3.9: The Effect of Dividing a List to a Number of Sub-lists on the Linear 
Search 
Sub-lists No. of Items Maximum Number of Comparisons  Enhancement% 
1 1024 1024 0% 
2 512 512 50% 
4 256 256 75% 
8 32 32 97% 
 
 
The word-length was a key value that was used by LIPT transformation 
method to accelerate accessing English words in the used sub-dictionaries 
[AM2001]. LIPT was designed to use one static sub-dictionary for each group of 
words of specific length, but the initials were not taken in consideration. The main 
aim was to build a fast transformation method to produce a transformed file with 
some level of pre-compression. In any dictionary of the English language, the initial 
letters of the English words are used to accelerate accessing the individual words 
within that dictionary. In the same way, the initial letter of any word is a key value 
that can be combined with the length of the word to cluster the English words into a 
set of sub-dictionaries to achieve better compression ratio with reasonable processing 
time. This means that each sub-dictionary of specific length is possible to be divided 
it to many subdivisions according the initials that used and their ratio. The 
frequencies of the initials are different from one sub-dictionary of specific length to 
other. According to Redily and Lively data as in table 3.10, the English letters F, K, 
Q, V, X, Z have zero ratio as initials in the set of words of length two in, while the 
 letter I represents 25.4%, the letter O represents 20.4%, and the letter T represents 
16.21% of the initials of the same set. Some letters have very small ratios such as the 
letters C, J, Y, and E. The ratio of the same initial is possible to be different from a 
set of specific length to other. For example, the letter E represents 0.46% as ratio of 
the initials of the words of length three, while it represents 12.39% as ratio of the 
initials of the words of length ten. Accordingly, some initials can be combined 
together to make one set and hence different lengths can be divided into different set 
of sub-divisions. 
 
Table 3.10: Ratios of Words Based on Initials within Each Length 
Letter The Ratios of  Initials Within Each World-Length 
  1.1 2.1 3.1 4.1 5.1 6.1 7.1 8.1 9.1 10.1 11.1-15.1 
A 53.75 8.36 17.65 1.65 7.86 7.5 7.41 10.26 7.84 7.58 0 
B 0.45 5.37 3.49 4.18 4.56 6.78 7.98 4.16 4.39 3.03 0 
C 0.31 0.05 1.47 2.89 5.84 7.87 8.95 9.64 16.24 11.84 0.44 
D 0.28 2.01 1.62 4.12 3.3 3.73 3.96 5.55 8.81 8.34 7.4 
E 0.18 0.13 0.46 1.87 1.93 3.44 3.6 5.71 6.28 12.39 14.85 
F 0.31 0 4.73 5.78 4.29 5.61 5.29 3.5 2.6 2.01 0 
G 0.09 0.95 2.11 3.09 5.26 2.21 2.31 1.23 1.23 5.67 10.82 
H 0.07 5.45 10.72 6.9 3.31 4.22 4.32 3.5 1.98 0.6 0 
I 39.94 25.4 1.98 1.24 0.43 1.6 1.42 4.23 6.86 8.41 0 
J 0.12 0.04 0.46 2.06 0.67 0.59 0.91 0.37 0.18 0.18 0 
K 0.07 0 0.16 2.62 0.72 0.48 1 0.14 1.16 0.39 0 
L 0.17 0.03 1.07 6.33 4.12 5.64 3.25 1.93 0.82 0.68 4.19 
M 0.18 6.01 1.64 5.56 4.91 6.05 5.05 4.94 1.53 1.83 0 
N 0.11 1.78 4.32 1.57 2.85 2.03 2.31 1.77 1 0.71 18.49 
O 0.19 20.4 5.03 2.09 2.48 1.62 2.67 2.34 2.52 1.46 0 
P 0.48 0.1 0.71 1.72 3.29 9.1 9.33 11.1 7.37 10.27 0.65 
Q 0.07 0 0 0.02 0.51 0.12 0.56 0.71 0.48 0.21 0 
R 0.38 0.06 0.43 1.53 2.45 5.86 4.41 7.23 4.17 3.89 3.53 
S 1.36 2.19 4.61 6.4 9.92 13.34 10.92 11.95 18.21 7.16 16.31 
T 0.29 16.21 25.18 18.93 15.87 7.56 6.54 6.03 2.87 5.8 10.77 
u 0.63 2.7 0.26 0.57 1.4 0.58 0.93 0.48 0.58 4.76 0
V 0.29 0 0.08 0.99 0.5 0.67 1.02 0.82 0.66 0.78 0
w 0.12 2.57 7.03 15.72 11 3.26 5.61 2.02 1.84 2.01 0
X 0.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Y 0.03 0.2 4.78 2.15 2.55 0.14 0.24 0.4 0.35 0 12.56 
Z 0 0 0 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
 In ASCII coding system, the eighth bit does not utilized at all in the coding 
system of the alphabets of English language; so, it can be used as indicator for a 
coded string. Therefore, it is possible to have 128 sub-dictionaries. The average 
search time for a set of words within the used dictionary can divided into 128 sub-
dictioneries. In this case, the access time is possible to be less than that for the same 
set of words in the used dictionary if it is divided into only 13 sub-dictionaries. 
Based on the ratios of words of specific length with specific initial in the data of 
Redily and Lively, the used dictionary is suggested to be divided into 124 sub-
dictionaries as in table 3.12. The other four codes are reserved for future use in the 
system, such as indictors for single capital or all capitals. 
 
Using the tabulated data of Redily and Lively [RL2003], a two dimensional 
table, initials by lengths, has been collected and used as a base for dividing each sub-
dictionary of specific initial into one or more subdivisions; see table 3.12. At least 
one sub-dictionary for each initial will be used. Other useful statistical values that we 
have been computed are shown below in table 3.11. As shown in that table, the 
lengths from 1 to 13 represents 99.92% of the analyzed sample. So, words of lengths 
that are greater than 13 can be considered as one group instead of considering 52 
lengths as considered in LIPT. The ratio of the words counts is computed by dividing 
the number of words in each category by the total number of words in the file. While 
the ratios of the words weight is computed by dividing the number of characters in 
each category by the file size. CWC represents Cumulative of Words Counts, 






















1 19250 19250 5.71% 1.37% 5.71% 1.37% 
2 63738 127476 18.90% 9.07% 24.61% 10.44% 
3 77218 231654 22.90% 16.48% 47.51% 26.92% 
4 63871 255484 18.94% 18.17% 66.45% 45.09% 
5 33087 165435 9.81% 11.77% 76.26% 56.86% 
6 26534 159204 7.87% 11.32% 84.13% 68.18% 
7 20190 141330 5.99% 10.05% 90.12% 78.23% 
8 13089 104712 3.88% 7.45% 94.00% 85.68% 
9 10085 90765 2.99% 6.46% 96.99% 92.14% 
10 5113 51130 1.52% 3.64% 98.51% 95.78% 
11 2482 27302 0.74% 1.94% 99.25% 97.72% 
12 1509 18108 0.45% 1.29% 99.70% 99.01% 
13 755 9815 0.22% 0.70% 99.92% 99.71% 
14 202 2828 0.06% 0.20% 99.98% 99.91% 
15 66 990 0.02% 0.07% 100.00% 99.98% 
16 26 416 0.01% 0.03% 100.00% 100.00% 
17 5 85 0.00% 0.01% 100.00% 100.00% 
18 1 18 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 100.00% 




For easy comparison between the two concepts, the cumulative words counts 
and the cumulative words weights, the two columns CWC and CWW has been 
represented graphically on the following graph, see figure 3.15 below. It is vey clear 
that the changes in the cumulative ratios of the shorter words are larger than that of 
the longer ones. This emphasizes that the shorter words are more common than the 
longer ones and almost 99% of the used English words are of lengths less than or 
equal 12.  






















Figure 3.15: A Graphical Representation of Cumulative Words Counts and Words 
Weights  
Applying the formula number 3.6 using the data in table 3.10 above, the 
ratios of relative frequencies per initials of the words that used in the sample are 
















1    (3.6) 
Where C is a column number in the table; LRI is ratio of specific initial and 
specific cluster of column number; J is index of an initial letter. The ratio per initial 
is different from one symbol to other; for example, the ratio of the words initialized 
by the letter ‘a’ represents 1.69% where as the ratio of the words that initialized by 
the letter ‘x’ represent 0.01%. Accordingly, each set of words of specific initial is 
divided into a number of clusters of sub-dictionaries which different from one initial 




 Table 3.12: Number of Sub-dictionaries per Word Initial 
Letter Ratio of 
Initials 
Number of Sub-dictionaries 
per Cluster 
Average ratio per Cluster 
A 11.81% 7 1.69% 
B 4.04% 6 0.67% 
C 5.96% 6 0.99% 
D 4.47% 7 0.64% 
E 4.62% 5 0.92% 
F 3.10% 6 0.52% 
G 3.18% 6 0.53% 
H 3.73% 7 0.53% 
I 8.32% 6 1.39% 
J 0.51% 1 0.51% 
K 0.61% 1 0.61% 
L 2.57% 5 0.51% 
M 3.43% 6 0.57% 
N 3.36% 6 0.56% 
O 3.71% 6 0.62% 
P 4.92% 6 0.82% 
Q 0.24% 1 0.24% 
R 3.09% 6 0.51% 
S 9.31% 8 1.16% 
T 10.55% 7 1.51% 
U 1.17% 1 1.17% 
V 0.53% 1 0.53% 
W 4.65% 6 0.78% 
X 0.01% 1 0.01% 
Y 2.13% 5 0.43% 




3.5.3 Index Method for Coding and Decoding Process   
Indexing is a way of minimizing access time in sequential lists by having a 
higher-level structure to contain the start addresses of different sub-sequences while 
the individual elements within each subset can be accessed using sequential or direct 
access method.  
  
In any the text file, words are possible to be partitioned into about M sub-
dictionaries, where M is the length of the longest word in the dictionary. Each sub-
dictionary iD ,( Mi <≤1 ), is assumed to contain the words of length L and Initial 
 letter I, where 1≤L≤30, and ‘a’ ≤I≤’z’. The limited number of the indicators codes 
makes it not possible to divide the set words of all initials into more than one 128 
subdivisions or subset. The set of words of some initials, such as Z and X, is very 
small. It will be useless to divide them into many sub-dictionaries. For better 
utilization, the small sets of words that have different lengths but they are of same 
initial will be stored in one sub-dictionary. In the case of combining different sets to 
make one sub-dictionary, special indexing table is needed to be used to accelerate the 
mapping of any word with specific initial and length into specific sub-dictionary. 
Table 3.12 above shows the ratios of initials within each sub-dictionary of specific 
length. According to the tabulated data in tables 3.11, and 3.12, the sub-dictionaries 
and their indexes have been planned on table 3.13. 
 
In the indexing subroutine, using the initial of the word, a specific sub-range 
will be accessed and thence the index of the corresponding sub-dictionary can be 
specified according to the length of the given word. This can be simplified using the 
following functions prototypes. 
The starting point (SP) of any sub-range can be assessed by the prototype 
function  
)( initialfSP =     (3.7) 
Where initial is character such that ‘a’ ≤initial≤’z’. 
The index-value of any sub-dictionary is a function of the initial letter and the 
length of the word, the function prototype can be expressed as 
),( wlSPgD i =     (3.8) 
 Where 1≤i≤124, SP is starting point of the sub-range where the sub-
dictionary assumed to be there, and wl is the length of the current word that is the 
system is searching for.   
Table 3.13: Clustering based one Initial and Word Length 
Initials Number of Sub-
dictionaries per 
Initial 





a 7 1 2 3 4 5 6    7-30 0 6 
b 6   1-2 3 4 5 6    7-30 7 12 
c 6     1-3 4 5 6 7-8  9-30 13 18 
d 7   1-2 3 4 5 6 7-8  9-30 19 25 
e 5     1-3 4 5 6    7-30 26 30 
f 6     1-3 4 5 6 7-8  9-30 31 36 
g 6   1-2 3 4 5 6    7-30 37 42 
h 7   1-2 3 4 5 6 7  8-30 43 49 
i 6   1-2 3 4 5 6    7-30 50 55 
j 1                1-30 56 56 
k 1                1-30 57 57 
l 5     1-3 4 5 6    7-30 58 62 
m 6   1-2 3 4 5 6    7-30 63 68 
n 6   1-2 3 4 5 6    7-30 69 74 
o 6   1-2 3 4 5 6    7-30 75 80 
p 6     1-3 4 5 6 8  9-30 81 86 
q 1                1-30 87 87 
r 6     1-3 4 5 6 8  9-30 88 93 
s 8   1-2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9-30 94 101 
t 7   1-2 3 4 5 6 7  8-30 102 108 
u 1                1-30 109 109 
v 1                1-30 110 110 
w 6   1-2 3 4 5 6    7-30 111 116 
x 1                1-30 117 117 
y 5     1-3 4 5 6    7-30 118 122 
z 1                1-30 123 123 
 Total 124 1 12 19 19 19 19 8 1 26   
 
The two functions can be combined and they can be coded by the following 
program segment 
int sub_d_code (int WordLength, char WordInitial){ 
int S= WordInitial –‘a’; 
s=StartingPoint[s] 
while(index[S]!=WordLength) S++;  
return 127+ S;} 
  
To get a sub-dictionary code from a list, without indexing the number of 
needed comparisons goes from 1 to 124; however, with indexing, the needed number 
of comparisons goes from 1 to 9. Figure 3.16 shows the conceptual physical data 
structure that is used in the mapping subprogram.  
 
 
3.5.4 Codeword Description: 
A word is just as an object that can be described by a set of properties such as 
length, initial, end, number of consonants, number of vowels, and so on. In this 
algorithm only two properties, which are the length and the initial of the word, will 
be used. The properties will be passed as parameters to a function to specify the 
 corresponding code of the sub-dictionary where the current word is assumed to be 
there. Accordingly, as explained by figure 3.17 below, the codeword will be 
composed of two parts, the sub-dictionary code part, and the code part. Using the 
variable-coding scheme, the most frequent word in any sub-category will be assigned 
a codeword that contains only the code of the sub-dictionary followed by null value.  
 
Figure 3.17: Codeword Components 
 
This means that the most frequently used word will be assigned a codeword of length 
one and each word in the next 26 words will be assigned a codeword of length two 
and each word in the next 676 will be assigned a codeword of length three and so on. 
In this compression algorithm, the extended ASCII-codes are used as sub-
dictionaries indicators. Accordingly, the set of all words in each category or sub-
dictionary could be coded sequentially as follows: 
• The first word in the sub-category is the most frequently word; it will be 
assigned a null value preceded by the category indicator. 
• Each word in the next subset, which contains 26 words, will be assigned a 
code of one symbol preceded by the category indicator. 
• Each word in the next subset, which contains 26*26 words, will be assigned a 
code of two symbols preceded by the category indicator. 
• etc 
  Using this way of coding scheme, the set C of all needed codewords, that can 







Where r can be chosen so that   1≤
C
N  . 
 3.5.5 Coding Process of WILT: 
The transformation process can be done by reading a text file word by word 
and then coding them according to the used properties of the word, especially initial 
and length. Special operations are designed to handle the first-letter capitalized 
words and all-letter capitalized words. The characters '~' and ‘^’ will be appended at 
the start or at the end of an encoded or not encoded word to denote that the first letter 
or all the letters of the word are capitalized respectively.  
Each word will be treated by one the following three cases: 
I. The given word is one of the top 124 most frequent words; in this case, 
one of the extended ASCII codes will be used as a codeword for the 
current word. 
II. The given word is already seen before and has been inserted in the 
dynamic dictionary; in this case, the corresponding codeword will be 
written in the output file. 
III. The current word has not seen before; in this case, the word will be 
inserted as a new word in the dynamic dictionary and then it will 
transform by some rules or it will be kept as it is. 
 
The algorithm of this transformation method could be described as follows:  
While there is more data in the source file 
 Get a word W 
 Based on the length and the Initial of the word, specify the sub-
dictionary Di 
           If W is in the MFWL  
     Skip the last space 
  Write CW in the output file 
  else if W in the sub-dictionary Di then  
Skip the last space  
            write CW in the output file 
 else 
  Insert W at the end of the sub-dictionary Di  
Write the last space 
If three-level transformation 
Compress W based on some rules  
Output the transformed word 
             else  
Write W in the output file 
 
 
Where W means Word, CW means Codeword, and MFWL means Most Frequent 
Words List. For simplification, the above describe algorithm can be represented by 




 3.5.6 Decoding Process of WILT: 
The main aim of the decoding process is to get the original text by dividing 
the stream of the coded file into a set of strings of symbols and decode them back. 
Every string that represents a code codeword will be replaced by the corresponding 
word after applying the decoding steps that corresponds to the inverse operation of 
the coding process. Generally, the steps of decoding can be performed by getting a 
codeword and applying the following four cases: 
- Firstly, the string is not a codeword, in this case will be written in 
the output file. 
- Secondly, the codeword showed that it was a result of rule-based 
coding method. In this case, apply some the inverse rules to get back 
the original word and then add it to the corresponding dynamic sub-
dictionary and the output file. 
- Thirdly, the size of the codeword is only one symbol. In this case, 
access the list of the most frequent ones to get the corresponding 
word and write it in the output file. 
- Finally, the size of the codeword is greater than one. In this case, use 
the first symbol, which represents sub-dictionary indicator, to access 
a suitable sub-dictionary to get original word and thence write it into 







 The algorithms of this decoding process can be summarized follows:  
Open DF as output file 
Open CF as input file 
Open MFWL as input file 
Initial Dynamic Sub-dictinaries 
While not eof CF 
 Get a codeword CW  
If CW is a compressed pattern  
   If CW ∈  MFWL 
Get its W 
    else 
  Base on the CW specify the sub-dictionary Di 
  Get the corresponding W 
else  
If three-level transformation 
DeCode CW based on some rules to get W 
             else  
Write W in the output file 
Insert W in the Dynamic Sub-dictionary 
Write a single space into DF 
Wire the W into DF 
 
Where DF means data file, CF means compressed file, MFWL means most frequent 
list, W means Word, and CW means Codeword. For simplification, the above 
describe algorithm can be represented by the flowchart in figure 3.19 as follows. 
 Yes
Start
DeComp. CW by 
Rules
Is CW in 
MFWL
Get CW
Is CW in the 
Dynamic Dict.
Store the W in 
the Decomp. 
file




in the comp. file











 CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
4.1 Overview 
The main testing factor is the compression ratios of the different algorithms. 
The following set of the proposed algorithms have been implemented and tested using 
a set of standard text files. In this chapter, the experimental results of the different 
developed methods will be tabulated and discussed in five sections: 
1. The Results of the Symbol Mapping Transformation for Text Compression 
(ETAO) 
2. The Results of the Static Dictionary-Based E-transformation Transformation 
Method 
3. The Results of the Dynamic Dictionary-Based E-transformation 
Transformation Method 
4. The Results of the Word Mapping Transformation Technique for Text 
Transformation 
5. Combining the Results of Different Developed Algorithms 
The test files, which will be used for evaluating all algorithms, are taken from 
Gutenberg Corpuses [Cor]. The measurements of the compression results will be 
given in terms of percentages gained and unweighted average BPC (bits per 
characters). All figures, of the average BPC and the percentages of the improvements 
gained, are rounded to two decimal places. The enhancement ratios will be computed 







−=      (4.1) 
 Where EHR is the enhancement ratio, oACL  is the average code length of the 
original data, and tACL  is the average code length of the transformed data. 
 
4.2 The Results of the Symbol Mapping Transformation (ETAO) 
4.2.1 Experimental Results of ETAO Method (ETAO1) 
In this section, the interest will be focused on comparing the performance of 
ETAO transformation method using Huffman and Arithmetic as backend statistical 
coding algorithms; also, the performance of ETAO on the some multi-layers 
compression tools, such as bzip2, Gzip, and Winzip, will be investigated. According 
to the algorithms used, the ETAO transformation method does not perform any pre-
compression on the original text files. The performance of some standard compression 
tools using the original text files is shown in table 4.1, in terms of BPC. The results of 
using ETAO with different compression tools are given in table 4.2 in terms of 
average BPC whereas the improvements ratios are given in table 4.3 below. For all 
text files in the corpus, the results can be summarized as follows:   
• The average BPC using original Huffman is 4.79, and using Huffman with 
ETAO has given average BPC of 4.56, and 4.79% as improvement. 
• The average BPC, using original Arithmetic coding, is 4.76, and using 
Arithmetic coding with ETAO has given average BPC of 4.54, and 4.71% as 
improvement 
• The average BPC using original Bzip2 is 1.95, and using Bzip2 with ETAO 
has produced average BPC of 2.11, and -8.60% as improvements. 
• The has produced BPC using original Gzip is 2.76, and using Gzip with 
ETAO has produced average BPC of 2.94, and -6.37% improvements. 
• The average BPC using original Winzip is 2.75, and using Gzip with ETAO 




Table 4.1: The Average Code Length of the Original Data in BPC on Different 
Compression Tools using Gutenberg Standard Text Files 
File Name Size Arithmetic Huffman Bzip2 Gzip Winzip 
anne11.txt 587,053  4.59 4.62 2.22 3.02 3.02 
1musk10.txt 1,344,739 4.60 4.63 2.08 2.91 2.90 
world95.txt 3,005,020 5.11 5.14 1.54 2.31 2.31 




Table 4.2: The Average Code Length in BPC of ETAO on Different Compression 
Tools using Gutenberg Standard Text Files 
File Name ETAO Arithmetic Huffman Bzip2 Gzip Winzip 
anne11.txt 587,053 4.29 4.31 2.42 3.19 3.19 
1musk10.txt 1344739 4.29 4.31 2.26 3.08 3.09 
world95.txt 3,005,020 5.03 5.06 1.67 2.48 2.48 
Average  4.53 4.56 2.12 2.92 2.92 
 
 
Table 4.3: Improvements Ratios in % of ETAO on Different Compression Tools 
using Gutenberg Standard Text Files 
File Name Arithmetic Huffman Bzip2 Gzip Winzip 
anne11.txt 6.53% 6.69% -8.87% -5.44% -5.51% 
1musk10.txt 6.75% 6.88% -8.75% -6.10% -6.22% 
world95.txt 1.56% 1.53% -8.35% -7.45% -7.51% 
Average 4.95% 5.03% -8.66% -6.33% -6.41% 
 
 
4.2.2 Improvement of ETAO Method by Conversion of Capitals (ETAO2) 
The discussed results, which are on the tables 4.2 and 4.3 above, were derived 
from text file that had been transformed without performing conversion of capital 
letters to small or vise versa, which means only words of lower-case letters are 
transformed and stored in the result stored in an output file. A small program segment 
has been added to convert capital letters to small, and to add an indicator to show 
occurrence of the conversion process for a single or a sequence of capital letters. 
Appending the symbol '~' to the start of the encoded word to denotes that the first 
letter of the input text word was capital, whereas appending the symbol '^' denotes 
that all letters of the input word were capitalized.  
  
Table 4.4 shows the effects of capitals conversion on the different used tools. 
Initially the output file increased but it has given better compression ratio, about 1%, 
than the statistical methods and more deterioration on the multi-layers compression 
based compression tools. As shown in tables 4.3 and 4.5, the degradation on bzip2 is 
about 2% and the degradation on WinZip is about 0.2%. For more comparisons, see 
tables 4.3 and 4.4 and figure 4.1. Form now and then, ETAO transformation without 
capital conversion will be referred to as ETAO1 and ETAO transformation with 
capital conversion will be referred to as ETAO2.  
 
Table 4.4: The Average Code Length in BPC of ETAO2  
File Name Size ETAO1 Arithmetic Huffman Bzip2 Gzip Winzip 
anne11.txt 587,053 592,673 4.26 4.26 2.44 3.19 3.19 
1musk10.txt 1,344,739 1,357,812 4.25 4.26 2.29 3.09 3.10 
world95.txt 3,005,020 3,074,157 4.98 5.01 1.72 2.46 2.49 
Average   4.50 4.51 2.15 2.91 2.93 
 
 
Table 4.5: Improvements Ratios in % of ETAO2  
File Name Arithmetic Huffman Bzip2 Gzip Winzip 
anne11.txt 7.16% 7.66% -9.66% -5.42% -5.51% 
1musk10.txt 7.48% 7.83% -10.09% -6.17% -6.75% 
world95.txt 2.54% 2.57% -11.51% -6.40% -7.61% 
Average 5.73% 6.02% -10.42% -5.99% -6.62% 
 
 Enhancements Ratios Attained by Applying Capital 





























Figure 4.1: Enhancements Ratios Attained by Capital Conversion on EATO Method 
 
4.2.3 Discussion of the ETAO method 
According to the enhancement table 4.5, the two statistical methods, 
Arithmetic and Huffman, have formed positive enhancement ratios as 5.73% and 
6.02% respectively. The main reason is that the two transformation methods, ETAO1 
and ETAO2, increase the frequencies of the most frequently used alphabet such the 
letters ‘e’ and ‘t’, and decrease the least frequently used alphabet, such as ‘x’, ‘y’ and 
‘z’. On the other hand, the multi-layers compression tools, such as Bzip2, have 
produced negative ratios. The negative ratios are indications of deterioration in the 
compression ratios that attained by different tools when compressing text files 
without any transformation. The deterioration indicates that the principles of these 
types of transformation methods may not suit the multi-layers compression tools. 
Some of the multi-layers compression tools are dictionary-based. The dictionary 
based algorithms use pointing mechanism, which means if any substring already seen 
 in a buffer of specific amount, it will be removed, and replaced by its address in that 
buffer. For example, assume that the two words “ them and themselves” are included 
in a file; the dictionary-based compression tools keep the first word “them” as it is 
and code the second one, “themselves”,  as “<α>selves” where α is the address and 
the length of the previous seen substring “them”. Whereas the ETAO transformation 
produces “eeed” as transformation of the word “them” and produces “hseroisrtt” as 
transformation of the word “themselve”. If we look at the two codewords “eeed” and 
“hseroisrtt”, we will find that “eeed” is not a substring in “hseroisrtt”. To conclude, 
ETAO text transformation enhances the performance of single-layre statistical 
compression tools however, for the multi-layer ones it may needs other approaches. 
We believe that further processing of the ETAO output may provide productive 
ground for additional improvements on both dictionary and statistical compression 
algorithms. 
 
4.3 Static Dictionary-based E-transformation Method (SE) 
4.3.1 Experimental Results of the SE on Different Compression Tools 
In this part, the intention will be focused on comparing the performance of 
the E-transformation method using the statistical coding algorithms, such as Huffman 
and Arithmetic, when used as backend. In addition, the effect of the transformation 
on the well-known compression tools, such bzip2, Winzip and Gzip will be 
investigated.  
 
According to the design principles of the Static Dictionary-based E-
transformation Method (SE), the SE does not perform any level of pre-compression 
on the original text files. A mechanism of converting capital letters of the input 
words has been added. Consequently, as shown in table 4.6, the output files of this 
 transformation method are slightly larger than original files. This happened because 
of appending capitals indicators to the start of any word that begins with capital or 
contains all letters as capitals. The quantities of the compression results will be given 
in terms of percentages gained and as average BPC (bits per characters). The results 
of using the SE transformation method with the standard compression tools are given 
in table 4.6, whereas the enhancement ratios given in table 4.7. For the average BPC 
of the original text file using same tools, refer to table 4.1. The SE achieved results 
are summarized in the following points:  
• The average BPC using original Huffman is 4.79, and using Huffman with SE 
transformation method has produced average BPC of 4.14 with 13.81% as 
improvement ratio. 
• The average BPC on using original Arithmetic coding is 4.76 whereas the 
average BPC on the same tool with SE has produced average BPC of 4.10 
with 14.12% as enhancement ratio.  
• The average BPC of the compression result on using Bzip2 for compressing 
the original data is 1.95 while compressing the result of SE transformation by 
using Bzip2 with has produced average BPC of 1.94 with only 0.21% as 
improvements. 
• The average BPC using original Gzip is 2.75 whereas using Gzip with SE has 
given average BPC of 2.59 with 5.68% as improvement ratio which higher 
than that of the bzip2. 
• WinZip is not so different from Gzip at least in the enhancement ratio. Winzip 
has produced 2.75 as average BPC for the original data; as the result of 
supporting by Winzip by SE, it has produced 2.59 as average BPC with 5.62% 
as improvement ratio that is almost similar to Gzip’s. 
 For any further comparisons on the derived results, the reader can refer to tables 4.6, 
and 4.7.  
Table 4.6: Average Code Length Achieved by E-transformation  
File Name Size SE File Arithmetic Huffman Bzip2 Gzip Winzip 
anne11.txt 587,053 590,946 3.8 3.9 2.2 2.8 2.8 
1musk10.txt 1,344,739 1,357,501 3.8 3.9 2.1 2.7 2.7 
world95.txt 3,005,020 3,017,447 4.7 4.7 1.5 2.2 2.2 




Table 4.7: Enhancement Ratio Attained by E-Transformation Using Static Dictionary 
File Name Arithmetic Huffman Bzip2 Gzip Winzip 
anne11.txt 16.76% 16.31% 0.36% 6.58% 6.51% 
1musk10.txt 16.85% 16.31% 0.42% 6.88% 6.81% 
world95.txt 8.74% 8.81% -0.16% 3.59% 3.56% 
Average 14.12% 13.81% 0.21% 5.68% 5.62% 
  
 
4.3.2 Improvement on the Static Dictionary-based E-transformation 
 The codewords of the most frequently used words have two much consecutive 
repetitions of the letter ‘e’, such as “eeee” when used as a code for the word “that”. 
This kind repetitions or redundancy can be reduced by applying a simple RLE 
algorithm on any codeword, which uses a single indicator for any sequences of the 
letter e. As an enhancement of the above SE algorithm, an RLE algorithm has been 
proposed to give an improvement over using SE. The combination of RLE and SE has 
been named as SERLE. Applying RLE on every codeword causes the SERLE to 
achieve a sort of pre-compression on all used text files. This has been proved by the 
experiments that have been conducted as shown in tables 4.18. On compression the 
output of SERLE by the statistical compression tools, the average enhancement on the 
Arithmetic coding jumped from 14.12% to 19.45%, while the average improvement 
on the Huffman coding jumped from 13.81% to 19.59% as shown in tables 4.7 and 
4.9 below. On using the multi-layers compression tools, applying RLE on SE has 
enhanced the performance of bzip2 from 0.21% to 3.26%, whereas it has enhanced 
 the performance of Gzip from 5.68% to 10.17%, and finally SE with RLE has 
enhanced the compression ratio of WinZip from 5.62% to 9.83%. For more 
comparisons, the reader can refer to tables 4.7, 4.9 and figure 4.2. 
 
Table 4.8: Average Code Length Achieved by SE with RLE 
File Name Size SERLE Arithmetic Huffman Bzip2 Gzip Winzip 
anne11.txt 587,053 410,682 3.55 3.56 2.16 2.68 2.68 
1musk10.txt 1,344,739 940,133 3.55 3.56 1.97 2.56 2.56 
world95.txt 3,005,020 2,511,233 4.43 4.47 1.52 2.15 2.17 




Table 4.9: Enhancement Ratio Attained by SE with RLE  
File Name Arithmetic Huffman Bzip2 Gzip Winzip 
anne11.txt 22.49% 22.85% 2.90% 11.56% 11.41% 
1musk10.txt 22.72% 22.93% 5.36% 12.08% 11.91% 
world95.txt 13.13% 13.00% 1.52% 6.88% 6.18% 
Average  19.45% 19.59% 3.26% 10.17% 9.83% 
 
 
The effect of applying RLE on SE using different types of compression tools 
has been shown in the figure 4.2 below. 
 





























4.3.3 Discussion the Results of Static Dictionary-based E-transformation  
The enhancement ratios of the SE, on the multi-layers compression tools, are 
much lower compared to that achieved on the single-layer statistical compression 
tools. On comparing the output in table 4.8 with result of the original data on table 
4.1, the enhancements on the statistical methods ranged from 19.45% to 19.59%, 
while the enhancement on the used multi-layers tools goes from 3.26% to 10.17% as 
shown in table 4.9. The main reason is that the standard multi-layers compression 
tools, such as Bzip2 and Gzip, generally give higher compression ratios than that 
achieved by the single-layer statistical compression tools, such as Huffman and 
Arithmetic. The secondary reason is that the single-layer statistical compression tools, 
such as Huffman and Arithmetic, are composed of single layer while Bzip2 have 9 
layers according to [Bzi]. Therefore, it is very naturally that the single-layer 
compression tools produce enhancement ratios higher than that generated by multiple-
layers tools.    
 
 As comparison to LIPT [AM2001], SERLE has produce 1.88 as average BPC 
on using Bzip2, while LIPT had given 1.86 for the same text files on the same 
compression tool. LIPT is better than SERLE in the compression ratio with 1.1% 
while the size of the dictionary used by SERLE represents only 3.08% of that used by 
LIPT. In addition, SERLE has produce 2.46 as average BPC on using Gzip, while 
LIPT had given 2.51 for the same text files on the same compression tool. Therefore, 
in case of using Gzip, SERLE is better than LIPT in the compression ratio with 
1.99%. So the main reason of having less or very little enhancement ratio compared to 
LIPT is that the dictionary size the used by the SE very small compared to that used 
by LIPT. 
  
4.4 The Dynamic Dictionary-based E-transformation Method (DE)  
4.4.1 Experimental Results of the DE on Different Compression Tools 
The Dynamic Dictionary-based E-transformation (DE) method is similar to 
SE in the most parts of the program, which is used to process the input words. It does 
not perform any level of pre-compression on the original text file, but any word that 
does not exit in the dictionary will be assigned a code so that in case of it’s repetition 
the assigned code will be used. The output transformed file of DE is a little larger 
than original text file (on average 0.48%); the main reason is that the capitals 
indicators increase the size of the output file.  
 
The improvements on some of most popular multi-layers compression tools 
and some of the single-layer statistical compressed tools are given in table 4.11. The 
BPC and statistics of the enhancements achieved are rounded to two decimal places. 
For the average BPC using the original tools without any transformation, refer to 
table 4.1. The results of compressing the transformed files by different compression 
tools are given table 4.10 terms of BPC. According the shown results in tables 4.7 
and 4.11, using Dynamic Dictionary-based E-transformation has almost doubled the 
enhancements compared to that achieved by the Static Dictionary-based E-
transformation method on using same set of tools. The following points are 
summering the results, which have been shown in table 4.10 and 4.11.  
• The average code length in BPC using original Huffman is 4.79, and using 
Huffman with DE transformation method has produced average BPC of 3.47 
with 27.69% as improvement ratio. 
 • The average BPC on using original Arithmetic coding is 4.76 whereas the 
average BPC on the same tool with DE has produced average BPC of 3.46 
with 27.43% as enhancement ratio.  
• The average BPC of the compression result on using Bzip2 for compressing 
the original data is 1.95 while compressing the result of DE transformation by 
using Bzip2 with has produced average BPC of 1.89 with only 3.18%as 
improvements. 
• The average BPC using original Gzip is 2.75 whereas using Gzip with SE has 
given average BPC of 2.43 with 11.55% as improvement ratio, which is 
higher than that of the bzip2. 
• WinZip is not so different from Gzip at least in the enhancement ratio. Winzip 
has produced 2.75 as average BPC for the original data; while it has produced 
2.59 as average BPC; as the result of supporting by DE, with 11.46% as 
improvement ratio, which is almost similar to one that achieved by Gzip. 
For any further comparisons on the derived results, the reader can refer to tables 4.1, 
4.10, and 4.11. The enhancements rations of DE over SE can be seen on the graph 
shown by figure 4.3.   
 
Table 4.10: Average Code Length Achieved by Dynamic E-transformation  
File Name Size DE File Arithmetic Huffman Bzip2 Gzip 
Winzi
p 
anne11.txt 587,053 590,894 3.33 3.33 2.20 2.69 2.70 
1musk10.txt 1,344,739 1,355,027 3.22 3.22 2.02 2.52 2.52 
world95.txt 3,005,020 3,014,413 3.83 3.87 1.45 2.07 2.07 
Average   3.46 3.47 1.89 2.43 2.43 
 
 
Table 4.11: Enhancement Ratio Attained by Dynamic E-Transformation  
File Name Size DE File Arithmetic Huffman Bzip2 Gzip WinZip 
anne11.txt 587053 590894 27.34% 27.82% 0.81% 10.97% 10.88% 
1musk10.txt 1344739 1355027 29.93% 30.45% 2.92% 13.33% 13.23% 
world95.txt 3005020 3014413 25.01% 24.81% 5.81% 10.36% 10.28% 
Average   27.43% 27.69% 3.18% 11.55% 11.46% 
























Figure 4.3: The Difference between Dynamic and Static E-transformation 
 
4.4.2 Improvement on the Dynamic Dictionary-based E-transformation  
The DE is very similar to SE and even more the output file has too much 
repetitions of the letter e; addition of RLE may gives more enhancements over using 
DE. The produced algorithm, which is a combination of RLE with DE, will be 
referred to as DERLE in the remaining part of this article. As result of applying RLE 
on every codeword, DERLE achieves a sort of pre-compression on all text files. This 
is demonstrated by the experiments that have been conducted. Because of applying 
RLE on DE, the average enhancement on the Arithmetic coding jumped from 27.43% 
to 34.90% with 3.10 as average BPC , while the average improvement on the 
Huffman coding jumped from 27.69% to 34.94% with 3.12 as average BPC. The 
effect of using DERLE along with the common multi-layers compression tools is a 
lower than that occurred on the statistical compression tools. On comparing DERLE 
against DE, the performance of bzip2 has been enhanced from 3.18% to 7.87% with 
1.80 as average BPC, whereas the performance of Gzip has been enhanced from 
11.55% to 18.86% with 2.23 as average BPC, and finally the compression ratio of 
 WinZip has been changed from 11.46% to 18.73% with 2.23 as average BPC. For 
more comparisons, the reader can refer to tables 4.11 and 4.13 beside figure 4.4. 
 
 
Table 4.12: Average Code Length Achieved by DE with RLE 
 
 
Table 4.13: Enhancement Ratio Attained by DE with RLE  
File Name Arithmetic Huffman Bzip2 Gzip WinZip 
anne11.txt 34.24% 34.44% 4.36% 17.65% 17.51% 
1musk10.txt 37.68% 37.82% 8.79% 20.65% 20.47% 
world95.txt 32.79% 32.56% 10.47% 18.27% 18.22% 




































4.4.3 Discussion of the Results of the Dynamic Dictionary-based E-
Transformation Method  
As comparison to SERLE, DE along with the statistical methods has shown an 
improvement about 7%, while DE along with multi-layers compression tools has 
File Name Size DERLE Arithmetic Huffman Bzip2 Gzip WinZip 
anne11.txt 587,053 344,194 3.02 3.03 2.12 2.49 2.49 
1musk10.txt 1,344,739 745,658 2.87 2.88 1.90 2.31 2.31 
world95.txt 3,005,020 1,839,845 3.43 3.47 1.38 1.89 1.89 
Average   3.10 3.12 1.80 2.23 2.23 
 shown about 2.5% as enhancement. In the same way, DERLE along with the 
statistical methods has shown almost 15% as improvement over SERLE, whereas 
DERLE together with the multi-layers compression tools has shown about 9% as 
enrichment over SERLE. Generally, DE has almost doubled the enhancements ratios 
compared to that achieved by the SE method on using same set of tools. The main 
reason is that the number of words in the dynamic dictionary, which is used by DE is 
larger than that used by SE. Figure 4.5 shows the effect of DE and DELRE Compared 
to that of SERLE on Different Compression Tools.  
  
As comparison to LIPT [AM2001], using the Bzip2 algorithm along DERLE 
has produced 1.80 as average BPC, while using the Bzip2 algorithm together with 
LIPT had given 1.86 for same text files. DERLE is better than LIPT in the 
compression ratio with 3.23%. In addition, DEERLE has produced 2.23 as average 
BPC on using Gzip, while LIPT had given 2.51 as average BPC and produced 11.16% 
as enhancement on the compression ratio. Additionally, DE and DERLE are 
independent of any dictionary during compression and decompression stages.    LIPT 
is faster than all types of dictionary-based transformation methods.  
 


































4.5 Experiments Results of WILT  
Having a transformed file with a level of pre-compression is one of the main 
reasons that might help in increasing the compression ratios when the transformed 
file is passed to any compression tool. The two types of WILT transformation 
methods have achieved high levels of pre-compression ratios compared to SERLE 
and DERLR transformation methods. On average, the level of the pre-compression 
ratio that achieved by the two-level WILT is 51.06% whereas that achieved by the 
three-level WILT is 53.28%. For the time being one rule has been tested, which is 
that if any letter followed by the letter e then it will be changed in capital form and 
the letter e will be discarded. This experiment for testing the feasibility of the idea 
and later more rules could be added in future work.  
 
4.5.1 Two-Level WILT Method 
The results of WILT on different files have been reprocessed with single-
layer statistical compression tools as well as multi-layers ones. The results of using 
 the two-level WILT with different types are given in table 4.14 as average number of 
bits per characters,  in table 4.15 as enhancement percentage ratio in the compression 
ratio compared to that gained without using any transformation method. The 
algorithm of Two-level WILT has produced a transformed file with some pre-
compression level that reached 51.06%. The data that used in testing the Two-level 
WILT algorithm is collected from Gutenberg Corpuses [Cor]. For all text files in the 
corpus, the results can be summarized as follows:  
• The average BPC using original Huffman is 4.79, and using Huffman with the 
Two-level WILT produced average BPC of 3.06, and 36.22% as 
improvement. 
• Using original Arithmetic coding the average BPC is 4.76, whereas using 
Arithmetic coding with the Two-level WILT produced average BPC as 3.03, 
and 36.46% as improvement. 
•  Using the Bzip2 has produced the average BPC as 1.95, and using Bzip2 with 
the Two-level WILT gives average BPC of 1.81, and 7.12% as improvements. 
• The average BPC using original Gzip is 2.76, and using Gzip with the Two-
level WILT gives average BPC of 2.19, and 20.00% as improvements. 
• The average BPC using original Winzip is 2.75, and using Winzip with the 









 Table 4.14: The Average Code Length in BPC of the Two-level WILT on Different 
Compression Tools using Gutenberg Standard Text Files 
File Name Size 
Two-level 
WILT Arithmetic Huffman Bzip2 Gzip Winzip 
anne11.txt 587,053 273,048 2.92 2.95 2.12 2.43 2.43 
1musk10.txt 1,344,739 598,147 2.78 2.81 1.91 2.26 2.27 
world95.txt 3,005,020 1,678,085 3.39 3.44 1.41 1.89 1.89 




Table 4.15: Improvements Ratios in % of the Two-level WILT on Different 
Compression Tools using Gutenberg Standard Text Files 
File Name Size 
Two-level 
WILT Arithmetic Huffman Bzip2 Gzip Winzip 
anne11.txt 587053 273048 36.34% 36.15% 4.52% 19.67% 19.56% 
1musk10.txt 1344739 598147 39.50% 39.35% 8.15% 22.07% 21.94% 
world95.txt 3005020 1678085 33.54% 33.15% 8.68% 18.27% 18.24% 





4.5.2 Three-Levels WILT Method 
The Two-levels WILT and other transformation systems that use dynamic 
dictionaries store all the words that have been seen for the first time as they are 
without any change. Applying a rule-based transformation on them might result in 
better compression performance in the size of the transformation file or the 
compression ratio when the transformed file reprocessed by any compression tool. 
 
For the time being, only one rule has been tested, which is that if any letter is 
followed by the vowel e will be transformed into capital form and then the letter e 
will be dropped out. The algorithm of Three-Level WILT has produced an output 
transformed file with some level of compression ratio that reached 53.28% with 
4.35% as enhancement ratio. According to the results that is tabulated in tables 4.15 
and 4.17, there is no significant differences between Three-Level and Two-Level in 
the average code length specifically when their output processed with other 
compression tools. The only difference is that the Three-level transformation has 
 produced output files with larger pre-compression level when compared to the Two-
Level transformation method. 
 
 
Table 4.16 : The Average Code Length in BPC of the Three-level WILT on Different 
Compression Tools using Gutenberg Standard Text Files 
File Name Size 
Three-level 
WILT Arithmetic Huffman Bzip2 Gzip Winzip 
anne11.txt 587,053 261,304 2.91 2.94 2.12 2.43 2.43 
1musk10.txt 1,344,739 571,787 2.77 2.79 1.91 2.26 2.26 
world95.txt 3,005,020 1,596,211 3.36 3.40 1.41 1.87 1.88 




Table 4.17: Improvements Ratios in % of the Three-level WILT on Different 
Compression Tools using Gutenberg Standard Text Files 
File Name Size 
Three-level 
WILT Arithmetic Huffman Bzip2 Gzip Winzip 
anne11.txt 587053 261304 36.56% 36.31% 4.41% 19.69% 19.58% 
1musk10.txt 1344739 571787 39.81% 39.63% 8.17% 22.18% 22.04% 
world95.txt 3005020 1596211 34.22% 33.78% 8.77% 18.87% 18.86% 




The average ACL using the Bzip2 only is 1.95, and using the Bzip2 algorithm 
along with the LIPT transform is 1.86 emphasizing 4.28% improvement. While on 
comparing the Two-level WILT with LIPT when using bzip2, it produces 1.81 as 
average code length with 2.86% as improvement over LIPT and with 7.12% as 
improvement ratio over bzip2 without any transformation. 
 
4.6 Discussions of the Combined Results of Different Developed Algorithms 
To show the progress of the enhancements in the compression ratios from one 
method to other, the results of the four developed method should be compared 
together as it will be shown below. Before the comparing the results of the different 
methods, the pre-compression level will be compared first and then their effect on 
the different tools. As it has been shown in the above subsections, ETAO1 and 
 ETAO2 they do not give any pre-compression level, but The SERLE, DERLE, Two-
Levels WILT, and Three-Levels WILT they do. The achieved pre-compression 
levels of different algorithms are shown in table 4.18 and figure 4.6 below. 
According to the achieved pre-compression levels on different data files using 
different methods, world95.txt achieved the minimum value on all developed method 
although it is the largest file in the investigated samples. This means that the 
performance of any method does not depend on the used algorithm only but also on 
the file contents large or small and about one or many topics. For example, the 
content of world95.txt is heterogeneous; it talks about different topic over different 
countries, which have variant kinds of words that could result in having large number 
of non-coded words when using dynamic dictionary-based transformation methods. 
On the other hand, the files anne11.txt and 1musk10.txt got almost equal pre-
compression levels on SERLE method whereas they are different on DERLE, Two-
Levels WILT, and Three-Levels WILT methods. On using same data files in the 
developed transformation methods, the least amount of pre-compression level is 
achieved on SERLE and the maximum one is achieved on Three-Level WILT. 
Although the total number of words in the dynamic dictionaries of DERLE, Two-
Levels WILT, and Three-Levels WILT are equal, but the pre-compression levels are 
different. This is mainly because of the different in the number of the sub-
dictionaries. The result shown that the more sub-dictionaries a system has, the better 
pre-compression level will be there. The different between the Two-Levels WILT 
and the Three-Levels WILT is the direct result of applying a rule to reduce the size 
of the non-coded words in Three-Levels WILT, which is the main reason that causes 
Three-Levels WILT to be better than the Two-Levels WILT in the achieved pre-
compression level.  
 Table 4.18: Pre-compression Ratios Attained by Different Transformation Methods 
using Gutenberg Standard Text Files 
File Name SERLE DERLE Two-Levels WILT  Three-Levels WILT  
anne11.txt 30.04% 41.37% 53.49% 55.49% 
1musk10.txt 30.09% 44.55% 55.52% 57.48% 
world95.txt 16.43% 38.77% 44.16% 46.88% 





































Figure 4.6: Pre-compression Ratios Attained by Different Transformation Methods  
 
According to the results in table 4.19 and 4.20, the discussion could be 
summarized as follows: 
The best ACL value that attained by the Arithmetic coding method with Three-level 
WILT is 3.01 with 36.86% enhancement ratio compared to the value of ACL when 
compressing the data without transformation with the same tool.  The Huffman 
produced 4.79 BPC as ACL on the original data while the minimum ACL that 
accomplished by Huffman is 3.05 with 36.58% as enhancement ratio that was 
produced as the result of using Huffman with the Three-level WILT method. The 
 maximum enhancement the achieved by Bzip2 is 7.87% with 1.80 BPC as ACL, 
which is the result of using Bzip2 with DERLE transformation method.  Gzip and 
Winzip tools have produced almost similar results of over all transformation 
methods. They produced about 20% as in enhancement ratio when used along with 
the two types of the WILT method. More comparisons could be found on referring to 
tables 4.19 and 4.20, figures 4.7 and 4.8. 
 
Table 4.19: Average Code Length attained by Each Algorithm  
 Compression Tools 
Algorithm Arithmetic Huffman Bzip2 Gzip WinZip 
Original Data 4.76 4.79 1.95 2.75 2.75 
ETAO1 4.53 4.56 2.12 2.92 2.92 
ETAO2 4.50 4.51 2.15 2.91 2.93 
SE 4.10 4.14 1.94 2.59 2.59 
SERLE 3.85 3.87 1.88 2.46 2.47 
DE 3.46 3.47 1.89 2.43 2.43 
DERLE 3.10 3.12 1.80 2.23 2.23 
Two-level WILT 3.03 3.06 1.81 2.19 2.20 
Three-level WILT 3.01 3.05 1.81 2.19 2.19 
 








































Figure 4.7: The ACL Attained by Different Transformation Methods  
 Table 4.20: Enhancement Ratio Attained by Each Algorithm 
 Compression Tool 
Algorithm Arithmetic Huffman Bzip2 Gzip WinZip 
ETAO1 4.95% 5.03% -8.66% -6.33% -6.41% 
ETAO2 5.73% 6.02% -10.42% -5.99% -6.62% 
SE 14.12% 13.81% 0.21% 5.68% 5.62% 
SERLE 19.45% 19.59% 3.26% 10.17% 9.83% 
DE 27.43% 27.69% 3.18% 11.55% 11.46% 
DERLE 34.90% 34.94% 7.87% 18.86% 18.73% 
Two-level WILT 36.46% 36.22% 7.12% 20.00% 19.92% 
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Figure 4.8: Enhancement Ratios Attained by Different Transformation Methods  
 
 
Figure 4.8 shows that the best improvement is attained by the Two-level 
WILT and Three-level on using Arithmetic and Huffman methods. Furthermore, the 
best performances of the all developed algorithms are achieved on using Arithmetic 
or Huffman method. 
 





























Figure 4.9: Enhancement Ratios on using Different Compression Tools  
 
 
Figure 4.9 above shows that the enhancements of the transformation methods 
on Arithmetic and Huffman methods almost are similar whereas their enhancements 
on Gzip and Winzip tools are more or less alike. Moreover, it is very clear that the 
effect of the developed algorithms on Bzip2 is the least. 
 
4.7 Comparisons with Previous Work  
LIPT is a transformation method [AM2001], which has been considered as a 
base for most of the proposed dynamic dictionary-based transformation methods. 
The same set of Gutenberg files [Cor] that were used in evaluating LIPT also they 
are used for testing the developed algorithms WILT2 and WILT3. The found results 
will be shown in this section. 
 
 Bzip2 with WILT2 and Bzip2 with WILT3 show an improvement of 7.12% 
over the original Bzip2, whereas Bzip2 with LIPT shows an improvement of 5.24% 
over the original Bzip2. PPMD with WILT2 and PPMD with WILT3 show an 
improvement of 7.1% and 7.0% respectively over the original PPMD, whereas 
PPMD with LIPT shows an improvement of 3.3% over the original PPMD. Gzip 
with WILT2 and Gzip with WILT2 show an improvement of 20.00% and 20.25% 
over the original Gzip respectively, whereas Gzip with LIPT shows an improvement 
of 6.78% over the original Gzip.   
 
Table 4.21: The Improvements Levels Attained by WILT2 over LIPT using Bzip2 
and Gzip 
 Bzip2 Improvements 
of WILT2 over 
LIPT 
Gzip Improvements of 
WILT2 over 
LIPT   LIPT WILT2  LIPT WILT2 
File Name       
anne11.txt 2.12 2.12 -0.18% 2.75 2.43 11.65% 
1musk10.txt 1.98 1.90 4.20% 2.62 2.26 13.55% 
world95.txt 1.49 1.38 7.41% 2.15 1.89 12.14% 
Average 1.86 1.80 3.81% 2.51 2.19 12.45% 
 
 
WILT2 and WILT3 they produce almost same ratios of improvements but 
they were different in the pre-compression levels. Compared to SERLE, DERLE, 
and WITL2, WILT produces highest pre-compression level that ranges from 46.88% 
to 57.48%. For more comparisons between pre-compression levels of different 
algorithms, the reader can refer to table 4.18.  
 
 
According to tables 4.22 and 4.23 below, two observations have been 
obtained. The first one is that Bzip2 with WILT2 and Bzip2 with WILT3 have 
produced BPC shorter than original PPMD with 5.7%. The second is that the very 
strange result that WILT2 with PPMD, WILT3 with PPMD, and DERLE with bzip2 
 produce equal average BPC. These two observations are very important for the effort 
that is going on to achieve the PPMD compression ratio with other software with 
higher speed. 
 
Table 4.22: The Improvements Levels Attained by DERLE, WILT2, and WILT3 
using Bzip2 over PPMD  
 PPMD BPC using Bzip2 with Improvement Levels 
File Name Original 
Data 
DERLE WILT2 WILT3 DERLE WILT2 WILT3 
anne11.txt 2.14 2.12 2.12 2.12 0.9% 1.1% 1.1% 
1musk10.txt 1.96 1.90 1.91 1.91 3.1% 2.4% 2.4% 
world95.txt 1.67 1.38 1.41 1.41 17.2% 15.6% 15.6% 
Average 1.92 1.80 1.81 1.81 6.4% 5.7% 5.7% 
 
 
Table 4.23: The Improvements Levels Attained by DERLE, WILT2, and WILT3 
over the Original Data using PPMD  




DERLE WILT2 WILT3 DERLE WILT2 WILT3 
Anne11.txt 2.14 2.08 2.08 2.09 2.8% 2.9% 2.8% 
1musk10.txt 1.96 1.85 1.91 1.91 5.5% 2.5% 2.2% 
world95.txt 1.67 1.35 1.40 1.40 18.7% 15.8% 16.1% 
Average 1.92 1.76 1.80 1.80 8.3% 6.5% 6.4% 
 
 
Table 4.24: The Improvements Levels Attained by DERLE, WILT2, and WILT3 
over LIPT using GZIP  
 BPC using GZIP  with Improvement Levels 
File Name LIPT DERLE WILT2 WILT3 DERLE WILT2 WILT3 
anne11.txt 2.75 2.68 2.49 2.43 2.73% 9.43% 11.65% 
1musk10.txt 2.62 2.56 2.31 2.26 2.46% 11.97% 13.55% 
world95.txt 2.15 2.15 1.89 1.89 -0.11% 12.14% 12.14% 
Average 2.51 2.46 2.23 2.19 1.99% 11.00% 12.00% 
 
 
SERLE and DERLE are similar to LIPT in the way of creating the sub-
dictionaries for the transformation process; all of them use word-length as the main 
property for classifying the English words into different sub-dictionaries. However, 
 they are different in the number of sub-dictionaries. LIPT uses 52 sub-dictionaries 
where as SERLE and DERLE use only 18 sub-dictionaries. The dynamic nature of 
specifying the contents of the used sub-dictionaries causes DERLE to bring into 
being a dictionary that is very suitable to the topic of the file under transformation 
and consequently DERLE produces an output with a better level of pre-compression  
compared to SERLE. 
  
In contrast, WILT2 and WILT3 use two attributes of English words, which 
are word-length and word-initial, for distributing the English words into different 
clusters or sub-dictionaries. Use of two attributes for clustering words results in 
having more sub-dictionaries, which are 124 sub-dictionaries, as compared to 
SERLE and DERLE, which are only 18. Having more sub-dictionaries enhances both 
the compression ratio and the searching or processing speed. Other difference 
between SERLE and DERLE on a side, and WILT2 and WILT3 on other side is that 
SERLE and DERLE incorporate RLE method to produce an output with a pre-
compression level whereas WILT2 and WILT3 produce their outputs with a pre-
compression level without integrating RLE. Because of having more sub-dictionaries 
and codewords of variable-length, WILT2 and WILT3 produce outputs with better 
pre-compression levels as compared to SERLE and DERLE. 
 
The three-level compression scheme causes WILT3 to generate outputs with 
better pre-compression levels as compared to WILT2. The enhancement on the pre-
compression level of WILT3 over WILT2 did not improve the compression ratio 
with a significant value.  
 In WILT2 and WILT3, the coding system creates the codewords in a very 
systematic way. According to the nature of the coding system of WILT2 and WILT3, 
the last space, which comes before any coded word, will be replaced by the code that 
represents the corresponding sub-dictionary. The most frequent used word in any 
sub-dictionary will be coded by null value preceded by the sub-dictionary code. The 
top 26 words of the most frequently used ones will be coded by one symbol. For the 
subsequent groups, the words of the second group will be coded by ‘e’ followed by 
any letter in ETAO order, the words of the third group will  be coded by ‘t’ followed 
by any letter in ETAO order. Words at same rank within different sub-dictionaries 
will be coded by codewords that are different only in the symbols at the first position 
of each code. This coding nature helped in increasing the compression ratio on using 
Partial Prediction Method (PPM). 
 CHAPTER 5 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
5.1 Overview 
In this chapter, the results will be summarized and interpreted and some 
possible directions for some future work will be shown. In particular, the 
interpretations of the results that have been shown in chapter 4 will be provided in 
terms of the design criteria for the developed transformation algorithms to produce a 
better explanation for the tabulated results. 
 
5.2 Summary and Interpretations of the Found Results 
 
In this thesis, we covered the theory of data compression. We designed, 
implemented and tested four different new algorithms for text transformation. The 
first question that our results helped in answering is whether it is worth to perform 
text transformation based on mapping the individual symbols of a source based on 
their positions within words of different lengths. The experimental results showed 
that the enhancement is guaranteed on the single-layer statistical compression 
methods, such as Huffman and Arithmetic coding methods, if the symbol mapping 
method has been used in the field of text transformation. However, the enhancement 
on the multi-layer compression tools, such as bzip2 and Gzip, is not assured until 
now; it needs more investigations.   
 
The second question that our results helped in answering is whether it is 
worth to perform text transformation based on using the most frequent letter e for 
building words patterns. The tabulated results showed that applying the concept of e-
transformation, which uses the most frequently used symbol in building words 
patterns, is better than using star-transformation, which uses the least frequently used 
 symbol in building words patterns for text transformation. The tables of the 
experimental results showed the enhancement is assured, particularly when 
combined with RLE, on both the single-layer statistical compression methods, such 
as Huffman and Arithmetic, and on the multi-layer compression tools, such as Bzip2, 
WinZip, and Gzip. The enhancement of the performance of the e-transformation that 
based on using semi-dynamic dictionary is more significant than that which is based 
on using purely static dictionary. The enhancements are considerable in both 
increasing the compression ratios and reducing the dictionary size.  
 
The third question that the derived results helped in answering is that whether 
it is worth to perform text transformation using a set of dynamic sub-dictionaries of 
English words that are distributed over different sub- dictionaries based on their 
initials and lengths. The experimental results showed that the improvements are 
guaranteed on both single-layer statistical compression tools and the multi-layers 
compression tools. The overall average improvements on the single-layer statistical 
methods reached almost 35%; while the average improvements on the multi-layers 
compression tools ranged from 7.87% to 18.73%. 
 
5.3 Further Work 
Many questions regarding text transformation still remain open and need 
more discussions and investigations. 
• ETAO left a good scope for further research such as applying the ETAO 
concepts on English diagrams at different positions within words of different 
lengths, and conducting more investigations on the ETAO algorithm to suit 
the multi-layers tools.    
 • Other methods need to be implanted and tested is to build a forest of 27 
Huffman-trees. A tree for letters that come after specific alphabet letter. The 
text should be analyzed to know the frequencies of the letters come after each 
letter and then a forest can be built. This really is expected to increase the 
compression ratios with significant levels on different compression tools. 
• Other point needs to be investigated is that, in dynamic or static dictionaries, 
the set of words that have been seen for the first time will be kept without any 
change; we think they are also possible to be transformed into a form that 
could increase the compression ratio.  
• In the dictionary-based transformation methods, a word may be added to a 
dictionary and assigned a very small code and it may never appear a gain in 
the text file. In this case, having small set of codes and applying the concept 
of moving out the Least Frequently Used Words (LFUW) and replace them 
with the newly arrived words may give better compression ratio.   
• Other point that is possible to be added so as to enhance the compression 
ratio is that, in e-transformation system, more redundancy could be achieved 
by changing the coding mechanism by generating all possible patterns form a 
given symbols before changing any symbol. For example, if the first 8 
patterns in the sub-dictionary 7D , which prepared for representing the first 8 
words of length 7, are “eeeeeee”, “eeeeeet”, “eeeeeea”, “eeeeeeo”, “eeeeeei”, 
“eeeeeen”, “eeeeees”, “eeeeeeh”. This could better if it had been coded as 
“eeeeeee”, “eeeeeet”, “eeeeete”, “eeeetee”, “eeeteee”, “eeteeee”, “eteeeee”, 
“teeeeee”. Using Huffman coding method, the first set of the codes could be 
represented by 84 bits whereas the second set of codes could be represented 
by only 56 with 33.33% enhancement ratio.  
 • Other point that is possible to be investigated is that introducing and applying 
a Non-adjacent diagram concept by combing the code of first symbol and the 
distance of the second symbol and save them within one byte. 
• Design and implement special editor that could edit and browse compressed 
file. Usually, the compressed text files are decompressed first and then edited 
and browsed. The size of the non-compressed text files is larger than that of 
the compressed file and it needs a larger memory size and consumes more 
power and time in the refreshing operation. Implementing browsers that could 
browse files while they are compressed might reduce memory needed for 
loading files, Read-write time, and the power needed for refreshing data in 
the dynamic memory.  
• Apply the principles of ETAO to Design and implement Arabic text 
transformations for compression. 
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 Appendix B 
The Top 1,000 Most Frequently Used Words 
 
These are the most common words in English, ranked in frequency order. The 
first 25 make up about a third of all printed material. The first 100 make up about 
half of all written material, and the first 300 make up about 65 percent of all written 
material.  
 
Source: The Reading Teacher’s Book of Lists, Fourth Edition, © 2000 by Prentice 
Hall 
Authors: Fry, Kress & Fountoukidis 
 
The First Two Hundreds 
 
Words Words Words Words Words Words Words Words 
1-25 26-50 51-75 75-100 101-125 126-150 151-175 176-200 
        
the or will number over say set try 
of one up no new great put kind 
and had other way sound where end hand 
a by about could take help does picture 
to word out people only through another again 
in but many my little much well change 
is not then than work before large off 
you what them first know line must play 
that all these water place right big spell 
it were so been year too even air 
he we some call live mean such away 
was when her who me old because animal 
for your would oil back any turn house 
on can make its give same here point 
are said like now most tell why page 
as there him find very boy ask letter 
with use into long after follow went mother 
his an time down thing came men answer 
they each has day our want read found 
I which look did just show need study 
at she two get name also land still 
be do more come good around different learn 
this how write made sentence form home should 
have their go may man three us America 
from if see part think small move world 
 The Second Two Hundreds 
 
 
Words Words Words Words Words Words Words Words 
201-225 226-250 251-275 276-300 301-325 326-350 351-375 376-400 
        
high saw important miss body order listen farm 
every left until idea music red wind pulled 
near don’t children enough color door rock draw 
add few side eat stand sure space voice 
food while feet face sun become covered seen 
between along car watch question top fast cold 
own might mile far fish ship several cried 
below close night Indian area across hold plan 
country something walk really mark today himself notice 
plant seem white almost dog during toward south 
last next sea let horse short five sing 
school hard began above birds better step war 
father open grow girl problem best morning ground 
keep example took sometimes complete however passed fall 
tree begin river mountain room low vowel king 
never life four cut knew hours TRUE town 
start always carry young since black hundred I’ll 
city those state talk ever products against unit 
earth both once soon piece happened pattern figure 
eye paper book list told whole numeral certain 
light together hear song usually measure table field 
thought got stop being didn’t remember north travel 
head group without leave friends early slowly wood 
under often second family easy waves money fire 
story run later it’s heard reached map upon 
 
  The First Two Hundreds 
 
 
Words Words Words Words Words Words Words Words 
401-425 426-450 451-475 476-500 501-525 526-550 551-575 576-600 
        
done decided plane filled can’t picked legs beside 
English contain system heat matter simple sat gone 
road course behind full square cells main sky 
halt surface ran hot syllables paint winter glass 
ten produce round check perhaps mind wide million 
fly building boat object bill love written west 
gave ocean game am felt cause length lay 
box class force rule suddenly rain reason weather 
finally note brought among test exercise kept root 
wait nothing understand noun direction eggs interest instruments 
correct rest warm power center train arms meet 
oh carefully common cannot farmers blue brother third 
quickly scientists bring able ready wish race months 
person inside explain six anything drop present paragraph 
became wheels dry size divided developed beautiful raised 
shown stay though dark general window store represent 
minutes green language ball energy difference job soft 
strong known shape material subject distance edge whether 
verb island deep special Europe heart past clothes 
stars week thousands heavy moon sit sign flowers 
front less yes fine region sum record shall 
feel machine clear pair return summer finished teacher 
fact base equation circle believe wall discovered held 
inches ago yet include dance forest wild describe 
street stood government built members probably happy drive 
 




Words Words Words Words Words Words Words Words 
601-625 626-650 651-675 676-700 701-725 726-750 751-775 776-800 
        
cross already hair rolled row president yourself caught 
speak instead age bear least brown control fell 
solve phrase amount wonder catch trouble practice team 
appear soil scale smiled climbed cool report God 
metal bed pounds angle wrote cloud straight captain 
son copy although fraction shouted lost rise direct 
either free per Africa continued sent statement ring 
ice hope broken killed itself symbols stick serve 
sleep spring moment melody else wear party child 
village case tiny bottom plains bad seeds desert 
factors laughed possible trip gas save suppose increase 
result nation gold hole England experiment woman history 
jumped quite milk poor burning engine coast cost 
snow type quiet let’s design alone bank maybe 
ride themselves natural fight joined drawing period business 
care temperature lot surprise foot east wire separate 
floor bright stone French law pay choose break 
hill lead act died ears single clean uncle 
pushed everyone build beat grass touch visit hunting 
baby method middle exactly you’re information bit flow 
buy section speed remain grew express whose lady 
century lake count dress skin mouth received students 
outside consonant cat iron valley yard garden human 
everything within someone couldn’t cents equal please art 
tall dictionary sail fingers key decimal strange feeling 
 
 
 The Fifth Two Hundreds 
 
 
Words Words Words Words Words Words Words Words 
801-825 826-850 851-875 876-900 901-925 926-950 951-975 976-1000 
        
supply guess thick major company sister gun Total 
corner silent blood observe radio oxygen similar deal 
electric trade lie tube we’ll plural death determine 
insects rather spot necessary action various score evening 
crops compare bell weight capital agreed forward nor 
tone crowd fun meat factories opposite stretched rope 
hit poem loud lifted settled wrong experience cotton 
sand enjoy consider process yellow chart rose apple 
doctor elements suggested army isn’t prepared allow details 
provide indicate thin hat southern pretty fear entire 
thus except position property truck solution workers corn 
won’t expect entered particular fair fresh Washington substances 
cook flat fruit swim printed shop Greek smell 
bones seven tied terms wouldn’t suffix women tools 
tail interesting rich current ahead especially bought conditions 
board sense dollars park chance shoes led cows 
modern string send sell born actually march track 
compound blow sight shoulder level nose northern arrived 
mine famous chief industry triangle afraid create located 
wasn’t value Japanese wash molecules dead British sir 
fit wings stream block France sugar difficult seat 
addition movement planets spread repeated adjective match division 
belong pole rhythm cattle column fig win effect 
safe exciting eight wife western office doesn’t underline 
soldiers branches science sharp church huge steel view 
 
 Appendix C 





English Letter Frequency as Column Percents, Where Columns Are Letter Positions Within Word Lengths 
Word Lengths 1 -11 and Combined 12-16 
Letter Word Length 1 Word Length 2 Word Length 3 Word Length 4 
  Positions 1-2 AVG  Positions 1-3 AVG  Positions 1-4  AVG 
  1 2 PCT 1 2 3 PCT 1 2 3 4 PCT 
A 53.75 8.36 0.22 4.29 17.65 13.56 0.13 10.45 1.65 17.17 13.59 0.36 8.19 
B 0.45 5.37 0.09 2.73 3.49 0.04 0.27 1.27 4.18 0.19 0.28 0.07 1.18 
c 0.31 0.05 0.01 0.03 1.47 0.11 0.12 0.57 2.89 0.02 3.71 0.03 1.66 
D 0.28 2.01 0.27 1.14 1.62 0.05 17.07 6.24 4.12 0.16 1.20 6.81 3.07 
E 0.18 0.13 13.88 7.01 0.46 7.16 30.73 12.78 1.87 15.20 14.74 22.19 13.50 
F 0.31 0.00 14.86 7.43 4.73 0.53 0.50 1.92 5.78 0.01 1.13 0.42 1.83 
G 0.09 0.95 0.08 0.51 2.11 0.24 0.39 0.92 3.09 0.07 0.68 0.82 1.17 
H 0.07 5.45 1.15 3.30 10.72 26.89 0.08 12.57 6.90 19.95 0.14 6.27 8.31 
I 39.94 25.40 0.08 12.74 1.98 6.53 0.02 2.85 1.24 13.74 5.07 0.07 5.03 
J 0.12 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.46 0.00 0.00 0.15 2.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.52 
K 0.07 0.00 0.24 0.12 0.16 0.04 0.16 0.12 2.62 0.13 3.12 4.43 2.57 
L 0.17 0.03 0.04 0.04 1.07 2.46 2.13 1.89 6.33 1.51 7.44 5.57 5.21 
M 0.18 6.01 1.71 3.86 1.64 0.03 1.84 1.17 5.56 0.00 4.56 4.30 3.60 
N 0.11 1.78 15.24 8.51 4.32 14.87 3.10 7.43 1.57 3.80 7.16 8.29 5.20 
0 0.19 20.40 22.87 21.64 5.03 15.77 2.63 7.81 2.09 16.97 7.26 1.65 6.99 
P 0.48 0.10 1.68 0.89 0.71 0.03 0.27 0.34 1.72 0.30 0.54 1.23 0.95 
Q 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 
 R 0.38 0.06 2.91 1.48 0.43 2.81 7.65 3.63 1.53 3.09 8.49 3.87 4.25 
S 1.36 2.19 10.08 6.14 4.61 0.40 10.65 5.22 6.40 0.49 5.85 7.08 4.96 
T 0.29 16.21 9.41 12.81 25.18 1.40 10.40 12.33 18.93 0.44 6.16 17.84 10.84 
U 0.63 2.70 0.00 1.35 0.26 5.72 4.31 3.43 0.57 4.45 2.01 0.11 1.79 
V 0.29 0.00 0.08 0.04 0.08 0.27 0.01 0.12 0.99 1.58 4.59 0.00 1.79 
W 0.12 2.57 0.00 1.28 7.03 1.00 2.73 3.58 15.72 0.43 0.96 2.12 4.81 
X 0.11 0.00 0.04 0.D2 0.00 0.02 0.45 0.16 0.00 .0.02 0.33 0.02 0.09 
Y 0.03 0.20 5.04 2.62 4.78 0.07 4.31 3.05 2.15 0.29 0.92 6.43 2.45 
Z 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.02 
Total  100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00  100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00  100.00 
 
 Appendix D 
Demonstrations of using the Developed Transformations Algorithms 
 
 
Using C language, all the designed algorithms has been developed. Special 
editor has written in Java programming language for listing the content of the 
transformed/retransformed text files.  For each coding program there is a decoding 
program. The names of the developed programs are listed in the following table. All 
of the given programs are tested as will be shown bellow.  
 








Each tool can be executed on the DOS level. The general format of using the 
given tools is:  
[D:path>]<Command>  <Source Data File>  <Destination Data file>  
For explanation, the following text file will be used: 
 
 








 The contest of the ETAO output file is: 
 
 
2. Using UNETAO system: 
 
 
The contest of the retransformed output file is: 
 
 
3. Using SE System 
 
 
The contest of the SE transformation output file is: 
 
 










 The contest of the SE retransformed output file is: 
 
 




The contest of the SERLE transformation output file is: 
 
 
6. Using UNSERLE System 
 
 
The contest of the SERLE retransformed output file is: 
 
 













8. Using UNDE System 
 
 
The contest of the DE retransformed output file is: 
 
 
9. Using DERLE System 
 
 
The contest of the DERLE transformation output file is: 
 
 







 The contest of the DERLE retransformed output file is: 
 
 
11. Using WILC System 
 
 
The contest of the WILC transformation output file is: 
 
 
12. Using UNWILC System 
 
 
The contest of the WILC retransformed output file is: 
 
 Appendix E 
Listing of the Programs of the Developed Algorithms Coded in C Language  
 








#define ON 1 
#define OFF 0 
int lc[26]; 
int hc[26]; 
int c13=0,w10=0,j;int UPC=0,WSize; 
int base=0; 
char t[26][66]; 
char etao[26]="etaoinshrdlcumwfgypbvkjxqz";   //Defining an array 








   FILE *stream; 
  
main( int argc, char *argv[] )//Defining parameters for accepting 
files names 
{  char StoreFlg ; 
    initialization();  // A function call for loading ETAO 
mapping data 
    fprintf( stderr, "Performing ETAO Transformation on " ); 
    if ( argc > 1 ) { 
        freopen( argv[ 1 ], "rb", stdin ); 
        fprintf( stderr, "%s", argv[ 1 ] ); 
    } else 
        fprintf( stderr, "stdin" ); 
    fprintf( stderr, " to " ); 
    if ( argc > 2 ) { 
        freopen( argv[ 2 ], "wb", stdout ); 
        fprintf( stderr, "%s", argv[ 2 ] ); 
    } else 
        fprintf( stderr, "stdin" ); 
    fprintf( stderr, "\n" ); 
    int i; 
     i = 0 ; 
     while( (c = getc(stdin)) != EOF) { 
   if ( isalpha(c) ) 
  { 
   StoreFlg = ON ; 
   word[i++] = c ; 
    } 
  else if ( StoreFlg ) 
  { 
      word[i] = '\0' ; 
      int cnt=0;i=0; 
       
while(word[i]){if(isupper(word[i])){word[i]=word[i]+32;cnt++;}i++
;}; 
      if(cnt==1)cnt='~'; 
      else if(cnt>1)cnt='^'; 
      Transform(); 
      for (int i=0;i<strlen(word);i++) fputc(word[i],stdout); 
      if(cnt==0) 
        fputc(c,stdout); 
      else 
       { 
         fputc(cnt,stdout); 
         if(c==' '); 
           else 
         fputc(c,stdout); 
       } 
      i=0; 
      word[0]='\0'; 
      StoreFlg = OFF ; 
  } 
      else {fputc(c,stdout);} 
 } 
      int cnt=0; 
      
while(word[i]){if(isupper(word[i])){word[i]=word[i]+32;cnt++;}i++
;}; 
      if(cnt==1)cnt='~'; 
      else if(cnt>1)cnt='^'; 
   if(word[0]){   Transform(); 
      for (int i=0;i<strlen(word);i++) fputc(word[i],stdout); 
      } 
    fclose(stdout); 
    printf("\nThe transformation is finshed.\nPress any key to 
continue..."); 




    // ETAO transformation function 
    int l=strlen(word); 
    int base=(l-1)*(l)/2; 
    int pos=-1; 
    for (int i=base;i<base+l;i++){ 
      pos++; 
    for (int j=0;j<26;j++){ 
     if(word[pos]==t[j][i]){ 
         word[pos]=etao[j]; 
         break; 
     } 







   char StoreFlg ;  char c; 
   FILE *inFile; 
   inFile = fopen ("rules.txt" , "r"); 
   if(!inFile) 
  printf("could not open input file\n"); 
    else{ 
     // Loading the ETAO rules from the opend file. 
     for (int j=0;j<66;j++){ 
      for (int i=0;i<26;i++) 
      t[i][j]= getc(inFile); 
     c=getc(inFile); 
     } 
  } 
} 
 







#define ON 1 
#define OFF 0 
int lc[26]; 
int hc[26]; 
int c13=0,w10=0,j;int UPC=0,WSize; 
int base=0; 
char t[26][66]; 
char etao[26]="etaoinshrdlcumwfgypbvkjxqz";   //Defining an array 








   FILE *stream; 
 
 
main( int argc, char *argv[] ) 
{  char StoreFlg,PreviousChar ; 
    initialization(); 
    fprintf( stderr, "Performing UNETAO Retransformation on " ); 
    if ( argc > 1 ) { 
        freopen( argv[ 1 ], "rb", stdin ); 
        fprintf( stderr, "%s", argv[ 1 ] ); 
    } else 
        fprintf( stderr, "stdin" ); 
    fprintf( stderr, " to " ); 
    if ( argc > 2 ) { 
        freopen( argv[ 2 ], "wb", stdout ); 
        fprintf( stderr, "%s", argv[ 2 ] ); 
    } else 
        fprintf( stderr, "stdin" ); 
    fprintf( stderr, "\n" ); 
    int i; 
     i = 0 ; 
     while( (c = getc(stdin)) != EOF) { 
   if ( isalpha(c) ) 
  { 
   StoreFlg = ON ; 
   word[i++] = (char)c ; 
    } 
  else if ( StoreFlg ) 
  { 
      word[i] = '\0' ; 
      ReTransform(); 
      if(c=='~') word[0]=char(word[0]-32); 
      else if(c=='^'){ 
               cnt=strlen(word); 
              for (int i=0;i<cnt;i++) 
                       word[i]=char(word[i]-32);} 
      if(PreviousChar!=0) 
            { 
         fputc(' ',stdout); 
            PreviousChar=0; 
            } 
      cnt=strlen(word); 
      for (int i=0;i<cnt;i++) fputc(word[i],stdout); 
      PreviousChar=c; 
      if(PreviousChar!='~'&&PreviousChar!='^') 
            { 
        fputc(c,stdout); 
            PreviousChar=0; 
            } 
      i=0; 
      word[0]='\0'; 
      StoreFlg = OFF ; 
  } 
      else { 
       if (c!=' ' &&(PreviousChar=='~'||PreviousChar=='^')) 
            { 
            PreviousChar=0; 
            } 
        fputc(c,stdout); 
      } 
 } 
   if(word[0]){   ReTransform(); 
      for (int i=0;i<strlen(word);i++) fputc(word[i],stdout); 
      } 
   fclose(stdout); 
    printf("\nThe transformation is finshed.\nPress any key to 
continue..."); 






    int l=strlen(word); 
    int base=(l-1)*(l)/2; 
    int pos=-1; 
    for (int i=base;i<base+l;i++){ 
      pos++; 
    for (int j=0;j<26;j++){ 
     if(word[pos]==etao[j]){ 
              word[pos]=t[j][i]; 
         break; 
     } 





   char StoreFlg ;  char c; 
   FILE *inFile; 
   inFile = fopen ("etaorules.txt" , "r"); 
   if(!inFile) 
  printf("could not open input file\n"); 
   else{ 
     for (int j=0;j<66;j++){ 
      for (int i=0;i<26;i++) 
      t[i][j]= getc(inFile); 
     c=getc(inFile); 
     } 
   } 
} 








#define ON 1 


















main( int argc, char *argv[] ) 
{ 
    fprintf( stderr, "Performing SE Transformation on " ); 
    if ( argc > 1 ) { 
        freopen( argv[ 1 ], "rb", stdin ); 
        fprintf( stderr, "%s", argv[ 1 ] ); 
    } else 
        fprintf( stderr, "stdin" ); 
    fprintf( stderr, " to " ); 
    if ( argc > 2 ) { 
        freopen( argv[ 2 ], "wb", stdout ); 
        fprintf( stderr, "%s", argv[ 2 ] ); 
    } else 
        fprintf( stderr, "stdin" ); 
    fprintf( stderr, "\n" ); 
     c=getc(stdin); 
     while(true){ 
          while( c!= EOF && !isalpha(c)){ 
           if (last)fputc(last,stdout); 
           last=c; 
           c=fgetc(stdin); 
         }//while 
      if(c==EOF){ break; } 
 
       i=0; 
       word[i]=(char)c; i++; 
     while( (c = getc(stdin)) != EOF &&(isalpha(c)||c=='\'')){ 
            word[i++]=(char)c; 
      }//while 
      word[i]='\0'; 
      if(c==EOF){  break; } 
      int l=strlen(word); 
            UPC=0; 
        for(i=0;i<l;i++){ 
         if(isupper(word[i])){ 
          UPC++; 
          word[i]=(char)(word[i]+32); 
       } 
    } 
      if(UPC>1){ 
       if(last!=' ' ) fputc(last,stdout); 
        last='~'; 
        } 
    else 
     if(UPC==1) { 
       if(last!=' ' ) fputc(last,stdout); 
         last='^'; 
    UPC=0; 
         } 
     coded=false; 
       Transform(); 
        if(!isalpha(last)){ 
         if(last!=' ')  fputc(last,stdout); 
          else 
         if(last==' '&&count==0)  fputc(last,stdout); 
         } 
         last=c; 
         c=fgetc(stdin); if(c==' ')sp=1; 
         l=strlen(word); 
         if(count>0) fputc(count,stdout); 
         for (int i=0;i<l;i++) fputc(word[i],stdout); 
         word[0]='\0'; 
        }//while 
       l=strlen(word); 
      for (int i=0;i<l;i++) fputc(word[i],stdout); 
      fputc(last,stdout); 
      fclose(stdout); 
      fprintf( stderr, "\nThe transformation process is 
finished....... " ); 





    count=0; 
    coded=false; 
    int l=strlen(word); 
    switch(l) 
    { 
    case 1:i=0; c1++; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf1[0][i])&&(i<1)){i++;} 
           if (i<1) {coded=true;w1++;strcpy(word,buf1[1][i]);} 
          break; 
    case 2:i=0; c2++; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf2[0][i])&&(i<26)){i++;} 
          if (i<26) {coded=true;w2++;strcpy(word,buf2[1][i]);} 
          break; 
    case 3: 
          i=0;c3++; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf3[0][i])&&(i<126)){i++;} 
          if (i<126){coded=true;w3++; strcpy(word,buf3[1][i]);} 
          break; 
     case 4:c4++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf4[0][i])&&(i<393)){i++;} 
           if (i<393){coded=true;w4++; strcpy(word,buf4[1][i]);} 
          break; 
    case 5:c5++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf5[0][i])&&(i<393)){i++;} 
          if (i<393) {coded=true;w5++;strcpy(word,buf5[1][i]);} 
          break; 
     case 6:c6++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf6[0][i])&&(i<351)){i++;} 
          if (i<351) {coded=true;w6++;strcpy(word,buf6[1][i]);} 
          break; 
      case 7:c7++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf7[0][i])&&(i<296)){i++;} 
          if (i<296){coded=true;w7++; strcpy(word,buf7[1][i]);} 
          break; 
      case 8:c8++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf8[0][i])&&(i<181)){i++;} 
          if (i<181){coded=true;w8++; strcpy(word,buf8[1][i]);} 
          break; 
       case 9:c9++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf9[0][i])&&(i<202)){i++;} 
          if (i<202){coded=true;w9++; strcpy(word,buf9[1][i]);} 
          break; 
       case 10:c10++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf10[0][i])&&(i<76)){i++;} 
          if (i<76){coded=true; strcpy(word,buf10[1][i]);} 
          break; 
       case 11:c11++; 
            i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf11[0][i])&&(i<28)){i++;} 
           if (i<28){coded=true;w11++; strcpy(word,buf11[1][i]);} 
           break; 
       case 12:c12++; 
            i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf12[0][i])&&(i<16)){i++;} 
           if (i<16){coded=true;w12++; strcpy(word,buf12[1][i]);} 
           break; 
       case 13:c13++; 
            i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf13[0][i])&&i<26 
&&buf13[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<26&&!buf13[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf13[0][i],word); } 
           else 
            if(i<26&&buf13[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf13[1][i]); 
coded=true;w13++;} 
            break; 
       default:  break; 
      }//switch 
    count=0; 
   UPC=0; 
 }//transform 
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main( int argc, char *argv[] ) 
{ 
    fprintf( stderr, "Performing UNSE Transformation on " ); 
    if ( argc > 1 ) { 
        freopen( argv[ 1 ], "rb", stdin ); 
        fprintf( stderr, "%s", argv[ 1 ] ); 
    } else 
        fprintf( stderr, "stdin" ); 
    fprintf( stderr, " to " ); 
    if ( argc > 2 ) { 
        freopen( argv[ 2 ], "wb", stdout ); 
        fprintf( stderr, "%s", argv[ 2 ] ); 
    } else 
        fprintf( stderr, "stdin" ); 
    fprintf( stderr, "\n" ); 
     c=getc(stdin); 
     while(true){ 
          while( c!= EOF && !isalpha(c)){ 
           if (last)fputc(last,stdout); 
           last=c; 
           c=fgetc(stdin); 
         }//while 
      if(c==EOF){ break; } 
        i=0; 
       word[i]=(char)c; i++; 
     while( (c = getc(stdin)) != EOF &&(isalpha(c)||c=='\'')){ 
            word[i++]=(char)c; 
      }//while 
      word[i]='\0'; 
      if(c==EOF){  break; } 
     coded=false; 
     ReTransform(); 
     if(last=='^') word[0]=(char)(word[0]-32); 
          else 
          if(last=='~') 
          { 
           int l=strlen(word); 
           for(i=0;i<l;i++){ 
           word[i]=(char)(word[i]-32); 
        } 
          } 
         if(!isalpha(last)){ 
         if(last!='^'&&last!='~')  fputc(last,stdout); 
          else 
         if(last==' '&&count==0)  fputc(last,stdout); 
         } 
         last=c; 
         c=fgetc(stdin); if(c==' ')sp=1; 
         l=strlen(word); 
         if(count>0) fputc(count,stdout); 
         for (int i=0;i<l;i++) fputc(word[i],stdout); 
         word[0]='\0'; 
        }//while 
       l=strlen(word); 
      for (int i=0;i<l;i++) fputc(word[i],stdout); 
      fputc(last,stdout); 
      fclose(stdout); 
      fprintf( stderr, "\nThe retransformation process is 
finished....... " ); 





    count=0; 
    coded=false; 
    int l=strlen(word); 
    switch(l) 
    { 
    case 1:i=0; c1++; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf1[1][i])&&(i<1)){i++;} 
           if (i<1) {coded=true;w1++;strcpy(word,buf1[0][i]);} 
          break; 
    case 2:i=0; c2++; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf2[1][i])&&(i<26)){i++;} 
          if (i<26) {coded=true;w2++;strcpy(word,buf2[0][i]);} 
          break; 
    case 3: 
          i=0;c3++; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf3[1][i])&&(i<126)){i++;} 
          if (i<126){coded=true;w3++; strcpy(word,buf3[0][i]);} 
          break; 
     case 4:c4++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf4[1][i])&&(i<393)){i++;} 
          if (i<393){coded=true;w4++; strcpy(word,buf4[0][i]);} 
          break; 
    case 5:c5++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf5[1][i])&&(i<393)){i++;} 
          if (i<393) {coded=true;w5++;strcpy(word,buf5[0][i]);} 
          break; 
     case 6:c6++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf6[1][i])&&(i<351)){i++;} 
           if (i<351) {coded=true;w6++;strcpy(word,buf6[0][i]);} 
          break; 
      case 7:c7++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf7[1][i])&&(i<296)){i++;} 
          if (i<296){coded=true;w7++; strcpy(word,buf7[0][i]);} 
          break; 
      case 8:c8++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf8[1][i])&&(i<181)){i++;} 
          if (i<181){coded=true;w8++; strcpy(word,buf8[0][i]);} 
          break; 
       case 9:c9++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf9[1][i])&&(i<202)){i++;} 
          if (i<202){coded=true;w9++; strcpy(word,buf9[0][i]);} 
          break; 
       case 10:c10++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf10[1][i])&&(i<76)){i++;} 
          if (i<76){coded=true; strcpy(word,buf10[0][i]);} 
          break; 
       case 11:c11++; 
            i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf11[1][i])&&(i<28)){i++;} 
           if (i<28){coded=true;w11++; strcpy(word,buf11[0][i]);} 
           break; 
       case 12:c12++; 
            i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf12[1][i])&&(i<16)){i++;} 
           if (i<16){coded=true;w12++; strcpy(word,buf12[0][i]);} 
           break; 
       case 13:c13++; 
            i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf13[1][i])&&i<26 
&&buf13[1][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<26&&!buf13[1][i][0]) {strcpy(buf13[1][i],word); } 
           else 
            if(i<26&&buf13[1][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf13[0][i]); 
coded=true;w13++;} 
            break; 
       default:  break; 
      }//switch 
    count=0; 
    UPC=0; 
  }//transform 
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 int i=0; 









main( int argc, char *argv[] ) 
{ 
    fprintf( stderr, "Performing DE Transformation on " ); 
    if ( argc > 1 ) { 
        freopen( argv[ 1 ], "rb", stdin ); 
        fprintf( stderr, "%s", argv[ 1 ] ); 
    } else 
        fprintf( stderr, "stdin" ); 
    fprintf( stderr, " to " ); 
    if ( argc > 2 ) { 
        freopen( argv[ 2 ], "wb", stdout ); 
        fprintf( stderr, "%s", argv[ 2 ] ); 
    } else 
        fprintf( stderr, "stdin" ); 
    fprintf( stderr, "\n" ); 
     c=getc(stdin); 
     while(true){ 
          while( c!= EOF && !isalpha(c)){ 
           if (last)fputc(last,stdout); 
           last=c; 
           c=fgetc(stdin); 
         }//while 
      if(c==EOF){ break; } 
       i=0; 
       word[i]=(char)c; i++; 
     while( (c = getc(stdin)) != EOF &&(isalpha(c)||c=='\'')){ 
            word[i++]=(char)c; 
      }//while 
      word[i]='\0'; 
      if(c==EOF){  break; } 
      int l=strlen(word); 
            UPC=0; 
         for(i=0;i<l;i++){ 
         if(isupper(word[i])){ 
          UPC++; 
          word[i]=(char)(word[i]+32); 
       } 
    } 
      if(UPC>1){ 
       if(last!=' ' ) fputc(last,stdout); 
        last='~'; 
        } 
    else 
     if(UPC==1) { 
       if(last!=' ' ) fputc(last,stdout); 
         last='^'; 
    UPC=0; 
         } 
     coded=false; 
       Transform(); 
        if(!isalpha(last)){ 
         if(last!=' ')  fputc(last,stdout); 
          else 
         if(last==' '&&count==0)  fputc(last,stdout); 
         } 
         last=c; 
         c=fgetc(stdin); if(c==' ')sp=1; 
         l=strlen(word); 
         if(count>0) fputc(count,stdout); 
         for (int i=0;i<l;i++) fputc(word[i],stdout); 
         word[0]='\0'; 
        }//while 
       l=strlen(word); 
      for (int i=0;i<l;i++) fputc(word[i],stdout); 
      fputc(last,stdout); 
     fclose(stdout); 
     fprintf( stderr, "\nThe transformation process is 
finished....... " ); 





    count=0; 
    coded=false; 
    int l=strlen(word); 
    switch(l) 
    { 
     case 1:i=0; c1++; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf1[0][i])&&(i<1)){i++;} 
           if (i<1) {coded=true;w1++;strcpy(word,buf1[1][i]);} 
          break; 
     case 2:i=0; c2++; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf2[0][i])&&(i<26)){i++;} 
          if (i<26) {coded=true;w2++;strcpy(word,buf2[1][i]);} 
          break; 
    case 3: c3++; 
           i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf3[0][i])&&i<676 
&&buf3[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<676&&!buf3[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf3[0][i],word); 
d3++; } 
           else 
             if(i<676&&buf3[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf3[1][i]); 
coded=true;w3++; } 
          break; 
      case 4:c4++; 
          i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf4[0][i])&&i<1352 
&&buf4[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<1352&&!buf4[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf4[0][i],word);  
} 
           else 
            if(i<1352&&buf4[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf4[1][i]); 
coded=true;w4++; } 
          break; 
   case 5:c5++; 
           i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf5[0][i])&&i<1352 
&&buf5[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<1352&&!buf5[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf5[0][i],word);  
} 
           else 
            if(i<1352&&buf5[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf5[1][i]); 
coded=true;w5++; } 
          break; 
     case 6:c6++; 
      i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf6[0][i])&&i<1378 
&&buf6[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<1378&&!buf6[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf6[0][i],word);  
} 
           else 
            if(i<1378&&buf6[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf6[1][i]); 
coded=true;w6++; } 
          break; 
     case 7:c7++; 
          i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf7[0][i])&&i<1378 
&&buf7[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
          if(i<1378&&!buf7[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf7[0][i],word);  } 
           else 
            if(i<1378&&buf7[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf7[1][i]); 
coded=true;w7++; } 
          break; 
      case 8:c8++; 
          i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf8[0][i])&&i<676 
&&buf8[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
          if(i<1352&&!buf8[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf8[0][i],word);  } 
           else 
            if(i<1352&&buf8[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf8[1][i]); 
coded=true;w8++; } 
          break; 
       case 9:c9++; 
          i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf9[0][i])&&i<1352 
&&buf9[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
          if(i<1352&&!buf9[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf9[0][i],word);  } 
           else 
            if(i<1352&&buf9[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf9[1][i]); 
coded=true;w9++; } 
          break; 
       case 10:c10++; 
     i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf10[0][i])&&i<1352 
&&buf10[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<1352&&!buf10[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf10[0][i],word); 
} 
           else 
            if(i<1352&&buf10[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf10[1][i]); 
coded=true;w10++;} 
 
            break; 
 
       case 11:c11++; 
      i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf11[0][i])&&i<676 
&&buf11[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<676&&!buf11[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf11[0][i],word);  
} 
           else 
            if(i<676&&buf11[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf11[1][i]); 
coded=true;w11++; } 
            break; 
      case 12:c12++; 
         i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf12[0][i])&&i<676 
&&buf12[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<676&&!buf12[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf12[0][i],word); 
d12++; } 
           else 
            if(i<676&&buf12[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf12[1][i]); 
coded=true;w12++;} 
           break; 
         default:c13++; 
            i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf13[0][i])&&i<676 
&&buf13[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<676&&!buf13[0][i][0]) 
{strcpy(buf13[0][i],word);d13++; } 
           else 
            if(i<676&&buf13[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf13[1][i]); 
coded=true;w13++;} 
     }//switch 
   count=0; 












#define ON 1 


















main( int argc, char *argv[] ) 
{ 
    fprintf( stderr, "Performing UNDE Transformation on " ); 
    if ( argc > 1 ) { 
        freopen( argv[ 1 ], "rb", stdin ); 
        fprintf( stderr, "%s", argv[ 1 ] ); 
    } else 
        fprintf( stderr, "stdin" ); 
    fprintf( stderr, " to " ); 
    if ( argc > 2 ) { 
        freopen( argv[ 2 ], "wb", stdout ); 
        fprintf( stderr, "%s", argv[ 2 ] ); 
    } else 
        fprintf( stderr, "stdin" ); 
    fprintf( stderr, "\n" ); 
     c=getc(stdin); 
     while(true){ 
          while( c!= EOF && !isalpha(c)){ 
           if (last)fputc(last,stdout); 
           last=c; 
           c=fgetc(stdin); 
         }//while 
      if(c==EOF){ break; } 
       i=0; 
       word[i]=(char)c; i++; 
     while( (c = getc(stdin)) != EOF &&(isalpha(c)||c=='\'')){ 
            word[i++]=(char)c; 
      }//while 
      word[i]='\0'; 
      if(c==EOF){  break; } 
      coded=false; 
      ReTransform(); 
      if(last=='^') word[0]=(char)(word[0]-32); 
          else 
          if(last=='~') 
          { 
           int l=strlen(word); 
           for(i=0;i<l;i++){ 
           word[i]=(char)(word[i]-32); 
        } 
          } 
         if(!isalpha(last)){ 
         if(last!='^'&&last!='~')  fputc(last,stdout); 
          else 
         if(last==' '&&count==0)  fputc(last,stdout); 
         } 
         last=c; 
         c=fgetc(stdin); if(c==' ')sp=1; 
         l=strlen(word); 
         if(count>0) fputc(count,stdout); 
         for (int i=0;i<l;i++) fputc(word[i],stdout); 
         word[0]='\0'; 
        }//while 
        ReTransform(); 
       l=strlen(word); 
      for (int i=0;i<l;i++) fputc(word[i],stdout); 
      fputc(last,stdout); 
      fclose(stdout); 
      fprintf( stderr, "\nThe retransformation process is 
finished....... " ); 







    count=0; 
    coded=false; 
    int l=strlen(word); 
    switch(l) 
    { 
     case 1:i=0; c1++; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf1[1][i])&&(i<1)){i++;} 
           if (i<1) {coded=true;w1++;strcpy(word,buf1[0][i]);} 
          break; 
 
    case 2:i=0; c2++; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf2[1][i])&&(i<26)){i++;} 
          if (i<26) {coded=true;w2++;strcpy(word,buf2[0][i]);} 
          break; 
    case 3: c3++; 
           i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf3[1][i])&&i<676 
&&buf3[1][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<676&&!buf3[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf3[0][i],word); 
d3++; } 
           else 
            if(i<676&&buf3[1][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf3[0][i]); 
coded=true;w3++; } 
          break; 
 
     case 4:c4++; 
          i=0; 
         while (strcmp(word,buf4[1][i])&&i<1352 
&&buf4[1][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<1352&&!buf4[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf4[0][i],word);  
} 
           else 
            if(i<1352&&buf4[1][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf4[0][i]); 
coded=true;w4++; } 
          break; 
   case 5:c5++; 
           i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf5[1][i])&&i<1352 
&&buf5[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<1352&&!buf5[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf5[0][i],word);  
} 
           else 
            if(i<1352&&buf5[1][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf5[0][i]); 
coded=true;w5++; } 
          break; 
     case 6:c6++; 
      i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf6[1][i])&&i<1378 
&&buf6[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<1378&&!buf6[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf6[0][i],word);} 
           else 
            if(i<1378&&buf6[1][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf6[0][i]); 
coded=true;w6++; //fprintf( stderr,word); 
                 } 
          break; 
     case 7:c7++; 
          i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf7[1][i])&&i<1378 
&&buf7[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
          if(i<1378&&!buf7[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf7[0][i],word);  } 
           else 
            if(i<1378&&buf7[1][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf7[0][i]); 
coded=true;w7++; } 
          break; 
      case 8:c8++; 
          i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf8[1][i])&&i<676 
&&buf8[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
          if(i<1352&&!buf8[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf8[0][i],word);  } 
           else 
            if(i<1352&&buf8[1][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf8[0][i]); 
coded=true;w8++; } 
          break; 
       case 9:c9++; 
          i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf9[1][i])&&i<1352 
&&buf9[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
          if(i<1352&&!buf9[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf9[0][i],word);  } 
           else 
            if(i<1352&&buf9[1][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf9[0][i]); 
coded=true;w9++; } 
          break; 
       case 10:c10++; 
    i=0;  //fputs(word,wt);fputs("\n",wt); 
        while (strcmp(word,buf10[1][i])&&i<1352 
&&buf10[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<1352&&!buf10[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf10[0][i],word); 
} 
            else 
            if(i<1352&&buf10[1][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf10[0][i]); 
coded=true;w10++;} 
 
            break; 
 
       case 11:c11++; 
      i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf11[1][i])&&i<676 
&&buf11[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<676&&!buf11[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf11[0][i],word);  
} 
           else 




            break; 
      case 12:c12++; 
         i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf12[1][i])&&i<676 
&&buf12[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<676&&!buf12[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf12[0][i],word); 
d12++; } 
           else 
            if(i<676&&buf12[1][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf12[0][i]); 
coded=true;w12++;} 
 
            break; 
 
       default:c13++; 
            i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf13[1][i])&&i<676 
&&buf13[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<676&&!buf13[0][i][0]) 
{strcpy(buf13[0][i],word);d13++; } 
           else 
            if(i<676&&buf13[1][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf13[0][i]); 
coded=true;w13++;} 
 
     }//switch 
   count=0; 
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 int sp=0,nsp,odd;int UPC=0; 













main( int argc, char *argv[] ) 
{ 
    fprintf( stderr, "Performing SRLE Transformation on " ); 
    if ( argc > 1 ) { 
        freopen( argv[ 1 ], "rb", stdin ); 
        fprintf( stderr, "%s", argv[ 1 ] ); 
    } else 
        fprintf( stderr, "stdin" ); 
    fprintf( stderr, " to " ); 
    if ( argc > 2 ) { 
        freopen( argv[ 2 ], "wb", stdout ); 
        fprintf( stderr, "%s", argv[ 2 ] ); 
    } else 
        fprintf( stderr, "stdin" ); 
    fprintf( stderr, "\n" ); 
     c=getc(stdin); 
     while(true){ 
          while( c!= EOF && !isalpha(c)){ 
           if (last)fputc(last,stdout); 
           last=c; 
           c=fgetc(stdin); 
         }//while 
      if(c==EOF){ break; } 
       i=0; 
       word[i]=(char)c; i++; 
     while( (c = getc(stdin)) != EOF &&(isalpha(c)||c=='\'')){ 
            word[i++]=(char)c; 
      }//while 
      word[i]='\0'; 
      if(c==EOF){  break; } 
      int l=strlen(word); 
            UPC=0; 
        for(i=0;i<l;i++){ 
         if(isupper(word[i])){ 
          UPC++; 
          word[i]=(char)(word[i]+32); 
       } 
    } 
      if(UPC>1){ 
       if(last!=' ' ) fputc(last,stdout); 
        last='~'; 
        } 
    else 
     if(UPC==1) { 
       if(last!=' ' ) fputc(last,stdout); 
         last='^'; 
    UPC=0; 
         } 
 
      Transform(); 
        if(!isalpha(last)){ 
         if(last!=' ')  fputc(last,stdout); 
          else 
         if(last==' '&&count==0)  fputc(last,stdout); 
         } 
         last=c; 
         c=fgetc(stdin); if(c==' ')sp=1; 
         l=strlen(word); 
         if(count>0) fputc(count,stdout); 
         for (int i=0;i<l;i++) fputc(word[i],stdout); 
         word[0]='\0'; 
        }//while 
       l=strlen(word); 
      for (int i=0;i<l;i++) fputc(word[i],stdout); 
      fputc(last,stdout); 
      fclose(stdout); 
      fprintf( stderr, "\nThe transformation process is 
finished....... " ); 





    count=0; 
    coded=false; 
    int l=strlen(word); 
    switch(l) 
    { 
    case 1:i=0; c1++; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf1[0][i])&&(i<1)){i++;} 
           if (i<1) {coded=true;w1++;strcpy(word,buf1[1][i]);} 
          break; 
    case 2:i=0; c2++; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf2[0][i])&&(i<26)){i++;} 
          if (i<26) {coded=true;w2++;strcpy(word,buf2[1][i]);} 
          break; 
    case 3: 
          i=0;c3++; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf3[0][i])&&(i<126)){i++;} 
          if (i<126){coded=true;w3++; strcpy(word,buf3[1][i]);} 
          break; 
    case 4:c4++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf4[0][i])&&(i<393)){i++;} 
           if (i<393){coded=true;w4++; strcpy(word,buf4[1][i]);} 
          break; 
    case 5:c5++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf5[0][i])&&(i<393)){i++;} 
          if (i<393) {coded=true;w5++;strcpy(word,buf5[1][i]);} 
          break; 
     case 6:c6++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf6[0][i])&&(i<351)){i++;} 
          if (i<351) {coded=true;w6++;strcpy(word,buf6[1][i]);} 
          break; 
      case 7:c7++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf7[0][i])&&(i<296)){i++;} 
          if (i<296){coded=true;w7++; strcpy(word,buf7[1][i]);} 
          break; 
      case 8:c8++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf8[0][i])&&(i<181)){i++;} 
          if (i<181){coded=true;w8++; strcpy(word,buf8[1][i]);} 
          break; 
       case 9:c9++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf9[0][i])&&(i<202)){i++;} 
          if (i<202){coded=true;w9++; strcpy(word,buf9[1][i]);} 
          break; 
       case 10:c10++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf10[0][i])&&(i<76)){i++;} 
          if (i<76){coded=true; strcpy(word,buf10[1][i]);} 
          break; 
       case 11:c11++; 
            i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf11[0][i])&&(i<28)){i++;} 
           if (i<28){coded=true;w11++; strcpy(word,buf11[1][i]);} 
           break; 
       case 12:c12++; 
            i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf12[0][i])&&(i<16)){i++;} 
           if (i<16){coded=true;w12++; strcpy(word,buf12[1][i]);} 
           break; 
       case 13:c13++; 
            i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf13[0][i])&&i<26 
&&buf13[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<26&&!buf13[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf13[0][i],word); } 
           else 
            if(i<26&&buf13[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf13[1][i]); 
coded=true;w13++;} 
            break; 
       default:  break; 
 
     }//switch 
 
   count=0;int en=0; 
 
 // RLE encoding for replacing a seaquence of e's by a number 
 
     while(word[count]=='e'&&en<=13){ 
      count++;en++; 
      } 
      int i=0; 
       l=strlen(word); 
      while(count<l){ 
      temp[i]=word[count]; 
       i++; 
       count++; 
     } 
      temp[i]='\0'; 
     strcpy(word,temp); 
     count=en; 













#define ON 1 


















main( int argc, char *argv[] ) 
{ 
    fprintf( stderr, "Performing UNSRLE Transformation on " ); 
    if ( argc > 1 ) { 
        freopen( argv[ 1 ], "rb", stdin ); 
        fprintf( stderr, "%s", argv[ 1 ] ); 
    } else 
        fprintf( stderr, "stdin" ); 
    fprintf( stderr, " to " ); 
    if ( argc > 2 ) { 
        freopen( argv[ 2 ], "wb", stdout ); 
        fprintf( stderr, "%s", argv[ 2 ] ); 
    } else 
    fprintf( stderr, "stdin" ); 
    fprintf( stderr, "\n" ); 
     c=getc(stdin);  
     i=0; 
     while( c!= EOF){ 
          if(isalpha(c)) 
             word[i++]=(char)c; 
          else 
          if(c<128){ //ASCII codes 
            if(c=='~'||c=='^') 
              if (last=='~'||last=='^') last1=c; 
              else 
                last=c; 
             if(word[0]) 
              {  word[i]='\0'; 
                ReTransform();   
               if(last=='^') word[0]=(char)(word[0]-32); 
               else 
               if(last=='~') 
             { 
               l=strlen(word); 
                for(i=0;i<l;i++){word[i]=(char)(word[i]-
32);} 
                } 
                last=last1;last1=0; 
                fputs(word,stdout); 
                if(c=='^'||c=='~')fputc(' ',stdout); 
                else fputc(c,stdout); 
               word[0]='\0';i=0; 
              } 
            else 
              if(c!='^'&&c!='~')fputc(c,stdout); 
            } 
          else { //Extended ASCII codes 
            if(word[0]) 
              {  word[i]='\0'; 
                ReTransform(); 
               if(last=='^') word[0]=(char)(word[0]-32); 
               else 
               if(last=='~') 
             { 
               l=strlen(word); 
               for(i=0;i<l;i++){ word[i]=(char)(word[i]-
32); } 
                } 
                last=last1;last1=0; 
               fputs(word,stdout); 
               word[0]='\0';i=0; 
              } 
              fputc(' ',stdout); 
                int r=c-128; 
                for (i=0;i<r;i++) word[i]='e'; 
                word[i]='\0'; 
                } 
             c=getc(stdin); 
             if(c==EOF)break; 
            }; 
           ReTransform();fputs(word,stdout); 
     fclose(stdout); 
   fprintf( stderr, "\nThe retransformation process is 
finished....... " ); 





    count=0; 
    coded=false; 
    int l=strlen(word); 
    switch(l) 
    { 
    case 1:i=0; c1++; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf1[1][i])&&(i<1)){i++;} 
           if (i<1) {coded=true;w1++;strcpy(word,buf1[0][i]);} 
          break; 
    case 2:i=0; c2++; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf2[1][i])&&(i<26)){i++;} 
          if (i<26) {coded=true;w2++;strcpy(word,buf2[0][i]);} 
          break; 
    case 3: 
          i=0;c3++; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf3[1][i])&&(i<126)){i++;} 
           if (i<126){coded=true;w3++; strcpy(word,buf3[0][i]);} 
          break; 
 
    case 4:c4++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf4[1][i])&&(i<393)){i++;} 
          if (i<393){coded=true;w4++; strcpy(word,buf4[0][i]);} 
          break; 
    case 5:c5++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf5[1][i])&&(i<393)){i++;} 
          if (i<393) {coded=true;w5++;strcpy(word,buf5[0][i]);} 
          break; 
     case 6:c6++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf6[1][i])&&(i<351)){i++;} 
          if (i<351) {coded=true;w6++;strcpy(word,buf6[0][i]);} 
          break; 
      case 7:c7++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf7[1][i])&&(i<296)){i++;} 
          if (i<296){coded=true;w7++; strcpy(word,buf7[0][i]);} 
          break; 
      case 8:c8++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf8[1][i])&&(i<181)){i++;} 
          if (i<181){coded=true;w8++; strcpy(word,buf8[0][i]);} 
          break; 
       case 9:c9++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf9[1][i])&&(i<202)){i++;} 
          if (i<202){coded=true;w9++; strcpy(word,buf9[0][i]);} 
          break; 
       case 10:c10++; 
          i=0; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf10[1][i])&&(i<76)){i++;} 
          if (i<76){coded=true; strcpy(word,buf10[0][i]);} 
          break; 
       case 11:c11++; 
            i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf11[1][i])&&(i<28)){i++;} 
           if (i<28){coded=true;w11++; strcpy(word,buf11[0][i]);} 
           break; 
       case 12:c12++; 
            i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf12[1][i])&&(i<16)){i++;} 
           if (i<16){coded=true;w12++; strcpy(word,buf12[0][i]);} 
           break; 
       case 13:c13++; 
            i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf13[1][i])&&i<26 
&&buf13[1][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<26&&!buf13[1][i][0]) {strcpy(buf13[1][i],word); } 
           else 
            if(i<26&&buf13[1][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf13[0][i]); 
coded=true;w13++;} 
            break; 
       default:  break; 
 
     }//switch 
   count=0; 





//DERLE Coding List      
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 int sp=0,nsp,odd;int UPC=0;bool coded=true; 
 int l,w1=0,w2=0,w3=0,w4=0,w5=0,w6=0,w7=0,w8=0,w9=0, 
w10=0,w12=0,w11=0,w13=0,tsp=0; 
 int i=0; 









main( int argc, char *argv[] ) 
{ 
    fprintf( stderr, "Performing DRLE Transformation on " ); 
    if ( argc > 1 ) { 
        freopen( argv[ 1 ], "rb", stdin ); 
        fprintf( stderr, "%s", argv[ 1 ] ); 
    } else 
        fprintf( stderr, "stdin" ); 
    fprintf( stderr, " to " ); 
    if ( argc > 2 ) { 
        freopen( argv[ 2 ], "wb", stdout ); 
        fprintf( stderr, "%s", argv[ 2 ] ); 
    } else 
        fprintf( stderr, "stdin" ); 
    fprintf( stderr, "\n" ); 
     c=getc(stdin); 
     while(true){ 
          while( c!= EOF && !isalpha(c)){ 
           if (last)fputc(last,stdout); 
           last=c; 
           c=fgetc(stdin); 
         }//while 
      if(c==EOF){ break; } 
 
       i=0; 
       word[i]=(char)c; i++; 
     while( (c = getc(stdin)) != EOF &&(isalpha(c)||c=='\'')){ 
            word[i++]=(char)c; 
      }//while 
      word[i]='\0'; 
      if(c==EOF){  break; } 
      int l=strlen(word); 
            UPC=0; 
          for(i=0;i<l;i++){ 
        if(isupper(word[i])){ 
          UPC++; 
          word[i]=(char)(word[i]+32); 
       } 
    } 
      if(UPC>1){ 
       if(last!=' ' ) fputc(last,stdout); 
        last='~'; 
        } 
    else 
     if(UPC==1) { 
       if(last!=' ' ) fputc(last,stdout); 
         last='^'; 
    UPC=0; 
         } 
      coded=false; 
      Transform(); 
        if(!isalpha(last)){ 
         if(last!=' ')  fputc(last,stdout); 
          else 
         if(last==' '&&count==0)  fputc(last,stdout); 
         } 
         last=c; 
         c=fgetc(stdin); if(c==' ')sp=1; 
         l=strlen(word); 
         if(count>0) fputc(count,stdout); 
         for (int i=0;i<l;i++) fputc(word[i],stdout); 
         word[0]='\0'; 
        }//while 
       l=strlen(word); 
      for (int i=0;i<l;i++) fputc(word[i],stdout); 
      fputc(last,stdout); 
   fclose(stdout); 
   fprintf( stderr, "\nThe transformation process is 
finished....... " ); 





    count=0; 
    coded=false; 
    int l=strlen(word); 
    switch(l) 
    { 
     case 1:i=0; c1++; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf1[0][i])&&(i<1)){i++;} 
           if (i<1) {coded=true;w1++;strcpy(word,buf1[1][i]);} 
          break; 
     case 2:i=0; c2++; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf2[0][i])&&(i<26)){i++;} 
          if (i<26) {coded=true;w2++;strcpy(word,buf2[1][i]);} 
          break; 
    case 3: c3++; 
           i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf3[0][i])&&i<676 
&&buf3[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<676&&!buf3[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf3[0][i],word); 
d3++; } 
           else 
             if(i<676&&buf3[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf3[1][i]); 
coded=true;w3++; } 
          break; 
      case 4:c4++; 
          i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf4[0][i])&&i<1352 
&&buf4[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<1352&&!buf4[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf4[0][i],word);  
} 
           else 
            if(i<1352&&buf4[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf4[1][i]); 
coded=true;w4++; } 
          break; 
   case 5:c5++; 
           i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf5[0][i])&&i<1352 
&&buf5[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<1352&&!buf5[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf5[0][i],word);  
} 
           else 
            if(i<1352&&buf5[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf5[1][i]); 
coded=true;w5++; } 
          break; 
     case 6:c6++; 
      i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf6[0][i])&&i<1378 
&&buf6[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<1378&&!buf6[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf6[0][i],word);  
} 
           else 
            if(i<1378&&buf6[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf6[1][i]); 
coded=true;w6++; } 
          break; 
     case 7:c7++; 
          i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf7[0][i])&&i<1378 
&&buf7[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
          if(i<1378&&!buf7[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf7[0][i],word);  } 
           else 
            if(i<1378&&buf7[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf7[1][i]); 
coded=true;w7++; } 
          break; 
      case 8:c8++; 
          i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf8[0][i])&&i<676 
&&buf8[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
          if(i<1352&&!buf8[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf8[0][i],word);  } 
           else 
            if(i<1352&&buf8[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf8[1][i]); 
coded=true;w8++; } 
          break; 
       case 9:c9++; 
          i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf9[0][i])&&i<1352 
&&buf9[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
          if(i<1352&&!buf9[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf9[0][i],word);  } 
           else 
            if(i<1352&&buf9[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf9[1][i]); 
coded=true;w9++; } 
          break; 
       case 10:c10++; 
     i=0;  //fputs(word,wt);fputs("\n",wt); 
        while (strcmp(word,buf10[0][i])&&i<1352 
&&buf10[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<1352&&!buf10[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf10[0][i],word); 
} 
           else 
            if(i<1352&&buf10[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf10[1][i]); 
coded=true;w10++;} 
            break; 
       case 11:c11++; 
      i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf11[0][i])&&i<676 
&&buf11[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<676&&!buf11[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf11[0][i],word);  
} 
           else 
            if(i<676&&buf11[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf11[1][i]); 
coded=true;w11++; } 
            break; 
      case 12:c12++; 
         i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf12[0][i])&&i<676 
&&buf12[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<676&&!buf12[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf12[0][i],word); 
d12++; } 
           else 
            if(i<676&&buf12[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf12[1][i]); 
coded=true;w12++;} 
           break; 
        default:c13++; 
            i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf13[0][i])&&i<676 
&&buf13[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<676&&!buf13[0][i][0]) 
{strcpy(buf13[0][i],word);d13++; } 
           else 
            if(i<676&&buf13[0][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf13[1][i]); 
coded=true;w13++;} 
     }//switch 
   count=0;int en=0; 
 
   // RLE encoding for replacing a seaquence of e's by a number 
    if(coded==true){ 
     while(word[count]=='e'&&en<=13){ 
      count++;en++; 
     } 
      int i=0; 
      int l=strlen(word); 
      while(count<l){ 
      temp[i]=word[count]; 
       i++; 
       count++; 
     } 
      temp[i]='\0'; 
     strcpy(word,temp); 
     count=en; 
     if (en>0)count=en+128; 
    } 




 //UNDRLE Coding List      
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main( int argc, char *argv[] ) 
{ 
    fprintf( stderr, "Performing UNDRLE Transformation on " ); 
    if ( argc > 1 ) { 
        freopen( argv[ 1 ], "rb", stdin ); 
        fprintf( stderr, "%s", argv[ 1 ] ); 
    } else 
        fprintf( stderr, "stdin" ); 
    fprintf( stderr, " to " ); 
    if ( argc > 2 ) { 
        freopen( argv[ 2 ], "wb", stdout ); 
        fprintf( stderr, "%s", argv[ 2 ] ); 
    } else 
    fprintf( stderr, "stdin" ); 
    fprintf( stderr, "\n" ); 
     c=getc(stdin); 
     i=0; 
     while( c!= EOF){ 
          if(isalpha(c)) 
             word[i++]=(char)c; 
          else 
          if(c<128){  //ASCII codes 
            if(c=='~'||c=='^') 
              if (last=='~'||last=='^') last1=c; 
              else 
                last=c; 
            if(word[0]) 
              {  word[i]='\0'; 
                ReTransform(); 
               if(last=='^') word[0]=(char)(word[0]-32); 
               else 
               if(last=='~') 
             { 
               l=strlen(word); 
                for(i=0;i<l;i++){word[i]=(char)(word[i]-
32);} 
                } 
                last=last1;last1=0; 
 
                fputs(word,stdout); 
                if(c=='^'||c=='~')fputc(' ',stdout); 
                else fputc(c,stdout); 
               word[0]='\0';i=0; 
              } 
            else 
              if(c!='^'&&c!='~')fputc(c,stdout); 
            } 
          else {// Extended ASCII codes 
            if(word[0]) 
              {  word[i]='\0'; 
                ReTransform(); 
               if(last=='^') word[0]=(char)(word[0]-32); 
               else 
               if(last=='~') 
             { 
               l=strlen(word); 
               for(i=0;i<l;i++){ word[i]=(char)(word[i]-
32); } 
                } 
                last=last1;last1=0; 
               fputs(word,stdout); 
               word[0]='\0';i=0; 
              } 
              fputc(' ',stdout); 
                int r=c-128; 
                for (i=0;i<r;i++) word[i]='e'; 
                word[i]='\0'; 
               } 
             c=getc(stdin); 
             if(c==EOF)break; 
            }; 
           ReTransform(); 
           fputs(word,stdout); 
           //fputc(last,stdout); 
     fclose(stdout); 
   fprintf( stderr, "\nThe retransformation process is 
finished....... " ); 





    count=0; 
    coded=false; 
    int l=strlen(word); 
    switch(l) 
    { 
     case 1:i=0; c1++; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf1[1][i])&&(i<1)){i++;} 
           if (i<1) {coded=true;w1++;strcpy(word,buf1[0][i]);} 
          break; 
     case 2:i=0; c2++; 
       while (strcmp(word,buf2[1][i])&&(i<26)){i++;} 
          if (i<26) {coded=true;w2++;strcpy(word,buf2[0][i]);} 
          break; 
     case 3: c3++; 
           i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf3[1][i])&&i<676 
&&buf3[1][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<676&&!buf3[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf3[0][i],word); 
d3++; } 
           else 
            if(i<676&&buf3[1][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf3[0][i]); 
coded=true;w3++; } 
          break; 
     case 4:c4++; 
          i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf4[1][i])&&i<1352 
&&buf4[1][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<1352&&!buf4[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf4[0][i],word);  
} 
           else 
            if(i<1352&&buf4[1][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf4[0][i]); 
coded=true;w4++; } 
          break; 
   case 5:c5++; 
           i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf5[1][i])&&i<1352 
&&buf5[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<1352&&!buf5[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf5[0][i],word);  
} 
           else 
            if(i<1352&&buf5[1][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf5[0][i]); 
coded=true;w5++;} 
          break; 
     case 6:c6++; 
      i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf6[1][i])&&i<1378 
&&buf6[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<1378&&!buf6[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf6[0][i],word);} 
           else 
            if(i<1378&&buf6[1][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf6[0][i]); 
coded=true;w6++;} 
          break; 
     case 7:c7++; 
          i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf7[1][i])&&i<1378 
&&buf7[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
          if(i<1378&&!buf7[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf7[0][i],word);  } 
           else 
            if(i<1378&&buf7[1][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf7[0][i]); 
coded=true;w7++; } 
          break; 
      case 8:c8++; 
          i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf8[1][i])&&i<676 
&&buf8[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
          if(i<1352&&!buf8[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf8[0][i],word);  } 
           else 
            if(i<1352&&buf8[1][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf8[0][i]); 
coded=true;w8++; } 
          break; 
       case 9:c9++; 
          i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf9[1][i])&&i<1352 
&&buf9[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<1352&&!buf9[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf9[0][i],word);  } 
           else 
            if(i<1352&&buf9[1][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf9[0][i]); 
coded=true;w9++; } 
          break; 
       case 10:c10++; 
    i=0;  //fputs(word,wt);fputs("\n",wt); 
        while (strcmp(word,buf10[1][i])&&i<1352 
&&buf10[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<1352&&!buf10[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf10[0][i],word); 
} 
           else 
            if(i<1352&&buf10[1][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf10[0][i]); 
coded=true;w10++;} 
            break; 
       case 11:c11++; 
      i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf11[1][i])&&i<676 
&&buf11[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<676&&!buf11[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf11[0][i],word);  
} 
           else 
            if(i<676&&buf11[1][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf11[0][i]); 
coded=true;w11++; } 
            break; 
      case 12:c12++; 
           i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf12[1][i])&&i<676 
&&buf12[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<676&&!buf12[0][i][0]) {strcpy(buf12[0][i],word); 
d12++; } 
           else 
            if(i<676&&buf12[1][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf12[0][i]); 
coded=true;w12++;} 
            break; 
       default:c13++; 
            i=0; 
        while (strcmp(word,buf13[1][i])&&i<676 
&&buf13[0][i][0] ){i++;} 
           if(i<676&&!buf13[0][i][0]) 
{strcpy(buf13[0][i],word);d13++; } 
           else 
            if(i<676&&buf13[1][i][0]) {strcpy(word,buf13[0][i]); 
coded=true;w13++;} 
     }//switch 
   count=0; 
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int c13=0,w10=0,j;int UPC=0,WSize; 
int sp=0,nsp,odd;bool coded=true; 
int i=0; 
int subid; 
int Sub(int l, char ch); 
 
void PrintDictItem(char Buf[2][908][20]); 
















  int i,j=0,l; 
  l=strlen(word); 
     for(i=0;i<l;i++) 
     { 
      if(word[i+1]=='e') 
      { 
       tw[j]=char(word[i]-32); 
       i++; 
      } 
      else 
      { 
       tw[j]=word[i]; 
      } 
      j++; 
   } 
   tw[j]='\0'; 
   strcpy(word,tw); 
 } 
 
main( int argc, char *argv[] ) 
{ 
    fprintf( stderr, "Performing WILC Transformation on " ); 
     if ( argc > 1 ) { 
        freopen( argv[ 1 ], "rb", stdin ); 
        fprintf( stderr, "%s", argv[ 1 ] ); 
    } else 
        fprintf( stderr, "stdin" ); 
    fprintf( stderr, " to " ); 
    if ( argc > 2 ) { 
        freopen( argv[ 2 ], "wb", stdout ); 
        fprintf( stderr, "%s", argv[ 2 ] ); 
    } else 
        fprintf( stderr, "stdin" ); 
    fprintf( stderr, "\n" ); 
 
     c=getc(stdin); 
     while(true){ 
          while( c!= EOF && !isalpha(c)){ 
           if (last)fputc(last,stdout); 
           last=c; 
           c=fgetc(stdin); 
         }//while 
      if(c==EOF){ break; } 
       i=0; 
       word[i]=(char)c; i++; 
     while( (c = getc(stdin)) != EOF &&(isalpha(c)||c=='\'')){ 
            word[i++]=(char)c; 
      }//while 
      word[i]='\0'; 
      if(c==EOF){  break; } 
      int l=strlen(word); 
      WSize=l; 
      UPC=0; 
       for(i=0;i<l;i++){ 
        if(isupper(word[i])){ 
          UPC++; 
          word[i]=(char)(word[i]+32); 
       } 
    } 
 
 
     if(UPC>1){ 
       if(last!=' ' ) fputc(last,stdout); 
        last='~'; 
        } 
    else 
     if(UPC==1) { 
       if(last!=' ' ) fputc(last,stdout); 
         last='^'; 
    UPC=0; 
         } 
   coded=false; 
     subid=Sub(strlen(word),word[0]); 
     CSWTransform(); 
        if (last==' '||last=='~'||last=='^'){ 
            if(last=='~'||last=='^'){ 
                    fputc(last,stdout); 
                    if(coded==true) { 
                     last=subid+128; 
                     fputc(last,stdout); 
                    } 
                  } 
            else{ 
                  if(coded==true) last=subid+128; 
                  fputc(last,stdout); 
                } 
              } 
 
            else 
            { 
                fputc(last,stdout); 
                 if(coded==true) { 
                  last=subid+128; 
                  fputc(last,stdout); 
                  } 
         } 
         last=c; 
         c=fgetc(stdin); 
         if(word[0]) 
           { 
           WordComp(); 
           fputs(word,stdout); 
           } 
          word[0]='\0'; 
          UPC=0; 
      }//while 
   if(word[0]){ 
     int l=strlen(word); 
      WSize=l; 
      UPC=0; 
 
      for(i=0;i<l;i++){ 
        if(isupper(word[i])){ 
          UPC++; 
          word[i]=(char)(word[i]+32); 
       } 
    } 
     if(UPC>1){    //if (UPC>=l-1&&l>1) 
       if(last!=' ' ) fputc(last,stdout); 
        last='~'; 
        } 
    else 
     if(UPC==1) { 
       if(last!=' ' ) fputc(last,stdout); 
         last='^'; 
    UPC=0; 
         } 
     if (word[0]) CSWTransform(); 
      if (last==' '||last=='~'){ 
            if(last=='^' || last=='~') { 
                        fputc(last,stdout); 
                        if(coded==true) { 
                        last=subid+128; 
                     fputc(last,stdout); 
                  } 
            } 
            else{ 
                 if(coded==true) last=subid+128; 
                  fputc(last,stdout); 
                } 
           } 
       else 
        { 
                          fputc(last,stdout); 
                         if(coded==true) { 
                        last=subid+128; 
                        fputc(last,stdout); 
                  } 
        } 
      WordComp(); 
   fputs(word,stdout); 
     } 
   else 
     if(last)fputc(last,stdout); 
       fclose(stdout); 
   fprintf( stderr, "\nThe transformation process is 
finished....... " ); 
          
while(sub119[i][0]){fprintf(stream,"%s\n",sub119[i]);i++;}; 




int Sub(int l, char ch) { 
      // add indexing table to minimize the search time. 
  int s=0; 
      while(intitial[s]!=ch) s++; 
      s=Sp[s]; 
      while(Length[s]<l) s++; 
    while(Cluster[s]<ch) s++; 
   return s; 
 } 
 
 void CSWTransform(){ 
    int l=strlen(word); 
    if(l<=6){ 
    i=0; 
      while (strcmp(word,MFW[i])&&i<124){i++;} 
      if(i<124) { 
         subid=i; 
         word[0]='\0'; 
         coded=true; 
          return; 
         } 
      coded=false; 
      } 
   if(!coded) 
    { 
    char c=word[0]; 
    int subid= Sub(l,c); 
    if (subid<124)cnt[subid]=cnt[subid]+1; 
    switch(subid){ 
    case 0:Coding(sub1); break; 
    case 1:Coding(sub2); break; 
    case 2:Coding(sub3); break; 
    case 3:Coding(sub4); break; 
    case 4:Coding(sub5); break; 
    case 5:Coding(sub6); break; 
    case 6:Coding(sub7); break; 
    case 7:Coding(sub8); break; 
    case 8:Coding(sub9); break; 
    case 9:Coding(sub10); break; 
    case 10:Coding(sub11); break; 
    case 11:Coding(sub12); break; 
    case 12:Coding(sub13); break; 
     case 13:Coding(sub14); break; 
    case 14:Coding(sub15); break; 
    case 15:Coding(sub16); break; 
    case 16:Coding(sub17); break; 
    case 17:Coding(sub18); break; 
    case 18:Coding(sub19); break; 
    case 19:Coding(sub20); break; 
    case 20:Coding(sub21); break; 
    case 21:Coding(sub22); break; 
    case 22:Coding(sub23); break; 
    case 23:Coding(sub24); break; 
    case 24:Coding(sub25); break; 
    case 25:Coding(sub26); break; 
    case 26:Coding(sub27); break; 
    case 27:Coding(sub28); break; 
    case 28:Coding(sub29); break; 
    case 29:Coding(sub30); break; 
    case 30:Coding(sub31); break; 
    case 31:Coding(sub32); break; 
    case 32:Coding(sub33); break; 
    case 33:Coding(sub34); break; 
    case 34:Coding(sub35); break; 
    case 35:Coding(sub36); break; 
    case 36:Coding(sub37); break; 
    case 37:Coding(sub38); break; 
    case 38:Coding(sub39); break; 
    case 39:Coding(sub40); break; 
    case 40:Coding(sub41); break; 
    case 41:Coding(sub42); break; 
    case 42:Coding(sub43); break; 
    case 43:Coding(sub44); break; 
    case 44:Coding(sub45); break; 
    case 45:Coding(sub46); break; 
    case 46:Coding(sub47); break; 
    case 47:Coding(sub48); break; 
    case 48:Coding(sub49); break; 
    case 49:Coding(sub50); break; 
    case 50:Coding(sub51); break; 
    case 51:Coding(sub52); break; 
    case 52:Coding(sub53); break; 
    case 53:Coding(sub54); break; 
    case 54:Coding(sub55); break; 
    case 55:Coding(sub56); break; 
    case 56:Coding(sub57); break; 
    case 57:Coding(sub58); break; 
    case 58:Coding(sub59); break; 
    case 59:Coding(sub60); break; 
    case 60:Coding(sub61); break; 
    case 61:Coding(sub62); break; 
    case 62:Coding(sub63); break; 
    case 63:Coding(sub64); break; 
    case 64:Coding(sub65); break; 
    case 65:Coding(sub66); break; 
    case 66:Coding(sub67); break; 
    case 67:Coding(sub68); break; 
    case 68:Coding(sub69); break; 
    case 69:Coding(sub70); break; 
    case 70:Coding(sub71); break; 
    case 71:Coding(sub72); break; 
    case 72:Coding(sub73); break; 
    case 73:Coding(sub74); break; 
     case 74:Coding(sub75); break; 
    case 75:Coding(sub76); break; 
    case 76:Coding(sub77); break; 
    case 77:Coding(sub78); break; 
    case 78:Coding(sub79); break; 
    case 79:Coding(sub80); break; 
    case 80:Coding(sub81); break; 
    case 81:Coding(sub82); break; 
    case 82:Coding(sub83); break; 
    case 83:Coding(sub84); break; 
    case 84:Coding(sub85); break; 
    case 85:Coding(sub86); break; 
    case 86:Coding(sub87); break; 
    case 87:Coding(sub88); break; 
    case 88:Coding(sub89); break; 
    case 89:Coding(sub90); break; 
    case 90:Coding(sub91); break; 
    case 91:Coding(sub92); break; 
    case 92:Coding(sub93); break; 
    case 93:Coding(sub94); break; 
    case 94:Coding(sub95); break; 
    case 95:Coding(sub96); break; 
    case 96:Coding(sub97); break; 
    case 97:Coding(sub98); break; 
    case 98:Coding(sub99); break; 
    case 99:Coding(sub100); break; 
    case 100:Coding(sub101); break; 
    case 101:Coding(sub102); break; 
    case 102:Coding(sub103); break; 
    case 103:Coding(sub104); break; 
    case 104:Coding(sub105); break; 
    case 105:Coding(sub106); break; 
    case 106:Coding(sub107); break; 
    case 107:Coding(sub108); break; 
    case 108:Coding(sub109); break; 
    case 109:Coding(sub110); break; 
    case 110:Coding(sub111); break; 
    case 111:Coding(sub112); break; 
    case 112:Coding(sub113); break; 
    case 113:Coding(sub114); break; 
    case 114:Coding(sub115); break; 
    case 115:Coding(sub116); break; 
    case 116:Coding(sub117); break; 
    case 117:Coding(sub118); break; 
    case 118:Coding(sub119); break; 
    case 119:Coding(sub120); break; 
    case 120:Coding(sub121); break; 
    case 121:Coding(sub122); break; 
    case 122:Coding(sub123); break; 
    case 123: Coding(sub124); break; 
    default:; 
    } //switch 
    } 
   } 
 
void Coding(char Buf[1024][20]){ 
  i=0; 
      while (strcmp(word,Buf[i])&&i<1024 &&Buf[i][0] ){i++;} 
      if(i<1024&&!Buf[i][0]) {strcpy(Buf[i],word);coded=false; } 
          else 






























#define ON 1 
#define OFF 0 
int lc[26]; 
int hc[26]; 
int c13=0,w10=0,j;int UPC=0,WSize; 




int Sub(int l, char ch); 
void PrintDictItem(char Buf[2][908][20]); 






void Decoding(int index, char Buf[1024][20]); 
void Size(char Buf[1024][20]); 
 
int  Index(); 
void Output(); 
void Retransform(int code); 
char word[20],tw[20]; 
int  SubId; 











  int i,j,l; 
  strcpy(tw,word); 
  l=strlen(tw); 
     j=0; 
     for(i=0;i<l;i++) 
     { 
        word[j]=tw[i]; 
       if(word[j]>=65&&word[j]<=96) 
          { 
          word[j]=char(word[j]+32); 
          j++; 
          word[j]='e'; 
          } 
 
         j++; 
     } 









       Retransform(SubId); 
       WordDeComp(); 
       if(last=='^'){ 
         word[0]=(char)(word[0]-32); 
         } 
       else 
       if(last=='~') 
        { 
       int l=strlen(word); 
       for(i=0;i<l;i++){ 
           if(isalpha(word[i])) word[i]=(char)(word[i]-32); 
      } 
       } 
 
       fputs(word,ofp); 
       word[0]='\0'; 
       SubId=-1; 
       last='\0'; 
       } 
} 
 
main( int argc, char *argv[] ) 
{ 
    fprintf( stderr, "Performing UNWILC Transformation on " ); 
      if ( argc > 1 ) { 
        if((ifp = fopen(argv[ 1 ],"r"))==NULL) { 
        printf("Cannot open file.\n"); 
        exit(1); 
        } else 
          fprintf( stderr, argv[1] ); 
       } 
 
    fprintf( stderr, " to " ); 
    if ( argc > 2 ) { 
    if((ofp = fopen(argv[ 2 ],"w"))==NULL) { 
        printf("Cannot open file.\n"); 
        exit(1); 
        } 
        else 
        { 
         fprintf( stderr, argv[2] ); 
        } 
    } 
 
     code=0; 
     last='\0'; 
     word[0]='\0'; 
    SubId=-1; 
    while(true) { 
      if(c=='*'||c=='"'||c=='\n'||c=='-
'||c=='('||c=='`'||c=='['||c==']'||c=='='||c==' '||c=='.') 
StopList=c; 
     c = fgetc( ifp ); 
      if(c=='"') SecondDq=!SecondDq; 
        if( c == EOF){ 
         if(SubId>=0) { 
         if(SecondDq&&StopList=='"'||StopList==']'){fputc(' 
',ofp);} 
         else 
if(StopList!='['&&StopList!='"'&&StopList!='*'&&StopList!='\n'&&S
topList!='-'&&StopList!='('&&StopList!='`') fputc(' ',ofp); 
         DecTrans(); 
         StopList=0;} 
         break;} 
     if(c>=128) 
      { 
       if(SubId>=0) { 
         if(SecondDq&&StopList=='"'||StopList==']'){fputc(' 
',ofp);} 




            DecTrans(); 
        } 
       SubId=c-128; 
      } 
      else 
      { 
      if(!isalpha(c)){ 
         if(SubId>=0) { 
         if(SecondDq&&StopList=='"'||StopList==']'){fputc(' 
',ofp);} 




           DecTrans(); 
         } 
         if(c=='~' ||c=='^' ){ 
          last=c; 
 
         } 
         else 
         if(c==' ' ){ 
          fputc(' ',ofp);StopList=0; 
         } 
         else 
         { 
          fputc(c,ofp); 
         } 
       } 
       else 
       { 
       i=0; 
         while(isalpha(c)||c=='\'') 
         { 
          word[i]=(char)c; 
          c=fgetc(ifp); 
          i++; 
          } 
         word[i]='\0'; 
         if(SubId>=0) { 
        if(SecondDq&&StopList=='"'||StopList==']'){fputc(' 
',ofp);} 
         else 
if(StopList!='['&&StopList!='"'&&StopList!='*'&&StopList!='\n'&&S
topList!='-'&&StopList!='('&&StopList!='`') {fputc(' ',ofp);} 
            DecTrans();StopList=0; 
         } 
         else 
         { 
         WordDeComp(); 
         AddtoDict(); 
         if(last=='^') word[0]=(char)(word[0]-32); 
          else 
         if(last=='~') 
          { 
           int l=strlen(word); 
           for(i=0;i<l;i++){ 
           if(isalpha(word[i])) word[i]=(char)(word[i]-32); 
        } 
          } 
         if(SecondDq&&StopList=='"'||StopList==']'){fputc(' 
',ofp);} 




         StopList=0; 
         fputs(word,ofp); 
         word[0]='\0'; 
         last='\0'; 
         } 
        ungetc(c,ifp); 
       } 
     } 
     }//wile 
    fclose(ofp); 
     fprintf( stderr, "\n\nThe transformation process is 
finished....... " ); 




int Sub(int l, char ch) { 
      // add indexing table to minimize the search time. 
  int s=0; 
      while(intitial[s]!=ch) s++; 
      s=Sp[s]; 
      while(Length[s]<l) s++; 
    while(Cluster[s]<ch) s++; 
  return s; 
 } 
 
   void Retransform(int code){ 
    if(!word[0]) 
    { 
    strcpy(word,MFW[code]); 
    return; 
    } 
      WordDeComp(); 
    int i= Index(); 
    subid=code; 
    switch(subid){ 
    case 0:Decoding(i,sub1); break; 
    case 1:Decoding(i,sub2); break; 
    case 2:Decoding(i,sub3); break; 
    case 3:Decoding(i,sub4); break; 
    case 4:Decoding(i,sub5); break; 
    case 5:Decoding(i,sub6); break; 
    case 6:Decoding(i,sub7); break; 
    case 7:Decoding(i,sub8); break; 
    case 8:Decoding(i,sub9); break; 
    case 9:Decoding(i,sub10); break; 
    case 10:Decoding(i,sub11); break; 
    case 11:Decoding(i,sub12); break; 
    case 12:Decoding(i,sub13); break; 
    case 13:Decoding(i,sub14); break; 
    case 14:Decoding(i,sub15); break; 
    case 15:Decoding(i,sub16); break; 
    case 16:Decoding(i,sub17); break; 
    case 17:Decoding(i,sub18); break; 
    case 18:Decoding(i,sub19); break; 
    case 19:Decoding(i,sub20); break; 
    case 20:Decoding(i,sub21); break; 
    case 21:Decoding(i,sub22); break; 
    case 22:Decoding(i,sub23); break; 
    case 23:Decoding(i,sub24); break; 
    case 24:Decoding(i,sub25); break; 
    case 25:Decoding(i,sub26); break; 
    case 26:Decoding(i,sub27); break; 
    case 27:Decoding(i,sub28); break; 
    case 28:Decoding(i,sub29); break; 
    case 29:Decoding(i,sub30); break; 
    case 30:Decoding(i,sub31); break; 
    case 31:Decoding(i,sub32); break; 
    case 32:Decoding(i,sub33); break; 
    case 33:Decoding(i,sub34); break; 
    case 34:Decoding(i,sub35); break; 
    case 35:Decoding(i,sub36); break; 
    case 36:Decoding(i,sub37); break; 
    case 37:Decoding(i,sub38); break; 
    case 38:Decoding(i,sub39); break; 
    case 39:Decoding(i,sub40); break; 
    case 40:Decoding(i,sub41); break; 
    case 41:Decoding(i,sub42); break; 
    case 42:Decoding(i,sub43); break; 
    case 43:Decoding(i,sub44); break; 
    case 44:Decoding(i,sub45); break; 
    case 45:Decoding(i,sub46); break; 
    case 46:Decoding(i,sub47); break; 
    case 47:Decoding(i,sub48); break; 
    case 48:Decoding(i,sub49); break; 
    case 49:Decoding(i,sub50); break; 
    case 50:Decoding(i,sub51); break; 
    case 51:Decoding(i,sub52); break; 
    case 52:Decoding(i,sub53); break; 
    case 53:Decoding(i,sub54); break; 
    case 54:Decoding(i,sub55); break; 
    case 55:Decoding(i,sub56); break; 
    case 56:Decoding(i,sub57); break; 
     case 57:Decoding(i,sub58); break; 
    case 58:Decoding(i,sub59); break; 
    case 59:Decoding(i,sub60); break; 
    case 60:Decoding(i,sub61); break; 
    case 61:Decoding(i,sub62); break; 
    case 62:Decoding(i,sub63); break; 
    case 63:Decoding(i,sub64); break; 
    case 64:Decoding(i,sub65); break; 
    case 65:Decoding(i,sub66); break; 
    case 66:Decoding(i,sub67); break; 
    case 67:Decoding(i,sub68); break; 
    case 68:Decoding(i,sub69); break; 
    case 69:Decoding(i,sub70); break; 
    case 70:Decoding(i,sub71); break; 
    case 71:Decoding(i,sub72); break; 
    case 72:Decoding(i,sub73); break; 
    case 73:Decoding(i,sub74); break; 
    case 74:Decoding(i,sub75); break; 
    case 75:Decoding(i,sub76); break; 
    case 76:Decoding(i,sub77); break; 
    case 77:Decoding(i,sub78); break; 
    case 78:Decoding(i,sub79); break; 
    case 79:Decoding(i,sub80); break; 
    case 80:Decoding(i,sub81); break; 
    case 81:Decoding(i,sub82); break; 
    case 82:Decoding(i,sub83); break; 
    case 83:Decoding(i,sub84); break; 
    case 84:Decoding(i,sub85); break; 
    case 85:Decoding(i,sub86); break; 
    case 86:Decoding(i,sub87); break; 
    case 87:Decoding(i,sub88); break; 
    case 88:Decoding(i,sub89); break; 
    case 89:Decoding(i,sub90); break; 
    case 90:Decoding(i,sub91); break; 
    case 91:Decoding(i,sub92); break; 
    case 92:Decoding(i,sub93); break; 
    case 93:Decoding(i,sub94); break; 
    case 94:Decoding(i,sub95); break; 
    case 95:Decoding(i,sub96); break; 
    case 96:Decoding(i,sub97); break; 
    case 97:Decoding(i,sub98); break; 
    case 98:Decoding(i,sub99); break; 
    case 99:Decoding(i,sub100); break; 
    case 100:Decoding(i,sub101); break; 
    case 101:Decoding(i,sub102); break; 
    case 102:Decoding(i,sub103); break; 
    case 103:Decoding(i,sub104); break; 
    case 104:Decoding(i,sub105); break; 
    case 105:Decoding(i,sub106); break; 
    case 106:Decoding(i,sub107); break; 
    case 107:Decoding(i,sub108); break; 
    case 108:Decoding(i,sub109); break; 
    case 109:Decoding(i,sub110); break; 
    case 110:Decoding(i,sub111); break; 
    case 111:Decoding(i,sub112); break; 
    case 112:Decoding(i,sub113); break; 
    case 113:Decoding(i,sub114); break; 
    case 114:Decoding(i,sub115); break; 
    case 115:Decoding(i,sub116); break; 
    case 116:Decoding(i,sub117); break; 
    case 117:Decoding(i,sub118); break; 
     case 118:Decoding(i,sub119); break; 
    case 119:Decoding(i,sub120); break; 
    case 120:Decoding(i,sub121); break; 
    case 121:Decoding(i,sub122); break; 
    case 122:Decoding(i,sub123); break; 
    case 123:Decoding(i,sub124); break; 
    default:; 
   } //switch 
  } 
 
void Decoding(int index, char Buf[1024][20]){ 
      strcpy(word,Buf[index]); 
} 
 
int  Index(){ 
  i=0; 
      while (strcmp(word,Codes[i])&&i<1024){i++;} 
     return i; 
    } 
 
void Output(){ 
  if(last==' ' ) 
    fputs(word,stdout); 
  else if(last=='^' ) 
    { 
    word[0]=(char)(word[0]+32); 
    fputs(word,stdout); 
    } 
  else if(last=='~' ) 
  { 
   int l=strlen(word); 
   for(i=0;i<l;i++){ 
      word[i]=(char)(word[i]+32); 
    } 
   fputs(word,stdout); 
  } 
  else 




    int l=strlen(word); 
    char c=word[0]; 
    int subid= Sub(l,c); 
    switch(subid){ 
    case 0:Coding(sub1); break; 
    case 1:Coding(sub2); break; 
    case 2:Coding(sub3); break; 
    case 3:Coding(sub4); break; 
    case 4:Coding(sub5); break; 
    case 5:Coding(sub6); break; 
    case 6:Coding(sub7); break; 
    case 7:Coding(sub8); break; 
    case 8:Coding(sub9); break; 
    case 9:Coding(sub10); break; 
    case 10:Coding(sub11); break; 
    case 11:Coding(sub12); break; 
    case 12:Coding(sub13); break; 
    case 13:Coding(sub14); break; 
    case 14:Coding(sub15); break; 
    case 15:Coding(sub16); break; 
     case 16:Coding(sub17); break; 
    case 17:Coding(sub18); break; 
    case 18:Coding(sub19); break; 
    case 19:Coding(sub20); break; 
    case 20:Coding(sub21); break; 
    case 21:Coding(sub22); break; 
    case 22:Coding(sub23); break; 
    case 23:Coding(sub24); break; 
    case 24:Coding(sub25); break; 
    case 25:Coding(sub26); break; 
    case 26:Coding(sub27); break; 
    case 27:Coding(sub28); break; 
    case 28:Coding(sub29); break; 
    case 29:Coding(sub30); break; 
    case 30:Coding(sub31); break; 
    case 31:Coding(sub32); break; 
    case 32:Coding(sub33); break; 
    case 33:Coding(sub34); break; 
    case 34:Coding(sub35); break; 
    case 35:Coding(sub36); break; 
    case 36:Coding(sub37); break; 
    case 37:Coding(sub38); break; 
    case 38:Coding(sub39); break; 
    case 39:Coding(sub40); break; 
    case 40:Coding(sub41); break; 
    case 41:Coding(sub42); break; 
    case 42:Coding(sub43); break; 
    case 43:Coding(sub44); break; 
    case 44:Coding(sub45); break; 
    case 45:Coding(sub46); break; 
    case 46:Coding(sub47); break; 
    case 47:Coding(sub48); break; 
    case 48:Coding(sub49); break; 
    case 49:Coding(sub50); break; 
    case 50:Coding(sub51); break; 
    case 51:Coding(sub52); break; 
    case 52:Coding(sub53); break; 
    case 53:Coding(sub54); break; 
    case 54:Coding(sub55); break; 
    case 55:Coding(sub56); break; 
    case 56:Coding(sub57); break; 
    case 57:Coding(sub58); break; 
    case 58:Coding(sub59); break; 
    case 59:Coding(sub60); break; 
    case 60:Coding(sub61); break; 
    case 61:Coding(sub62); break; 
    case 62:Coding(sub63); break; 
    case 63:Coding(sub64); break; 
    case 64:Coding(sub65); break; 
    case 65:Coding(sub66); break; 
    case 66:Coding(sub67); break; 
    case 67:Coding(sub68); break; 
    case 68:Coding(sub69); break; 
    case 69:Coding(sub70); break; 
    case 70:Coding(sub71); break; 
    case 71:Coding(sub72); break; 
    case 72:Coding(sub73); break; 
    case 73:Coding(sub74); break; 
    case 74:Coding(sub75); break; 
    case 75:Coding(sub76); break; 
    case 76:Coding(sub77); break; 
     case 77:Coding(sub78); break; 
    case 78:Coding(sub79); break; 
    case 79:Coding(sub80); break; 
    case 80:Coding(sub81); break; 
    case 81:Coding(sub82); break; 
    case 82:Coding(sub83); break; 
    case 83:Coding(sub84); break; 
    case 84:Coding(sub85); break; 
    case 85:Coding(sub86); break; 
    case 86:Coding(sub87); break; 
    case 87:Coding(sub88); break; 
    case 88:Coding(sub89); break; 
    case 89:Coding(sub90); break; 
    case 90:Coding(sub91); break; 
    case 91:Coding(sub92); break; 
    case 92:Coding(sub93); break; 
    case 93:Coding(sub94); break; 
    case 94:Coding(sub95); break; 
    case 95:Coding(sub96); break; 
    case 96:Coding(sub97); break; 
    case 97:Coding(sub98); break; 
    case 98:Coding(sub99); break; 
    case 99:Coding(sub100); break; 
    case 100:Coding(sub101); break; 
    case 101:Coding(sub102); break; 
    case 102:Coding(sub103); break; 
    case 103:Coding(sub104); break; 
    case 104:Coding(sub105); break; 
    case 105:Coding(sub106); break; 
    case 106:Coding(sub107); break; 
    case 107:Coding(sub108); break; 
    case 108:Coding(sub109); break; 
    case 109:Coding(sub110); break; 
    case 110:Coding(sub111); break; 
    case 111:Coding(sub112); break; 
    case 112:Coding(sub113); break; 
    case 113:Coding(sub114); break; 
    case 114:Coding(sub115); break; 
    case 115:Coding(sub116); break; 
    case 116:Coding(sub117); break; 
    case 117:Coding(sub118); break; 
    case 118:Coding(sub119); break; 
    default:  Coding(sub120); break; 
    } //switch 
 
   } 
void Coding(char Buf[1024][20]){ 
  i=0; 
      while (strcmp(word,Buf[i])&&i<1024 &&Buf[i][0] ){i++;} 
      if(i<1024&&!Buf[i][0]) {strcpy(Buf[i],word);coded=false; } 
          else 
      if(i<1024&&Buf[i][0]) {strcpy(word,Codes[i]); coded=true;} 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
